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RADIO TUBES

Masseneis opera "Le
Jongleur de Notre Dame"
was inspired by the great
medievalchurch of Notre
Dame whose famous gargoyles still look out over
Paris.

Brunswick Record

50082

LOOKING TOWARDS
THE FAR HORIZON
.

...

A successful business must be conducted with a
thought not only for tomorrow, but for the years to
come. Retail dealers who are building for permanence will naturally be attracted to a manufacturer
who has this end in view.

look confidently to the
Brunswick!
can

Inquiries from

such

.AruaW.7viclz
What better way is there to judge a company than
by the way it has acted in past situations? If its
course has always been honorable, its choice of
conduct upright; it is reasonable to assume that its
future actions will always be worthy of the good
reputation it has already established.

future with

dealers are invited.

Acido Corporrticorc

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO, PANATROPE & RECORDS
Makers of the World -Famous Brunswick Records

NEW YORK-CHICAGO-TORONTO
SUBSIDIARY OF WARNER

BROS.

PICTURES, INC.

Brunswick has been in business for many years; it
has been building musical reproducing instruments
since long before the first radio broadcast started
a new

industry.

In all its long career Brunswick dealers have never
once suffered because of short-sighted merchandis-

ing policies. There has never been any compromise
when the good name of the company was at stake.
Dealers have never been left to hold the bag for
mistakes which were not of their causing.
As a result, dealers who are now seeking a stable

line of radio and record -playing instruments which
they can carry through thr, years, know that they

J

BRUNSWICK

LOWBOY

MODEL 15

Armored chassis with 4 screen -grid htbes and two 45's
in parallel.
Uni -Selector and Illuminated Horizontal
Tuning Scale. Tone Control. Cabinet of seasoned and
selected butt -walnut with carved front panels. $13950
Other models $170 up.

(less tubes)

BKUNSWICK
RADI
FUTURA SERIES
FOR 1931
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in radio SO
salable as a
No. 14 Multi -Record Radio. 10 tubes. Plays a dozen 10 or 12 -inch records
one after the other, changing them automatically by means of an almost
human mechanism. Automatic Volume Control with Silent Visual Tuning.

Provision for future connection of Electrical Remote Control. Genuine walnut cabinet, scarcely larger than a radio alone. Price, less tubes, @
East of Rockies
$ 645

A

What You Get In
Stromberg -Carlson

1. Genuine Walnut Cabinets.

2. Massively Heavy Chassis.
3. Superb Tone From All
Stations.
4. Full Dial Efficiency.
5. Lifetime Durability.
6. Maintained Re-Sale Value.
7. Pride of Ownership.
8. Satisfaction without
Servicing.
9. Direct-to -Factory Responsibility.
10. Exclusive Models.
'There is nothing finer than a
StrombergCarlson --

Stromberg-Carlson2
WHEN you, as a dealer, select a line of Re-

ceivers you owe it to the success of your
business to ask yourself these questions.
What other lines of radio have a convertible
console like the No.11, or an automatic combination like the No. 14?
What others have genuine walnut cabinets.. .
a 76 to 86 pound chassis ... tone which is beyond criticism ... full dial efficiency
lifetime durability? What others have never been
dumped
have never made it practically impossible for the dealer to collect final installments? What others can claim 90% of owners
using their original sets ... owners who have
been so well satisfied for so long, their dealers, and their dealers' service men, have forgotten where they live? And what other radio
manufacturer is backed by years of telephone
experience-the parent science of radio?
What other dealers-have as close factory cooperation . .. have really as much to offer the
public-as have Stromberg-Carlson dealers?

...

...

StrombergCarlson unsurpassed quality Receivers range in price from
$155 to $369. The Multi -Record Radio, $645.
(Prices, less tubes, East of the Rockies).
The Stromberg -Carlson Hour Monday Evenings in a Coast-to -Coast
Broadcast over the N. B. C. Blue Network and Associated Stations.
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

s

1894

Nrombel

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS

1930
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New Year's
G reetings
Utah bespeaks for you
a still

greater vision of

Radio's ever -new service
to humanity.

May it bring your heart's
desire in Sales, in Profits
and in Greater Opportunities for Usefulness.
UTAH

RADIO

PRODUCTS

Speaker Unit Division

Utah Radio Products Co.
Sali Lake City. Chicago, Toronto

Parts Division

Carter Radio Company
CHICAGO

COMPANY

Cabinet Division

Caswell -Runyan Compun'Daruington, Indiana
Electrolytic Condenser Division

The Electofarad Corporation
CHICAGO
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What
are
1931 Tubes?
IT'S easy to identify 1931 tubes among the
general run of tubes. Meters and performance rather than labels and claims soon
separate the sheep from the goats. Briefly,
and for your guidance, the 1931 radio tube
features are:
Positive Characteristics because of the
doubling of the diameter of some support wires and better bracing, together
with tightened tolerances.

Improved Tone Quality resulting from
greater rigidity and therefore minimum
microphonic effects, together with suppression of distortion arising from undesirable regeneration.
Quiet Background brought about by
DeForest research into causes of hum
and crackle, resulting in one -fiftieth the
noise level heretofore considered standard practice, together with lower gas content made possible by unique DeForest
exhaust units now in use.

Longer Service Life brought about by important improvements in filaments,

cathode insulators and emitters, insuring a full thousand hours of peak

efficiency.

Greater Volume through the increase of
the mutual conductance in power tubes,
yet maintaining full interchangeability
with usual tubes of lower output.
Quick Heating averaging about 10 seconds,
due to patented DeForest notched cathode insulator, without sacrificing life,
reliability or quiet operation.
Higher R.F. Amplification with screen-grid
tubes, or 60 instead of usual 30 per
stage, while decreased grid-plate capacity
permits of maximum stability or minimum regeneration for the highest gain
with least distortion.
The foregoing 1931 radio tube features
are not to be found in tubes produced six
months ago, much less those a year or two
old, taken from large inventories. DeForest
research and engineering, rapidly translated into everyday terms by a production
geared to the demand, brings these features
to you in fresh De Forest Audions.

BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA
PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS
LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE
CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS
DETROIT
DALLAS
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY
DENVER

RADIO TUBES

De FOREST RADIO CO.
PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY
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"Less service

er

more profit"

-

FOR the consumer,
uninterrupted radio enjoyment;
for the Grebe dealer, a substantial saving-an important contribution to his net earnings. He
explains it with a simple equation: "Less service = more
profit." And the figures prove it:
less than one-half of one per cent
of the Grebe receivers, sold last
year and this year, have required
any service but tube replacements-a percentage so small that

it is negligible.
Another increase in the Grebe
dealer's earnings is a logical development. Instead of parting
with a large portion of his profits
to cure ailing sets, he is enabled
to use this money to expand his
business. Because the precision

with which Grebe radio is manufactured anticipates the dealer's
service problems-prevents a continuous drain on his profits.
Both the SK4, the Grebe prestige set, and its companion line,
the moderate -priced AH1, are
constructed with the same scientific exactness. Both are engineered for the protection of the
dealer as well as the pleasure of
the consumer. And this primary
principle of profits is another
reason why the demand for the
Grebe franchise constantly grows.

Gre e
ra io
IUVtR-SThCHRORNRSE

"-L

A. H. GREBE & COMPANY, Inc., Richmond Hill, New York
Western Branch, 443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, California
Slightly higher on Pacific Coast

...

AH1 Chassis
Grebe 160
walnut lowboy, with maple
panel; one of the new moderate-priced models; list
*$160, without tubes.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Here's the Answer!!!
the New Screen Grid

AUDIO LA
SUPERHETERODYNE
Just Think
Licensed by R. C. A.

9 Tubes
10 Tuned Circuits

Pre -Selector Stage

The new Audiola Superheterodyne represents the most advanced development in
Radio! Not to be confused with the old type
superheterodynes employing only three gang
condensers-the new Audiola is a four gang
condenser screen grid with the latest type
of dual pre -selector stage.
Adjacent to high

powered metropolitan stations,
the Audiola Su-

perheterodyne
gives 10 kilocycle
separation absolutely no "cross
talk." The sensitivity is better
than three micro-

Illustrating
Model 70
$119 Less Tubes
Model 60
at

ONLY

$107

AUDIOLA JUNIOR

volt per meter.

Triple Screen Grid-Tone Control. Built like large receivers.
Remarkably selective. Has a
dynamic speaker.
Less tubes, only P

Tubes
Extra

9 Years Building Fine Radio Receivers

AUDIOLA RADIO CO.
430 Green St.

Chicago, Illinois

1

7
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Who's to Blame

l
Type
S. A E.

Internal
and Standard
12.

Machine Screws

ANOTHER dissatisfied

Type 11. External

Fo

Standard Bolts
and Nuts

Type 15. Countersunk
For all Countersunk
Screws

mean time and money wasted. No wonder it's so hard for a
dealer to show a decent profit these days.
But-who's to blame? The manufacturer, of course, should never
build a product that will not stand up. However, the dealer should
never handle a product that will not give his customer complete
satisfaction. Too often, the cause of such discouraging experiences
is due to faulty connections-screws and nuts working loose-and
when this happens trouble is sure to start.
Protec: yourself by handling only those products that are Shake proof equipped. Shakeproof Lock Washers and Shakeproof Locking Terminals assure you of absolutely tight connections. Their
twisted teeth cannot shake loose for the greater the vibration, the
tighter they lock. Test Shakeproof on your next service_ job and
see for yourself how perfectly they function. Free samples will
be furnished on request-send for a supply today!

U. S. Patente

1,419,564
1,604,122
1,691,954
Other patenta

Type 20

Locking Terminals

`Feu Radso and Electrical

Work

customer-another service job that will

pending.
Foreign patent,.

S1IAKEPROOF

Lock Wash er Company
(Division of Illinois Tool Works)

2531 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Twisted
Teeth that

LOCK"
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and make a Sale!
Westinghouse Remote Control captures

the Imagination ... and the Profits!

REMOTE CONTROL

...

the final touch of
luxury and convenience. A set at the far
end of a room. The controls right beside the
armchair
even in another room. Press a
button for any one of six favorite stations. On
or off. Louder or softer!
It's just one of the many Westinghouse Radio
features that are bringing in the business for
Westinghouse dealers. Available on two models
...WR -6 and WR -7.
Don't let any prospect leave your store before
you have demonstrated Westinghouse Remote
Control, Press a button... and make another sale.

...

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Radio Dept. ...150 Broadway, New York City

Westinghouse

PIONEER RADIO IN THE HOME

Radio Retailing, December, 1930

HaveYourTubes

TESTED
1

by your radio

Hai You
the Test Equipment

to Reap the Profits

from
these newspaper campaigns?
"Go to your dealer and have him test your
tubes for vigor and vitality."
This is the keynote of big advertising
campaigns now run by tube manufacturers
in newspapers everywhere. Radio set owners
are urged to go to you for frequent tube tests.
Are you equipped to give prompt and intelligent service to your customers? Can you
convince them that they should buy new
tubes?
Reap the profits of these newspaper cooperative campaigns by getting a Jewell
Tube Checker at once. Radio tube replacements, like spark plugs, are made every day
of the year. Good tube checking equipment
quickly pays for itself. The Jewell Easy
Payment Plan will bring your tube checker
with a small down payment. Mail the
coupon for descriptive bulletin.

Jewell Pattern 209
Tube Checker

has six

tube sockets. It checks all
types of tubes including
screen grid, rectifier and
the new two -volt D. C.
type. No batteries are
needed. List price $30.

Dealer's price $22.50

Jewell Pattern 210
Tube Checker gives direct reading on all tubes
frost UX-199 to UX-250
-no mental arithmetic

necessary-operates
C. lines and

WFLL

from A.

30 YEARS

compensates for variations between 100 and
130 volts. List price $65.

Dealer's price $48.75

.

MAKING GOOD INSTRUMENTS

investigate the
JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

JE
LL
Easy Payment Plan
Don't delay equipping yourself for
radio service until you can
pay cash. Take advantage of the
Jewell Easy Payment Plan extended to
servicemen who are alive to the profit making possibilities of Jewell Service
Instruments and who want to pay
for them out of service profits. Mail
the coupon.

*profitable

1642-A Walnut Street, Chicago, Illinois
Please send illustrated literature on Jewell Tube Checkers and
Set Analyzers. Also explain the Jewell Easy Payment Plan.

Name
Address

9
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Each dot shorts the location of an
Arcturus distributor. In addition, Arcturus Tubes are sold in 54 foreign
countries. Bemuse Arcturus Tubes give

unusually good performance they have
gained this widespread acceptance in
less than two years-a remarkable record
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ACCEPTANCE

STANDING OUAILTY
WHEREVER radio sets are used,
Arcturus Tubes have built a reputa-

tion for exceptional quality.
Radio jobbers, radio dealers, and
the radio listening public know that
they can depend on these Blue tubes
for every essential feature. In quickness of action, clarity of tone, and
length of life, Arcturus Tubes meet
every demand.
This proved performance under
all conditions has gained world-wide
distribution and universal acceptance for Arcturus Tubes in a remarkably short time. In every state in the
union, as well as in 54 foreign countries, Arcturus Tubes enjoy steadily
increasing sales. Today, Arcturus
ranks as the leading unallied manufacturer from the standpoint of volume sales, acceptance and performance of product.
You can safely invest your capital
and your time in tubes of such widely
accepted quality. Stock and sell
ArcturusBlueTubes and you are sure
to satisfy your most critical customers. Get the details from your jobber.
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY

Newark, N. J.

1he

LIFELIKE TONE"

ACTS IN 7 SECONDS
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EVEI?VO%E
who enters your store is a
possible customer for a
PHONOVOX
Today a majority of the popular radio sets are equipped
with jacks to use with phonograph pick-ups. Practically
every customer you have probably owns a phonograph.
Many of them don't know that they can connect their
phonograph with a radio and have any music they wish
at any time without any possibility of static. That's
what you have to sell them. Offer to install a Pacent
Phonovox without charge. It will only take a few minutes. Let your service man also carry along a few new
records. The chances are that he will sell them before
he leaves your customer.
As a live-wire radio Dealer, you should sell a phonograph peck -up with every sale of a radio set. This is an
opportunity not only to make a profit on the New Pacent
Master Phonovox but to create a constant demand for
records.
The line of Patent Phonovoxes are the unquestioned
leaders in their field. Three types are offered.

CATALOG NO. 43

PACENT ELECTRIC
PICK-UP BOOSTER

CATALOG NO. 10811

(Illustrated below)

THE NEW OIL -DAMPED PHONOVOX

A compact, inexpensive unit
for use with radio sets having a power detector, and one
stage of audio. Gives tremen-

The 108B Oil -Damped Phonovox was the first instrument designed that could be used satisfactorily for talking movies and broadcasting station work. The 108B
Oil -Damped Phonovox provides the finest reproduction
available. Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely no
rubber bearings. Freezing is impossible.
List Price-$25.00

dous volume without distortion.
No. 43
$10.00 less tube. Es-

-

pecially recommended for BOSCH
-SPARTON-PHILCO-MAJESTIC
-RADIOLA

CATALOG
NO. 140
PACENT ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH MOTOR
Rugged, sturdy, quiet, extremely economical in operation, the Pacent Electric Phonograph Motor meets every
requirement of radio -phonograph use.
Designed for 100 volt, 50 or 60 cycle operation. Power consumption only25 watts. Operates ten hours for 1i5í. $25.00
All prices slightly hig

IAC

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC.,
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for o.

West

1

of the Rockies and in Canada

SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

0 Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

IE

N

T

1'
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TUBE MARKET
is already established for you. Hundreds

of set owners in your locality are operating radios that were designed for, and
originally equipped with Kellogg 401 A.C.
tubes! Do not overlook this vast consumer market-it is worth over two and
one-half millions of dollars annually!

Kellogg 401 A.C. tubes are the only tubes
you can sell to this profitable replacement
market. Your customers must buy these
tubes to maintain the good performance
of their sets.

Get your share of this business-stock and
display Kellogg tubes. Write to Department 47 for name and address of your
nearest Kellogg tube jobber.

KELLOGG ANID
1066

WEST ADAMS STREET

Every owner of every set
listed here is a customer
for KELLOGG 401 TUBES
KELLOGG sets -510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516, 517,
518, 519, 520, 521. McMILLAN sets-26, 26PT.
MOHAWK sets. SPARTON sets -62, 63, A -C 7.
DAY FAN sets-5143, 5144, 5145, 5148, 5158.
MARTI sets-TA2, TA10, DC2, DC10, CS2, CS10,
1928 Table, 1928 Console. CLEARTONE sets -110.
And the first A.C. models of the following: Bell,
Walbert, Wurlitzer, Pathe, Shamrock, Bush & Lane,
Minerva, Crusader, Liberty, Metro, Supervox,
and Case.

SUPPLRYD

CHICAGO

COMPANY

14
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Sketch from photograph showing a portion of
the inquiries received from the first announcement of General Electric Full Range Radio.

\-

--

---

-9

THE HIGHBOY
-tube, Screen Grid Super-Heterodyne, fitted with
local -distant switch and tone control.
Remote control available at additional cost. Brown walnut cabinet
with French doors. List Price
$179.50, less tubes.

-9

THE LOWBOY
-tube, Screen Grid Super -Heterodyne. Fitted with
local-distant switch. Brown walnut
cabinet, satin finished. Early American design. List Price $142.50, less
tubes. Tone control $5 extra.

RTMENT

r

THE RADIO-PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION
-tube, Screen -Grid

-9

Super -Heterodyne, local -distant
switch, tone control and home recording equipment including microphone, 4 blank records and 2 special
needles. Brown walnut cabinet, satin
finish. List Price $285, less tubes.

Remote control available at additional cost.

i
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Both trade and public
and uns/inka'», the! -praise of

GENERAL ELECTRIC
FULL RAXGE RUJIO
THE first rumor that the name General Electric was to
appear on a radio set brought a flood of inquiries-and
even definite requests for dealer appointments, and actual orders for sets. From that
moment public interest has grown apace. With the appearance of the actual sets, a
wave of enthusiasm burst over the trade. That enthusiasm grows daily greater. The performance of General Electric Full Range Radio, the ample advertising support, and the
apparently endless interest and acceptance of the public assure a profitable season for
General Electric Radio dealers. A year that marks a new era of stability, permanence, and successful business.
The following extracts from the General Electric Radio mail -bag tell
what the trade thinks of the General Electric Radio:
"This set far surpasses anything we have heard."
"Are more than pleased with the public acceptance and feel more than
sure of the best radio season we have had since we have been in the

business."
"I, and all that have been in my shop to hear the LOWBOY I have on
my floor think it is wonderful, and I may add that it is the envy of
other radio franchise holders."
"It's just what I have been looking for, for the last seven years."
"It is the first time any radio set I have had has more than lived up to
what was claimed for it."
"I must admit, however, that it is really beyond my expectations and
my dreams."
"I am thoroughly convinced that this is the best radio that I have ever
listened to."

I

'7t

UYt,»`

II 1

"' IÌ
III

II

THE STUDIO LOWBOY-?tube, Screen -Grid Receiver, 4
tuned circuits, Power Screen Grid detector, push-pull audio,
new type dynamic reproducer
-compact in size. Handsome
curved front cabinet. List Price
$112.50, less tubes.

I'

R
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A NEW IDEA IN TUBE SELLING

that's worth thousands of dollars
to you!
SYLVANIA has

a new merchandising plan for you.

A

new idea that never before has been applied to the tube
replacement business.

A reliable sales booster that not only increases your tube
turnover but also multiplies your prospects for the sale of
other radio merchandise and electrical appliances.

Here is a profitable Merchandising Plan for jobber and
dealer alike.

Through this unusual business -building Plan your prospects
in your community are sold on you-your business-your
good reputation-your experience-and your service reliability. They are educated to think of your store as the only
place from which to buy their radio and electrical necessities. And the buying of these articles is made easy
for them.
Sylvania offers to a limited number of dealers
the first sound, flexible, intensive Plan for
sales cultivation that the radio tube business has known.

Clip the Coupon

that Brings You
the Details
REG. E. S.
PAT. OFF

SYLVANIA PRODUCTS CO.
Emporium, Pennsylvania
I'd like to have more details about your new
Sales Plan.

Name

RADIO TUBES
Licensed Under RCA Patents

Address
City

State

IT'S THE TUBE THAT MAKES THE RADIO
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O. H. CALDWELL,
Editor

HOME ENTERTAINMENT MERCHANDISING

A MCGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION.

No Need

to

Worry

This

BE YOUR

Christmas

and some intelligently planned work.
Christmas isn't just a market. It isn't a matter of economics or of this year's good or bad
business. Christmas is a matter of emotion,
sentiment, tradition. It centers in the heart, not
in the pocket. It is a blessed season of generosity when all the world gives presents to those
they love. This month the men and women of
America will celebrate Christmas just as they
have every year of their lives. And that's just
about the surest thing we know.
Well, what's wrong then? Just that it's a bad
year-business depression-people out of work
-cautious spending? All right, let's take a look:
LThey say business is bad. How bad ? Well,
about 15 per cent off. That means that
we are doing in this country this year 85 per
cent of last year's volume-which is actually more
than we ever did in a normal year of good business up to a few years ago. It is a tremendous
volume of sales and profits-that 85 per centdespite a disappointing comparison with last
year's.

They say people haven't any money to spend
this year. But in June there was $267,000,000 more in deposits in the savings banks than
there was last year at the same time. Also, the
banks all over the country are again paying out
$600,000,000 to Christmas Club depositors this
season-in cash. October dividend payments
were $13,000,000 more than last year. Doesn't
this look like money enough to make a Christ-
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OME radio dealers are worrying about the
Christmas market. Worrying won't help.
What we need is a little straight thinking

Radio Retailing, December.

ESTABLISHED 1925.

They say the employment situation will hurt
the holidays. Suppose there are a million
and a half more people out of work than normally
in this country at this season. Don't forget that
there are 122,000,000 people in the U.S.A. and
that the rest of the bread winners have jobs and
that there are more members of the family gainfully employed today than ever before.
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NO CHRISTMAS this year? Applesauce!
Are we going to buy presents for our
families? We are! And how about the people
you know? The same!
What are we going to buy for gifts? Everything. Who'll sell them? All the live merchants
who sold Christmas goods last year and the year
before-and especially the up and coming radio
dealer.
There is one thing certain and that's this
Human nature isn't going to change this year just
because we've had a bump in business. From
the days of Pharoah people have been advancing
steadily in their standards of living. One by one
they have gained new comforts, new luxuries,
new enjoyments, new opportunities. They have
never given up any of the good things of life.
once they have acquired them. Read your history! And they will not stop buying radio this
year!
Radio has become a vital element in our lives
-part of our very social system. No one will
relinquish this precious thing. And Christmas
is the time when we justify expenditures for a
luxury like this because it brings joy to those we
love. It has always been so. It will still be true.
There is only one thing for the radio dealer
to worry about this season-Will his competitors
outsmart him ? On that alone will depend how
good this Christmas will be to him.
:
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By Checkmating the Present
THE smaller
independent

í

radio retailer

is

meeting-in the activ-

ities of the larger outlets.
in the featuring of cut-price

orphans of uncertain vintage and
performance and the popularity of
present models in the $50-$80 classcompetition which is seriously retarding
the sale of the latest and best in consoles.
Yet the small dealer-the backbone of our industrymust move a sizable percentage of modern receivers,
selling in the vicinity of $150, if he is to continue in
business. It is further a reasonable assumption that the
small dealer is not in a position to meet the above mentioned competition on its own ground. He cannot, for
example, buy distress merchandise on a quantity price
basis nor can he utilize the machinery of mass selling
for its disposal
18

What, then, is the solution of this problem-so uppermost in the mind of the heretofore successful small
outlet operator? Obviously he must justify, in convincing manner, his prices and products-generalities will
not suffice. Each argument must be based on specific
comparisons or illustrations.
Radio Retailing recognizes there is an economic reason
for the offering for sale of distress merchandise or of
new models at extremely low prices. It contends, however, that the higher priced products can and must
be sold.
To help the dealer perform this very necessary selling
operation, of illustrating the real superiorities of the mod.
ern console we submit the following suggestions :

QUALITY CONSOLE VS. THE ORPHAN
Before the prospect will be in the frame of mind to
review with you, point by point, the constructional, tonal
and eye value differences of the two types of sets :under
Radio Retailing, December, 1930
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Price Lures
consideration you must first sell him on the idea that your "point by point" comparison. Perhaps the most
the design of today's radio receiver is now so nearly per- effective of these is the fact that most modern sets use
fect that any first class set purchased this year will give the latest type of tube, the 245, in the audio amplifier.
complete satisfaction for many years to come. Rapid This comparatively recent improvement has vastly beneobsolescence no longer exists. Point out emphatically fited tone quality.
Up to twelve months ago radio engineers were kept
that this. however, was not true fifteen months ago and
that a set which is more than a year old before it leaves busy keeping pace with rapidly changing technical develthe dealer's floor is definitely a part of the experimental opments but during the past twelve months no radical
era of the past. In other words, radio is now a long inventions have occurred. This has meant that these
engineers have had the time to concentrate on improving
time investment. Therefore, it will pay to buy the best.
Develop this theme further by citing the automobile and refining constructional and circuit details. Much
situation. While people buy used cars they would not of their time during the past year has been devoted to
think of buying a last year's model which, although it obtaining better tone-that is why there is such a marked
had never been run, was the product of a manufacturer improvement in the tone of the 1930-31 receivers.
Compare, therefore, the tonal values of your set and of
now defunct.
Maintenance, service, replacement of parts and the a set manufactured twelve months ago. The difference
reputation of the manufacturer are all a part of this in quality is usually so markedly in favor of the 1930-31
picture and can be used most effectively by the dealer receiver that even the untrained ear can readily appreciate it.
who works out his arguments in advance.
Next point out the latest improvements and accessories
After registering these thoughts you are ready for
Radio Retailing, December, 1930
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now available, such as tone control. This feature alone
has been known to swing the decision favorably. The
writer recently witnessed a sale where the prospect, of
his own accord, changed from a $150 to a $180 outfit on
the strength of this one argument.

forced, the character of the woods and ornamentation used.
Another argument which should be particularly effective is that of the pride of ownership.
The point that radio is now a long time investment and
that the initial outlay, therefore, is not as important as
QUALITY CONSOLE VS.
continuous satisfaction should not be overlooked.
As a rule the combination instrument comes only in
MODERN Low PRICED SET
the higher priced and higher quality line. Therefore,
The second type of serious competition facing the small talk the merits of the combination instrument and thus
dealer with his superior console comes from modern sets sidetrack the competition of the lower priced line.
of limited dimensions which list between $45 and $80.
In conclusion Radio Retailing recognizes that there is
Many of the arguments which have just been sug- a proper place for the large operator and for price appeal
gested for competing with the orphans will apply as and that there is a proper place for the orphan set as
effectively with this more recent situation. Tonal values well as for the present miniature model whose price corare even more marked inasmuch as it is a very difficult responds to its size. But we must not lose track of the
matter to secure the same power and richness from a fact that in the final analysis the establishment of the
small dynamic or cone type speaker with a very limited radio industry on a stable basis and the permanent success
baffle board area as from the larger dynamic, rigidly of the radio dealer can only be brought about by regisinstalled and with a large baffle board of substantial tering a high standard of quality, of appearance, and of
thickness. Be sure to actually demonstrate this point. permanence in radio receivers on the public consciousness.
Then you will find a great
And it is largely through
many constructional differthe courageous effort of the
Today, buyers of carload lots are corences, in the wood work as
ralling the bulk of the radio business- small independent dealer that
well as in the chassis. In
this objective will be attained.
by featuring price-while small dealers,
addition to the differences in
Today he needs help-immeunable to compete on this basis, are going diately. He is entitled to every
thickness, size and rigidity of
hungry. These suggestions for selling
the paneling, check the way
assistance and encouragement
in which the cabinet is rein high quality merchandise against the comavailable.

petition of cheaper sets should be re -read.

The

Season's Biggest Game

Your opportunity

ARMY plays the Navy

Proceeds to help the unemployed. Millions will listen in over gigantic chain
hookup. There will be a hurry -up demand for radio
equipment.
Here's the story in a nutshell. Not since 1927 have
West Point and Annapolis been able to reconcile their
differences. And now, for sweet charity's sake, it has
happened. Saturday, December the thirteenth, is the
time and the Yankee Stadium, New York City, the place.
A "gate" of almost a million dollars, the largest receipts
from a sporting event ever recorded in the history of the
world, is expected.

"Hold 'ern Army!"
20
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The time's short but not too short to run display ads;
put in a special Army and Navy window and work on
that live prospect list night and day until the thirteenth.
And the Radio Manufacturers Association is tying in
with special publicity releases, according to Bond Geddes,
its executive vice-president. RMA predicts that not less
than $150,000,000 in the sale of radio equipment will
be diverted into business channels within the next 30
days-no small part of which should come from a greatly
increased pre -holiday sale of radio sets due to unusual
program events such as this game.
So here's our word to the wise-There is an intense
public interest in this unprecedented event. Your publicity efforts will do the rest.
Radio Retailing, December, 1930

to a position on the floor from which the entire set display may be seen at once and points to one receiver after
the other. "We have the Brunswick, over there on the
left, the General Electric, Philco, Victor, Bosch and Atwater Kent, all nationally known sets. Surely one of
these receivers will satisfy you."
Here again the customer will usually agree, unless he
is shopping for rock-bottom price or does not intend to
buy immediately. And Cameron springs his closing
query
"If you are sure that one of these sets will satisfy and
if you are equally certain that the Cameron Piano Company gives satisfactory service I'll tell you what we'll do.
Pay me $5 to be applied against the down -payment on
any set in the store and select the one which appeals to
you most. I will install it at
once. If, at the end of a 30 -day
trial, you like it, pay the balance
E. D. Cameron, Allentown, Pa., has
of the down -payment or the entire cash price. If you are not
worked out a "canned sales talk" that consatisfied, pay the remainder of the
down payment and I will bring
verts demonstration requests into sure sales
the other sets to your home, one
at a time, until you are satisfied.
You run absolutely no risk at all."
IN THE Old West, back in frontier days, gun -toting Most of Cameron's sets are sold this way. (Correspond
citizens earned to face an emergency by shooting first with him for verification.) "Do you have to take the
and arguing later. Rough as this code might seem, it first set out and demonstrate others very often?" we
saved the skin of many a pioneer. For unpleasant things asked him, thinking of the expense involved if the plan
rarely happened to the man who was quick on the draw. went haywire. "No," he replied, "we rarely ever find
E. Duncan Cameron, Allentown, Pa., piano, furniture it necessary to pull the first set and in no instance have
and radio dealer, applies the same psychology to the radio we demonstrated more than three. I suppose it is the
business. When a customer requests a home demonstra- same old sales logic known to most specialty salesmen.
tion he obtains a portion of the down -payment first and Get the merchandise into the customer's hands, persuade
demonstrates later. By reversing the usual order of him to give it a fair trial and the sale sticks."
The path of least resistance is not always the best road
demonstration and sale he thus makes certain that every
bona -fide customer who secures a home demonstration for the salesman to follow for it is well known that
people rarely place a high value on merchandise obtained
from the store will eventually buy there.
for nothing. By facing sales problems squarely when
A convincing "canned sales talk" does the trick.
The instant a home trial is requested he agrees to they first crop up much expense and needless inconinstall .a set and then, matter-of-fact, asks for the entire venience is avoided by the dealer at the very outset.
down -payment, pointing out that
this sum will be refunded if the
set proves unsatisfactory. The
average customer, as may well be
imagined, instantly balks and contends that it is possible to obtain
a free demonstration elsewhere.
Cameron, prepared for the inevitable, replys:

Fi r s t.

:

.ú

"Well, Mr. Jones, I naturally
assume that you entered my store
because you have confidence in
us. You must know that we are
reputable people or you would
not have bothered to come in,
would you ?"
The average customer answers
this question in the affirmative, so
Cameron continues-"If you feel
sure that we will give you a
square deal it is merely a matter
of selecting a set which will satisfy you, then?" And at this
point he maneuvers the customer
Radio Retailing, December, 1930

He Demonstrates Later
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C.ompletely equipped wit/
rubes, tools and analysers

Real Radio Service trucks
speed over Milwaukee
streets

There's Profit

in Selling

Through Service
Sales

The

$68,576.50

Merchandise, January 1... $11,794 20
Purchases, less credits..... 35,778.70

erviceman

$47,572.90

Merchandise, July

1

Total merchandise.

8,129.25

$39,443.65 $39,443.65

Operating
Advertising.
Automobiles and repairing
Commissions.
Executive salaries
General expense.
Interest paid ....
Light, heat and power
Payroll
...
(includes selling and service)

Office salaries

Rent.

Office supplies and expenses

Telephone and telegraph
Insurance
Association dues
Taxes.
Depreciation.

Should

$1,621.91
1,795.13
5,304.10
3,440.00
695.88
105.00
338.71
5,829.87

By

Tom F. Blackburn

1,040.00
975.95
295.97
253.97
533.63
70.00
622.66
296.22

EGEND has it that in ancient Greece, if you were a.
good boy and laid proper votive offerings before

!

$23,259.00 $23,259.00

Total
Net balance
Bad debts

Net gain

J the oracle at Delphi, you would hear some Good'
Advice. Wisps of smoke curled up from this cleft in
the rocks, and occasionally came a rumbling bass voice
from below. The oracle spoke You knew just what
to do.
It is human nature to ask an oracle what to do. Who
then, in radio, is a better one than the flesh and blood
wizard, kneeling on the parlor rug and making the old
radio go ? He has proved his qualifications as an expert;
he is a welcomed caller.
That this is fact, not fancy, is convincingly attested
by the successful experience of one of the most outstanding radio service -sales operations in the country. The
Real Radio Service, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., operates a
round dozen sales and service automobiles. This firm did
a business of $68,576.50 during the first six months of
1930, compared to $63,064.19 during the same period in

$62,702.65
$5,885.17
349.19

$5,535.98

Financial Statement, Real Radio Service, Inc.,
First Six Months, 1930

Rádio Retailing, December, 1930'
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E L L
piping, prosperous 1929. Tubes and other materials sold
by the serviceman accounted for a fifth of this volume.
"The serviceman should sell," states W. F. Seemuth,
president of this aggressive outfit. "He's the connecting
link with the future market. Wisconsin is 90 per cent
saturated with radio of one kind or another. Fully half
the sets are battery operated. The serviceman is first to
learn of growing dissatisfaction with obsolete receivers.
By his work in giving satisfaction, he has the owner's
regard. He is in a logical position to advise on the matter
of a new radio, and to bring the prospect to the store.
Again I say : the serviceman should sell."

Account for 20 Per Cent of Sales
From the start seven years ago when A. E. Lovdal,

vice-president, operated the store, this firm has inclined
to the service angle. Today it services five times as much
repair work as the company's own sales require. Anywhere in Milwaukee you will see Real Radio Service
Radio Retailing, December, 1930

He's

a 20% Sales

Factor,

says SEEMUTH
trucks go flitting by with "sales-servicers" at the wheel.
Twenty per cent of all sales originate with the servicemen. And half of these come through pleased purchasers
who have liked the service they have received. Speaking
of old customers, it might be well to mention here that
each customer is given a satisfaction insurance policy.
Also the Real Radio Service is one of the few houses
that will slip a new radio in the truck as a "loaner" if the
23

old set has to be pulled for
repairs. If the bill is going

to run 10 to 15 per cent of
the price of a new receiver
the serviceman mentions
that this amount, plus the
trade-in value, warrants a
new set.
Frequently he
completes the deal. He receives 44 per cent commission on all set business he
is instrumental in closing.
Seemuth's "Class A" servicemen receive a salary of
$33 per week and a bonus
of $2 a week payable annually on Dec. 2 of each year.
Real Radio Service, Inc.,
services sets for everybody.
Taking full advantage of
the opportunity for broadening the clientele of their
firm these fellows dig up
enough sales leads to keep
four salesmen busy-on a
split commission basis.
Located on Vliet Street,
in a minor Milwaukee business neighborhood, Real
Radio Service gets its calls
through telephone responses
to advertising. Servicemen
handle orders in rotation,
keeping a record of time
and materials. In a day's
time, each man will accomplish this average :
1. Make ten calls.
2. Sell an average repair
bill of $1.20 to each
house visited.
3. Sell five tubes a day.
4. Will dig up one good
lead a day (and 90 per
cent of sales made
from serviceman's
leads stick).
5. Occasionally originates and closes a set
sale himself.

Every Man Is Needed!
Should servicemen sell? Sentiment has
always been about equally divided on this
question. Some dealers insist that sales work
lessens the efficiency of their servicemen and
results in greater ultimate cost while others
believe that these men can sell without
jeopardizing their repair work and, furthermore that they are in a strategic position to
do so most effectively.
In normal times there is much to be said
for both sides but today, with sales off and
business facing a crisis, Radio Retailing believes that every man who can sell, regardless
of his position, should be geared to this task.

questions. With common
sense and tact, the serviceman simply learns to guide
an obvious situation into
action. No Real Radio man
would ever blunder as did
the lad who was asked his
opinion of the family's
radio.
He blurted out :
"Well, I don't know-I've
fixed 75 of them this month
already." And that concerning a set purchased
from his boss.

The Telephone's a Major
Sales Tool

In an organization which
deals with many scattered
customers who never see
the store, adequate telephone service is necessary.
Batteries of telephones on
both Mr. Seemuth's and
Mr. Lovdal's desks insure
that the customer always
deals with a principal who
can talk to the point. Both
men are experts and can intelligently advise customers
over the telephone.
The house has a flat rule
of offering no trade-in and
accepting no trade-in on a
sale of less than $100. On
higher amounts the commission arrangement does not
apply on the allowance, with
the result that salesmen and
service - salesmen fight to
allow as little as possible.
Principals must approve all
trades.
Should the serviceman
sell ? "During times like
these, by all means," declared Seemuth. "But they
must be trained and have
the ability to know where
The importance of the personal appearance of
service, which must come
service -salesmen is stressed
first, leaves off and selling
begins."
Picking Them for Their Personality
It is the policy of the service -salesmen to invite cusTo get servicemen who will sell, declares Mr. Seemuth, tomers to call at the store, where a comprehensive display
you not only have to pick men who can do repair work, is maintained-made the more attractive by well placed
but choose individuals who have personality. A bright vases filled with freshly cut flowers. No particular brand
eyed look, a balanced mind, sound servicing experience is featured, dependence being placed on the national adand-an agreeable personality. All of the Real Service- vertising and word of mouth of friends to register a
men are high school graduates and hold service certifi- preference. Six makes were on the floor (Majestic,
cates for training. No kids are used. The men look Atwater Kent, Victor, Philco, Spartan, Kellogg). One
spruce and trim. One cannot tell them from salesmen refrigerator is sold (Majestic). Two brands of tubes
are carried (Cunningham and Radiotrons).
in appearance.
Even on blue Monday the service telephones keep
Strangely enough, it is hard for the serviceman to
realize that there is as much art in using one's tongue as tinkling constantly. Mr. Seemuth tossed down the figin the dextrously handling of tools. They are taught, ures and said :
"We know we are on the right track. See for
therefore, that high pressure work is not necessary in
service selling. The family gathers around and asks yourself."
24
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For a

Simple and
Usable

By

Russell B. Rich

Inventory

N INVENTORY may be merely a hit and misss
listing of stock, or, if planned with an appreciation
of its place in the financial statement picture, it
can be so taken as to be of actual use in many worthwhile
ways. The suggested form and accompanying explanation is designed to help the dealer inventory accurately
and obtain usable data.
It is essential that we appraise each item conservatively.
Over -valuation is, in effect, the inclusion of profit that
has not been earned. Note that the form below provides
for grouping the various outstanding classifications of
stock and provides a column for present market value.
A simple inventory form, prepared in advance, and
classified for ready reference is the first essential of any
workmanlike job of inventory taking.
Classifications and the sub -items such as model number
should he listed in advance of the actual inventory taking.
We are then ready for a quick and accurate job when
the day arrives. The procedure should be as follows :
INVENTORY-To assure accuracy, wherever possible have two persons make independent records. Compare these immediately after the job is finished so that
differences can be investigated and errors corrected.
EXTENSIONS-The first column is of course reserved for the quantity count. In the second column
record the cost of the merchandise to you at its unit price
and in the third column, the total cost. Where two or
more similar articles have been purchased at different
prices figure the average unit cost.
MARKET VALUE-It is very important that the
present market value also is listed as in some instances
this is the figure used in computing the total value of
stock. In these inventories there is frequently a wide difference between original cost and present market value.
Conservatism demands that we take into account any fall
in value since the purchase date and on the other hand disregard any increase. In the second pair of money columns we put down, therefore, what we would pay for
the articles if purchased now.
DEPRECIATION-The sixth column carries our
"reserve for depreciation of stock." It is used only in
instances where the present market value of an article
is lower than its original cost. In such instances it is the
difference between column three and column five.
AFTER the pricing has been done and
all extensions made, the schedule
should be footed and summarized as in
figure 2. We have developed the actual
cost of the stock on hand-$2,635 ; the
shrinkage in value resulting from decreases in price-$213, and our actual
inventory as it should go into our statements, at the market or the cost price,
whichever is the lower.
I

The completed record before being tucked away should

be gone over thoroughly with the idea of bringing to
view slow moving stock that might well be disposed of at
a low price, thereby preventing further loss and releasing

capital for more profitable employment.
To insure a correct picture of one's business the inventory detail must include a careful observance of the following:
(a) Determine that all merchandise received, sold and
inventoried has been charged to purchases and that all
defective stock returned for credit has been recorded.
(b) Include only merchandise that has been purchased
for resale. Consigned stock on hand must be omitted
as title is retained by the consignor.
(c) Be sure that all sales have been recorded up to
the time of taking stock.
(d) Include on inventory all merchandise out on trial
for which sale has not been completed.
(e) Do not record merchandise taken in trade with
the new stock. Prepare a special record to supplement
the regular inventory.
(f) When counting tubes do not overlook those in the
display sets on the floor.
(g) Develop your final total of the lower of cost
price or present market price by setting up this reserve
against actual cost.
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A Banker Discusses Midget Financing Policies . . . . rogue Due
to Present Economic Cycle
By E.

Carlisle Hunter

Manager of New Business
Bankers-Commercial Security Company, Inc.

THE radio industry thrives on new products. At of the prior twelve month period? On what terms should

this writing the midget's the vogue and the trade
is all excited.
Remember way back in 1927 when the table set with
its detached speaker was a popular seller? Why did it
go out of style? Granted that technical improvements
and the unit assembly gave the console the "edge," nevertheless a big contributing factor was-Prosperity.
But prosperity died a sudden death last fall and, by
the same token, it was inevitable that radio prices would
take a sharp drop. This, together with technical improvements which made practicable a receiver of compact
dimensions, account for the phenomena of the midget.
And, because the above principles of human behaviorism are quite fixed, I venture the suggestion that the
return of better times likewise will see a wider market
for the quality console.

BUT our concern is with the present.

Specifically,
radio dealers, jobbers and financing houses are asking
themselves these questions about the new selling policies
which the advent of the mantel set has precipitated Can
it be handled in such a manner that, at the end of the
fiscal year, dollar profits in the bank will equal the profits
:
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it be sold? What of the bankers' attitude toward the
acceptance of my time purchase contracts on midgets?
Because our time paper from the purchasers of these
smaller sets is but a few months old it has not been
possible to compile, as yet, statistics comparing the per-centage of losses or conversions from this type of business with that of the larger, cabinet model receiver. To,
date, however, nothing has happened to cause us to reject
this type of contract or to radically stiffen the conditions.
under which we will accept it. This does not mean that
we favor the midget being sold on the same terms as the
console. Dealers certainly should see to it that not less
than 35 per cent of their total midget sales are for cash
and that all time sales on sets retailing for less than $100
are written according to the "dead line" terms in the
accompanying box.
Credit responsibility also should be very carefully investigated. Particular attention should be given to the
stability of the character and the permanence of the occupation of the customer. The midget set tucks under the
arm too readily to afford reliable security on a chattel
mortgage. That is the reason for recommending this
15-30 per cent down payment.
-
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less than 35 per cent of all sales of sets listing
for $100 or under should be made on a full cash basis.
Time sales should be held to the following:

Not

Minimum carrying charge

$6
$15
$10

engineering experts on
I note that the affiliated
radio receivers are rapidly
a
houses
of
distribution
Minimum cash payment
stabilizing the industry.
very large electrical manuThis must mean that the
facturer of radio 'sets adMinimum monthly payment
merchandising of radio is
vises their dealers in the
bound to follow. With the
following admirable lantime
Maximum
elimination of radical imguage concerning the merprovements will come a
chandising of smaller sets :
"It is our opinion that the sale of midgets to the con- corresponding elimination of quick obsolescence-with
sumer should be on very strict terms. Remember you its attendant demoralization of price values.
The midget set is filling a definite need right now.
are seeking profit rather than volume. These sets should
be sold for cash or very nearly so whenever possible. Granted there is less profit out of midgets than from the
Free service should not be for over 90 days. If sold on floor types, nevertheless a profit can and should be made
time, terms should be 50 per cent cash and the balance in by careful management. There are at least half a dozen
90 days, plus interest. Harsh terms? Granted, but if ways of cutting costs and increasing profit on midgets.
As against these favorable factors it should be borne
the prospect for a $70 radio cannot meet these terms he
in mind that two midgets must be sold for each one floor
will certainly need considerable watching."
model to give the same gross profit; that advertising
VIEWING this problem through the eyes of a hanker space rates are the same; that salesmen's expenses are
and in the light of the many merchandising and no lower and that the cost of checking credits and of
economic cycles which I have witnessed, I do not see collecting the payments do not vary.
Each of these pro and con factors must be carefully
cause for great alarm. The public is not "going midget"
en toto by any means. There is no need to upset weighed. Otherwise midget sales will result in loss
the apple cart especially in view of the fact that the rather than a profit. Know your costs

sIx months

!
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Television
Equipment is in an advanced experimental stage
but is not ready for general public on basis
comparable with radio. Televisors will probably
supplement, rather than replace, present receivers
SOME DAY-possibly two, perhaps five years
from now-television will undoubtedly supplement radio in many American homes. No
one can predict with accuracy just when it will
"arrive" commercially, but one thing appears certain : television, despite its amazing progress and
its present fascination for the home experimenter,
is not yet ready for general adoption by the public.
Imperfections exist which militate against the lasting entertainment value of present equipment.
Consider, if you will, television as we have it
today and some of its problems :

Shortwave and
Television Lab.

Western

Headphone Results, Console Prices

Television's Job

The

Jenkins Radiovisor

THREE
TYPICAL
TELEVISORS
All three models receive picture -forming
impulses via shortwave tuners with specially designed audio amplifiers. A separate
set must be used in each case for the reception of the sound portion of television
transmissions
28

Televisors of the mechanical type alone are
available. The user of such a device views a modulated light source through the "scanning" holes
of a whirling disc. To our knowledge, no assembly of this kind suitable for home use produces
a basic picture over 1- inches square. A magnifying lens then enlarges this image to a maximum of 8 inches overall, a size which would be
satisfactory for ordinary use were it not for the
fact that the magnified picture so obtained must
be viewed from a critical focal point about five
feet away, near center. An audience, even of
three persons, must thus "put their heads
together."
Horizontal scanning lines, corresponding in
number to the disc holes, are plainly visible in all
pictures and while these do not materially obscure
the image they are too pronounced for comfort.
"Flicker," a function of the number of pictures
formed per second and image brilliancy, is not
noticeably bad. Image brilliancy, on the other
hand, leaves much to be desired even when the
televisor is operated in a darkened room and a
pronounced color -tint, due to the use of gaseous
tubes as a modulated light source, does not help
matters any.
Despite these imperfections picture detail is
usually good enough to permit easy recognition of
a familiar face; sufficiently so as to convince us
that the mechanical scanning system of transmission is basically sound and susceptible of further
development even though it may not be satisfactory for entertainment purposes at this time.
Co-ordination of the televised picture with sound
produces a pleasing illusion of realism which partially compensates for the lack of minute detail.
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As We

See It

By

W. W.
MacDonald

No televisor designed for home
picture over l; inches square

to our knowledge, produces an original

Magnifying lenses are provided in most commercial jobs which increase, the
image size to a maximum of 8 inches square

Image size can be materially
increased where unlimited signal
Such lenses, with their narrow focal angle, prohibit the comfortable viewing
amplification is practicable-in an
of the image by more than three persons at one time and even this number
experimental laboratory, for exmust be carefully grouped
ample. By using 50 -watt tubes
or better in a high -gain amplifier
Horizontal lines corresponding to the number of holes employed in the scanand a jumbo scanning disc, picning disc are plainly visible in all transmissions, though these do not materially
tures can be enlarged considerobscure the image
ably. Many public demonstrations of television which have at"Flicker" i lot objectionable
tracted widespread attention owe
no little of their success to the
Images have a pronounced color tint due to the use of gaseous lamps as
use of amplifiers which would be
sources of illumination but despite this coloring the detail is good enough to
quite impracticable for home use
permit easy recognition of a familiar face
due to the necessity for dangerously high-voltages and prohibitively expensive equipment.
Co-ordination of the televised picture with sound produces a pleasing illusion
Pictures have even been proof realism which partially compensates for lack of minute detail
jected upon a screen by using a
sensitive light valve and a powerAll home televisors which have appeared to date must be operated in a comful modulated arc where trepletely darkened room if satisfactory picture brilliancy is to be obtained
mendous amplification was available and colored transmission
"Framing," or the centering of pictures in the televisor viewing aperture, is
over land wires was accomplished
easily accomplished though at times all pictures "creep" and waver
years ago with the aid of expensive and complicated equipStatic and electrical disturbances are more noticeable in televised pictures
ment.
Such demonstrations,
than iu sound reception
though helpful in the development of the art, do not offer a
satisfactory solution for home
television apparatus problems.
Even H it were possible to obtain the high -amplification must be on the same or on synchronized distribution
necessary to increase image size materially in small space, lines.
This system of synchronization is employed by existand cheaply, by-product difficulties would still be present.
With any increase in picture brilliancy "flicker" becomes ing television stations. In the East, Manhattan Island,
more noticeable. It would probably be necessary to Westchester County and western Long Island, comprising
increase the number of transmitted "frames," or pic- the thickly populated areas of New York City, are supplied by a common a.c. distribution system. New Jersey,
tures, per second.
eastern Pennsylvania and portions of New York State
Receivers, Transmitter Synchronized
adjacent are served by one power system. Lower New
England obtains its power from a common supply source.
Television involves the synchronization of the receivChicago and considerable of the surrounding territory is
er's scanning disc speed with that of of the transmitter on synchronized lines. And many larger areas in the
disc and this problem alone is a difficult one. Where Middle West and Far West are similarly situated, lendboth transmitter and receiver operate on a.c. supplied ing themselves to local television transmission and synby a common power system, synchronous motors, similar chronized reception.
to those used in some electric clocks, offer a possible
Several automatic synchronizing systems have also been
solution and keep the respective discs fairly well in step. devised to permit the use of 60 -cycle televisors on power
It is, however, not enough that transmitter and receiver lines remote from the transmitter's current supply. The
be operated on a.c. having the same frequency. They only one of these now in commercial use is a "phonic
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motor" operating on the 720 cycle component inherent in
48 line, 15 frame transmission. This device applies a
braking action or an accelerating action to the main synchronous motor used to drive the receiving disc in accordance with transmitted impulses and thus keeps the receiving disc in step. Another system proposed involves
the transmission of a separate synchronizing signal on a
separate wave length.
The synchronizing methods described are fairly satisfactory and as a result "framing," or centering of the
pictures in the televisor viewing aperture, can be accomplished without great difficulty. All television pictures
"creep" occasionally due to imperfect synchronization,
nevertheless, and there is room for improvement in this
direction.

Transmission Standards Lacking
Televisors designed for 48 line scanning will work
only when synchronized with transmissions having the
same characteristics and cannot receive 45 line or 60 line
broadcasts, and vice versa. This introduces another
handicap, as may be readily seen upon examination of the
following table. Stations listed now transmit television
signals for several hours each weekday in the licensed
2000-2950 Kc. band.
.WIXAV
W2XBS
W2XR
W2XCR
W3XK
W9XAP
W9XAO

Boston
New York
New York
Jersey City
Wheaton, Md.
Chicago
Chicago

line,
line,
line,
line,
48 line,
45 line,
45 line,
48
60
48
48

15
20
15
15
15
15
15

frame
frame
frame
frame
frame
frame
frame

Sound, WEEI
No sound
Sound, W2XAR
Sound, W2XCD
No sound
Sound, WMAQ
Sound, WIBO

Standardization of scanning lines has been suggested
and this procedure would no doubt stimulate the immediate sale of television apparatus and give "lookers -in"
better service temporarily. It is our belief, however, that
the universal adoption of any scanning frequency now
in use as a standard would seriously handicap experimental development and hold back television's eventual
perfection. Perhaps 60 line, 72 line or some entirely new
scanning division will eventually prove most efficient.
In addition to the stations listed some 20 others have
been licensed but these are either temporarily off the air
or are transmitting purely experimental programs at odd
hours. Applications for others are pending in Washington but no information is available concerning the
character of transmission proposed.
The transmission problem is further complicated by the
channel requirements of television stations. Where
sound stations can operate with 10 kc. separation present
television transmitters require at least 100 kc. band width
in order to broadcast halftones with satisfactory detail.
The Federal Radio Commission is already embarrassed
by requests for wave lengths due to the narrowness of
available bands. Television stations now operate just
above broadcast channels. Marine and other important
commercial services are just below the broadcast band,
and the frequencies still lower are also occupied. High
frequencies, the short waves, are not particularly suitable
for television due to the tendency of receivers operating
at such frequencies to cut off necessary sidebands and
the difficulty of securing essential radio -frequency amplification. Where shall we put new television stations?
The assignment of wave lengths for the new service
seems destined to be a "sticker" of no mean proportions,
especially when we know that television broadcasts will
achieve "dx" and that interference is even more annoying in picture reception than it ever has been in sound.
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Electrical Scanning Progresses
So far, we have discussed only mechanical scanning, or
motor and disc television, as this method is in commercial
use. At least two laboratories have developed electrical
scanning systems which do away with moving parts entirely and employ "oscillograph" tubes or other similar
electronic devices in their stead. Should the electrical
method of scanning be destined to replace the mechanical
and there is a bare possibility that it may, the general
introduction of television to the American home would
probably come no sooner. For the tubes used in such
receivers have been produced only for laboratory use, at
tremendous expense, and are by no means commercial.
Electronic scanning, no matter what its future, is even
more definitely in the laboratory stage than mechanical
scanning at this time.
Motor and disc scanning, now appreciably in the lead.
may be the first to achieve perfection. After all, mechanical television apparatus would not be objectionable for
home use if properly designed, and may eventually prove
the cheaper and least troublesome of the two methods.
Many of our household appliances use motors.
We may possibly see a merging of mechanical and
electrical systems before the curtain finally rings down on
laboratory development. Perhaps televisors of both types
will some day be offered for the reception of universal
transmissions. Or one method may so far outstrip the
other as to command an unobstructed field. No one
knows. Electrical scanning offers much, theoretically,
but to date has shown us no better images. Here, as in
other directions, there is much uncertainty which must
be cleared up before home television can be safely
launched.

Now an Experimenter's Market
Today, television apparatus is suitable for use by
dyed-in-the-wool experimenters and the results obtained
are sufficiently good to fascinate this type of buyer. If
wave lengths change the experimenter will not balk at
unwinding a few turns of wire from the tuning coils of
his television receiver. If the number of scanning lines
change he will cheerfully invest in a new scanning disc.
It does not seem, however, that television experimenters
can be created as easily as radio "fans" in the early days.
for in addition to the uncertain status of wave lengths
the scanning systems introduce another variable. Also.
the initial investment is considerably higher.
Kits comprising the essentials of a televisor are available at the present time for about $100 and it is possible
for experimenters to assemble their own for even less
money. But in addition to the scanning mechanism a
television receiver must be obtained and inasmuch as
these use several stages of radio -frequency and employ
special resistance -coupled audio amplifiers having an
especially wide frequency range the total "entrance fee"
is high. To receive co-ordinated sound still another receiver is required.
Early scanning equipment sales will be largely in kit
form and with the demand for such knockdown apparatus
a market for television receiver parts, particularly resistance coupling components, will probably spring up.
Experimenters with more money to spend, and with
greater faith in the permanency of existing transmission
systems, will purchase completely assembled cabinet type
televisors similar to those already offered with specially
(Please turn to page 53)
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Lyn D. Smith's log -cabin store
in
lbion, Nebraska, is without
Simplicity is its
duplicate.
decorative keynote
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2
A remodelled store
front attracts business for Russell

J. Franck of Alameda,
California.
The spacious interior is equally
distinetiz'e (below)

Quarg's Music Company of San Francisco has a Spanish street interior.
This is just one corner of the salesroom (above)
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Sales Ideas Devised by GO-GETTERS
To Keep Them "Out in Front"
Test Your Own Tubes
ASPRINGFIELD, MASS., dealer has

given the old tube selling ideayour tubes to us, we test them
eauta (taus "Bring
free"-a new twist and is pushing replacements over his counter at a great
rate.
Attached to a ledge outside
the show window is a small panel on which two sockets are
mounted, one for heater type tubes and the other for the fourprong variety. These sockets are wired directly to a large test
meter placed inside the window and visible from the sockets.
Over the meter a sign reads :
BE YOUR

OWN r

"It may not

be burned out! Don't throw away
your old tubes until you have tested them here.
It's free."

By actual count, seven out of ten who test tubes at the sockets
come in for replacements. People who would hesitate to bring
tubes into the shop for fear a salesman would "sell" them something apparently do not hesitate to help themselves to service,
cafeteria style. The meter is hooked up to give a filament test
only but ingenious servicemen could hook-up a practically foolproof circuit to test plate current and other constants as well.

This 15 -foot wooden scale reproduction,
visible several blocks away on Wichita,
Kansas' main street, sells for the Innes
Music Company. A stock receiver and
power -amplifier make it "perk"
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Makes "Merry Xmas" Records
AN UP and at 'em idea introduced in Portland,
Ore., by the J. K. Gill Company is booming
Christmas combination business. Gill demonstrates new recording phono -radio combinations at club meetings and similar social
gatherings and sells personal recordings to be mailed as Christmas greetings for 50 cents a record. The club members step
up to the microphone, say "hello" to distant friends and mail
the record instead of a commonplace greeting card. The idea
has not only been a means of obtaining a phono -radio prospect
list but has been self-supporting.
Gill started booming home recording instruments in November
by demonstrating in the store and offering in the company
newspaper advertisements 100 recordings free.

Howard's "Chinee New Year"
«

ROM time immemorial man has had a
desire to start the slate clean with the new
year," R. W. Howard of Howard's Music Shoppe, Alameda,
Calif., writes us. "In the Orient this phrase applies to the physical things of life as well as to the spiritual. Chinamen try to
clear off debts when the new year is at hand just as we, of the

A ten-day demonstration, staged from 8 to 10:30 each evening in the lobby
of the Belmont Theater, Chicago, by H. M. Michel of Tri -Par Radio,
unearthed 200 prospects to whom 30 sets have already been sold. People
waiting for seats were permitted to cut records and outside salesmen followed up the leads
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Ahead
He rings doorbells
on paydays

Jack Ward of Omaha, Nebraska, caters
to mill workers. So he canvasses on payday. "Tuck a few bills in your pocket
and sandwich collections in with sales,"
he advises

Western hemisphere, give up
smoking.
"This idea suggested a
collection letter and I have
since found it to be particularly effective if used in
December. Here's the form
Dear Customer
It has been a Chinese custom from time immemorial
to hold festival celebrations
on New Year's Eve. But New Year's means something more to
the Chinese. They invariably make an attempt to pay all outstanding bills in order to start the year with a clean slate.
We can think of no better example for Americans than this
"old Chinese custom". Won't you please fill out a check and mail
it to us so that you too, may start the year with a clean slate?
Yours very truly,
:

HOWARD'S RADIO SHOPPE'
In California this collection letter instantly "clicks" due, no
doubt, to the large oriental population and comparative familiarity
with oriental custom. It should however, be of value in other
sections of the country.

Now, the "Grown-up" Midget
95 per cent of all midgets
sold by the Sachs Stores in the Harlem section of New York City, and that
means plenty, go out in console cabinets,
Sidney Joffee tells us. By discarding the
original cabinets and installing midget
chassis in more impressive ones the price
of the receiver may be jacked up, so that
the margin is better, without requiring a list which is too close to
the larger models to permit the "grown-up" midgets to be sold.
Julius Mukasie of 108 East 170th St., also in New York City,
goes Joffee one better and installs midget chassis in occasional
pieces, desks, wine cabinets, or whatever articles of furniture
his customers may have. The midget chassis is certainly a
flexible piece of merchandise and money is to be made by selling
original ideas of this kind. What have you?

FULLY

"License Plate Publicity"
IN ERIE, PA., a moving picture theater

is

co-operating with four Brunswick radio dealers to secure widespread publicity. The Winter Piano Company.
Campbell and Parker, Epp Furniture Company and Stanley
Brothers select several license plate numbers each day from cars
seen in and around the shopping district. The plate numbers
are listed in advertising placed with the Erie Times by these
dealers and the owner of the car listed is offered two tickets to
the Columbia Theater. It is necessary to call at the store advertising the plate number to secure these passes, however.
Frank Brown, theater manager, has permitted a display of
sets to be arranged in the Columbia lobby. The stunt was
advertised in the Times for several weeks prior to its inauguration. The dealers naturally mention the prize -set -display in the
Columbia in their advertising so it pays Brown to co-operate.

Service Man Calls Back for Money
AMIDWEST dealer found that service calls of

In Chicago, Louis .1. Solar shows 'em by actual comparison that the new radios have something on the
older models still in use at home. How's this for a
store "clincher"?
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less than $10 were exceedingly difficult to
collect. And yet, to strictly enforce the rule that all service calls
must be C.O.D. would antagonize many valuable customers who
did not have the money available when the service was rendered.
To ease out of the predicament profitably, this dealer made the
ruling that his service men must call back within twenty-four
not
hours to make the collection whenever the customer did
pay immediately. The call was left open on the service report
until the collection was made.
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Aylesworth

Also
"I anticipate that in

1931

upwards of $10,000,000
will be spent through the
NBC for talent. Another
$20,000,000 will be spent
for broadcasting
facilities"
MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH
IHAVE

been much interested in reading an article,
which appeared in a recent issue of Radio Retailing,
constituting a challenge to the radio dealer.
I agree quite thoroughly with the spirit of this article.
which pretty nearly parallels my experience, so far as
I have had any, with the attitude of the salesman whose
job it is to sell radio receiving sets to the public.
To the average salesman a receiving set is simply a
mechanism, about which he knows practically nothing,
enclosed in a variety of cabinets or consoles designed
to harmonize with well known periods of furniture.
This salesman knows that if he turns a dial to a certain
number he will in all probability get a certain well known
station.
This information he passes along to the
prospective purchaser with, perhaps, a little trade
jargon and some passing remark about "a swell piece
of furniture." I do not think I stretch the truth in
making the statement that there could be more intelligent selling employed in the marketing of radió receiving sets.
The chances are that the prospective purchaser
knows as much about radio receiving sets as the sales 34

man, and this together with the phenomenal demand
for sets of all kinds is one reason why this industry has
progressed so rapidly and the sale of radio equipment
been so large. Very few customers to date have had
to be sold on "radio." They were sold on broadcasting before they came to the dealer. The problem was
the one of the selection of a proper receiver.
As the art of broadcasting advances, however, the
manufacture and sale of radio receiving sets will
come more nearly on a plane with other forms of mer-

chandising. By the same token, when the first novelty
and magic of broadcasting begins to wear off, then it
is that the weakness in radio selling will manifest itself
and special measures will then be needed if the industry is to be kept on an even keel. Shortly dealers will
have to know more about the program end of their
business-and how to merchandise them.
Already, the radio public shows marked discrimination as to length and quality of programs. Speaking in
national terms, and based on a coverage of thirteen
million families owning radio receiving sets, the averRadio Retailing, December, 1930

President of N B C
claims dealers are neglecting sales opportunity by not emphasizing programs

I
Cha/1e/1'

Challenges!
programs that
age use is found to be two and one-half hours a day. approaches and sell a radio set based on the value of the
the
on
as
well
as
family,
the
No longer does someone in the family set the dial at it will bring to
chassis. Strange to say, all
a fixed point and let the radio run all day long. At the cabinet and the merit of the
"program hunger"
best, this method was more interesting than important unknown to the average salesman, this
set buying.
today's
of
much
for
reason
real
and soon made of the radio a nuisance in the home is the
f rom the city and
miles
many
located
families
Take
rather than a source of enjoyment.
pursuits, parPrograms are increasingly the result of careful selec- where, because of distance or occupational offerings of
amusement
and
cultural
in
the
tion and a great majority of families make up their ticipation
a family buys
evening program on the radio with the same care and our large centers is impossible. Such
for the proentirely
and
discrimination that would attend the purchase of tickets a radio receiving set solely
household,
One
houle.
the
into
brings
it
that
to high-class theatrical performances. The art of pro- grams
the radio
value
may
girls,
and
boys
wide-awake
full
of
no
by
gramming is advancing so rapidly that, while
the
across
Another,
music.
means an exact science, yet so much in the way of because of jazz and dance
Philharmonic
the
of
because
radio
its
street,
treasures
variety is presented that each type of family can find
that are made
its own peculiar sort of entertainment without going and the Symphonies and the Grand Operas family refers
another
Still
possible by its installation.
outside the boundaries of the networks.
fact that through the
I anticipate that in 1931 upwards of ten million dol- to the Sunday programs and the
in religious
to
participate
allowed
again
are
radio
they
Anfor
talent.
the
N.B.C.
lars will be spent through
from
distance
of
because
them
denied
other twenty million dollars will be spent for broad- services long since
instances
multiplying
on.
And
so
worship.
of
place
any
casting facilities and in placing this talent on the air.
the various
This huge amount of money will be expended with the as the interests, tastes and inclinations of
vary.
underlying purpose of furnishing the families of this homes
country with the best programs, both sponsored and
THE program's the thing! Upon the skillful maksustaining, that money and musical and dramatic
ing of programs hangs the entire fabric of the radio
knowledge-plus many other resources-can obtain.
industry. This is why we
The radio salesman of
of
the National Broadcastbe
will
future
the immediate
Company, Inc.. scan so
ing
a man who knows much
future
immediate
of
the
"The radio salesman
programs that go out
carefully
He
about radio programs.
will be a man who knows much about radio from our studios to the tune
will have at least an academic
knowledge of music-which is programs. He will have at least an academic of thirty-two hours of diversithe great common denomi- knowledge of music-which is the greatest fied program periods every
day. There must he variety;
nator of broadcasting. He will
He
broadcasting.
of
common
denominator
there must be taken into acbe alive to the value of sportcount different sections of the
where
the
place
of
be
unnot
unmindful
He
will
not
be
will
ing events.
mindful of the place where education and religious inspiration fit into country, varying tastes of a
heterogeneous group of people
education and religious inspirathe family life"
such as that included in our
tion fit into family life. He
(Please turn to page 53)
will size up his customer as he
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For

Yo u to Li se
McGraw-Hill's

copy department submits

these .suggestions for newspaper advertisements

They're

D1FFEP E NT

and 7;7et''ll

PULL
IET'S get away from the trite, from the

At a vaudeville
show you must take
.
what is offered

..

Maybe one act out of six in
terests you-the rest you
just "sit through."

Own a Radio and
pick your own program
There need be no dull moments-no tireacts-when you dial the programs
that please you. Your radio is a stage on
which every act is a headliner.
No regular stage performance ever offered such a wide variety. Whatever your
mood, your radio will respond-music.
drama, news, educational features, market
reports, skits and sporting events are all
awaiting your choice.
The money you now spend for dull hours
of amusement will purchase a modern
radio. Drop in at the Radio Shop and pick
your own programs.
some

PAUL SMITH'S
482

RADIO

SHOP

NORTH AVE.

(To Dramatize Programs)

A COMPLETED
36

"AD"

old drum
pounding tactics, in our local ads. Let's strike
a few new notes-dramatize the "program appeal"
idea or the practical uses of reception facilities, for
example. Why not talk directly to the cold prospect.
And then let's dress up these new dishes with original,
attention -getting drawings.
Many are the ambitious radio dealers who, as they
sit clown to write "copy," have had these very same
thoughts.
But how ? There's the rub!
On these pages, Radio Retailing offers specific answers to these problems. To this end it has enlisted the
extensive facilities of the McGraw-Hill advertising
service department. Copy and layout experts, working
in conjunction with Radio Retailing's editorial staff,
have prepared four radio advertisements that are different from the hackneyed appeals which the busy and
untrained dealer frequently must grind out.
To Use These Advertisements
Your local newspaper representative will be glad to

make one or two column line cuts from the finished
drawings on these pages: or you can take this issue to
any engraver and he will do likewise. The type, of
course, will be set by the newspaper according to the
style and size you prefer-and to fit the space you are
using. We reproduce, however, one complete advertisement as a further aid in this direction.
If you do not have the facilities for having these
cuts made locally write to the editorial department of
Radio Retailing, specifying the illustrations you are
interested in, and we will arrange to give you further
help in carrying out these suggestions.
If you wish to use an illustration of the set you are
actually selling, your local engraver will tell you how
he can strip in a half tone or drawing of your product.
Radio Retailing. December, 1930
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(To Capture the Cynic
But whatever your
prejudice is toward radio we respect it.
Nevertheless, in all
fairness, isn't a modern
set inn the home really
indispensable? Played
quietly its capacities for
entertainment are endless
A really good receiver is a musical ino nent of the highest
order And it will place
-nary t,rrietyof program
at your finger tip
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just enough to drop in
and let ti,, :how you
how a radio should 1rß
operated. We'll guaranlie that you will he
amazed. :As a sportingR
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(7 o Bring Them
To Your Store)
That is, if you haven't
a redo.
Choose the program
you would like to hear--alwaysgiven
e time
then
our store. We'llgive youo
a comfortable "front
seat' and turn on a se
that will amaze you
with its clarity.
Radio has made teemendous advances recently.
Today's sets
duplicate exactly what
you would hear were
you facing the artists
themselves.
Tonight would be a
good time to try it
Just pick the type of
entertainment you best
enjoy and let us re create it for you. (if
course there is no obligation.
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(To Sell Radio's
Practical Uses)
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Thousands of set
owners use their radio
receivers as a master
an unfailing
c o c k
timepiece t h a t keeps
regular elocks and
watches running rightacetate to the second.
At regular intervals
during the hours of reception, your radio announces the correct time.
Never need your watch
or your clocks be slow
or fast.
And that's one of the
many things a radio
does, aside from,
regular job as chief enjoyment d'spenser to the
nation.
Drop in and set your
watch by one of our
radios. Time announce ments are frequent. Or
phone for a home dem-onstration.
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IS Your

Service Shop

Underequipped?
IN

Radio Retailing's Survey
shows that average primary
radio store has $464 worth
of testing instruments.
Dealers own 80% of portable analyzers and 925 of
all servicing equipment

MILWAUKEE,WIS.
Real Radio Service

much interesting information about service
organizations and service instruments.
It was found, for instance, that the average number of servicemen employed full
time, all year 'round, exclusively on radio,

was:
Primary radio stores
Radio -electrical

1.7
1.5

Radio service excl.
Radio -music
Dept. and Fain.
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00000000000II
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IN
ITULSA, OKLA.
Cargile Radio Co.

2.4
1.4

Basing our calculations upon these units
and the total number of retail outlets in
these classes, plus hardware, automotive
and miscellaneous stores selling radio, it
wou'd appear that approximately 55,000
radio servicemen are now employed in the
United States by retail stores alone. This
figure is conservative. The unit figure for
radio -music stores, which might at first
seem abnormally high, is influenced by reports from several extremely large outlets
of this type, employing 15 or more servicemen.

Shop Instruments, $277
OLDTIMERS, those who were

in the
radio business in '23, will no doubt
recall early testing equipment. At that
time the average service shop boasted an
electric soldering -iron (somewhat anmmic),
a hydrometer (slightly leaky), a low resistance voltmeter (responsible for the
premature demise of many B -batteries),
and the inevitable dry -cell and 'phones
combination for "click" method continuity
tests.
Today, with all -electric sets predominating, such half-baked instruments do not
suffice.
For the 110 -line, transformers.
rectifiers, filters and complex voltage divider systems have taken the place of
batteries and testing is a much more delicate matter. The efficiency of a service 3R

man no longer depends solely upon his
knowledge of radio but hinges also upon
the instruments with which he is equipped
and his ability to diagnose accurately their
telltale fluctuations.
Now, we might say. a good serviceman
without equally good analytical instruments
is about as deadly. p itentially, as a Chicago
gunman equipped with a pea -shooter!

118 Dealers Report
The average radio dealer now doing business has a well equipped repair shop, a survey just completed by Radio Retailing
shows, though there is plenty of room for
improvement. Reports were received from
118 dealers in almost every state, containing

The average store investment, at wholesale prices, in instruments designed exclusively for shop use, such as complete testing panels, tube -checkers, miscellaneous
meters, oscillators and similar equipment,
exclusive of portable analyzers, was
Primary radio stores
$277
Radio -electrical
158
Radio service e.rcl
55¢
Radio -music
310
Dep't. and Porn.
365
:

The exclusive radio service shops, non selling organizations, appear to be excellently equipped, from the standpoint of
instrument variety and modernity, which
is to be expected. At first glance the same
outstanding excellence might possibly be
ascribed also to the department store, furniture and radio -music outlets by virtue of
Radio Retailing. December, 1930

IN
ATLANTA, GA.
Hoyt Radio Service

From Maine
to California
Compare notes with 118 dealers
who reported
American Radio Shop, Chicago
Co., Fall River, Mass.
Auto Elec. Serv., Clearwater, Fla.
Apell's, Inc., Ardmore, Pa.
Barker's Radio Shop, Los Angeles
Barnes, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Barnhart Music House. Wenatchee,
Wash.
B.C.L. Radio Serv., Auburn, Wash.
Beacon Elec. Co., Brookline, Mass.
Bell Radio Co., Jerseyville, Ill.
H. L. Benbaugh Co., San Diego, Cal.
Bennett -Werner Radio Co.,
American Fork, Utah
Benson & Lens, Trenton. Utah
Beynon's Radio Shop,
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Bill's Radio Shop, Rush Springs, Okla.
D. R. Bryan Co., Tyler, Tex.
Claude Buckpitt, Elmira, N. Y.
Buchno Bros. Radio Service
Cargile Radio Co., Tulsa, Ohla.
Charles Carr, Beach City, Ohio
Carter Radio Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Carter Sales Co., Corpus Christi
Chattanooga Radio Co., Tenn.
Cicero R & B Serv., Cicero, Ill.
C. L. Clark, Burghill, Ohio
Closson's Radio Co., Philadelphia
Cluett & Sons Albany, N. Y.
Everett Cole, Holyoke, Colorado
W. C. Cosby, Abilene, Tex.
Crissey & Allen, Portland, Me.
Cross Radio Co., Gloversville, N. Y.
Daniels & Clark, Elgin, Ill.
M. W. Davies Cleelum, Wash.
Diamond Radio Serv., Oakland, Cal.
Dodge Elec. Co., Tulsa, Okla.
Dunbar's Radio Shop, San Francisco
Edgar Music Co., Tulsa Okla.
Electrical Apparatus Sales Co.,
Boston, Mass.
The Elec. Shop, Delaware, Ohio
Elec. Supply & Fixture Co.,
Walla Walla, Wash.
Five Points Radio Shop, El Paso
Flagler Radio Co., Miami, Fla.
Forbes Radio Shop, Birmingham, Ala.
Fross Elec. Co., San Francisco
Gerke's Music House, Seattle, Wash.
Glendale Music Co., Glendale, Cal.
Graham Radio Co., Graham, Tex.
Gray Trimble Elec. Co.,
Bloomington, Ill.
Greenville Piano Co., Greenville, Ohio
Morton S. Harter, Herkimer, N. Y.
Haynes Elec. Co., Watkins Glen, N. Y.
Heber Radio Co., Heber City, Utah
Heights Radio Co., New York City
Henderson Radio Shop, Berkeley, Cal.
Hendrix Music Co., High Point, N. C.
Herb & Myers Co., Sandusky, Ohio
Home Furn. Store, Greenville, S. C.
Home Radio Serv. Co., Denver, Colo.
Home Radio Shop, Snoqualmie, Wash.
Jackson Bell Radio Service,
San Francisco

Arthur's R & B

Assoc. Radio Service, Los Angeles

the high instrument investment of these
classes but close examination of the survey
reports indicates that their heavy expenditure is due rather to the duplication of
equipment so that more men may work

simultaneously.
Omitting the exclusive radio servicing
organizations, specialists at the game and
equipped accordingly, there seems little
to choose between the other outlets from
the standpoint of servicing instrument
merit. Well equipped shops are found in
all four classes, and also poor ones.

70% Have Shop Panels
An analysis of reports indicates that 70
per cent of all service shops surveyed are
equipped with one or more complete testing panels, or "stationary analyzers," which
permit most of the tests required in modern
receiver repair work to be performed in a
most efficvent and economical manner.
Breaking this percentage down, we see

that

:

16% use manufactured shop test panels
46% use home -assembled panels
8% use remodeled, factory -made types

Apparently, many dealers have preferred
to purchase meters separately in order to
construct shop panels to their own specifications or have utilized miscellaneous instruments already on hand for this purpose.
It seems clear that the trade in general
recognizes the value of concentrating all
instruments on one central board, so that
testing may be accomplished with a minimum of confusion. The remodeled instruments encountered were principally old,
manufactured types which have been recently changed over so that screen-grid
tube and circuit tests may be made.
It is interesting to note that 30 per cent
of all these dealers have no shop test panels
and rely either upon portable analyzers or
scattered individual instruments for shop
Radio Retailing, December, 1930

work. While good service can be rendered by service departments operating in
this manner there is a definite trend toward
the centralization of instruments.

265

Lack S -G Tests

Fully 26 per cent of the shop test panels
reported are not equipped to test either
screen -grid circuits or tubes. This does not
mean that the dealers so equipped cannot
make screen -grid tests however for upon
further examination we find that 70 per
cent of those with obsolete shop panels
have modern tube checkers or portable
analyzers capable of making tetrode tests.
It does indicate, however, a need for
modernization of shop test panels, or the
purchase of new ones if efficient service is
to be rendered, for the value of a panel is
sacrificed if other supplemental instruments
must be brought into play when routine
tests are run.
About 74 per cent of the dealers surveyed cannot make screen -grid circuit tests
except by using makeshift methods though
some of these can test the tubes. These
dealers, with the exception of the few who
buy their service from other organizations,
are in a bad way as practically all modern
receivers use the four element tube in
some stage.

76% Own Oscillators
Radio -frequency oscillators, necessary for
the proper aligning of gang tuning condensers and useful for many other test
purposes, are widely used in service shops.
Seventy-six per cent of all dealers report
the use of such oscillators and 42 per cent
of these are of the grid -dip type, with a
few using plate circuit resonance indication meters.
Very few dealers own oscillators which
can be tuned both to the broadcast band
and frequencies in the vicinity of 175 kc.,
39

IN
DENVER, COLO.
Rocky Mountain
Radio Corp.

which will be used as the intermediate t requency for most new superheterodyne I.F.
amplifiers. Few superheterodynes have
been sold in past years, hence the low
saturation of such duo -purpose oscillators.
but there is reason to believe that this situation will change rapidly within the next
year. It is recommended that dealers consider such oscillators as it is practically
impossible to align intermediate f requency
amplifiers by ear. Some form of oscillator is necessary for this purpose, and it
should tune to the broadcast frequencies as
well, as most new supers will use bandpass filters and tuned radio frequency
stages employing gang tuning units to aid
selectivity.

60% Use Ohmmeters
The direct -reading ohmmeter, one of the
newest of radio servicing instruments. has

IN
SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.
E. A. Portal Co., Inc.
40

Johnson's Radio Shop, Berwick, Pa.
Juniata Radio Service, Juniata, Pa.
John C. Kennicoy Radio Co., Denver.
Kent Elec. Radio Co., Kent, Ohio
Kesler Radio Sales,
New Straitsville, Ohio
Klentz Radio Service, Chicago, Ill.
Lake Forest Radio Shop,
Lake Forest, Ill.
Larkin's Radio & Repair Shop,
San Diego, Cal.
L. Lechenger Radio Store, Houston
Linwood Delta Radio Service Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ludwig & Sons, Rochester, N. Y.
Locust Ave. Radio Co.,
Amsterdam, N. Y.
Lyon & Healy, Inc., Chicago
McNall & McNall, Albion, N. Y.
Merchant's Radio Shop, Gloucester
Midland Radio Shop, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miniature Elec. Shop, Bedford, Ohio
Morrison & Putnam, Amsterdam, N. Y.
E. N. Mortensen, San Bernardino, Cal.
Murray Radio Co., Charlotte, N. C.
National Furniture Stores,
Montgomery, Ala.
Nuyens & Duffy, Rochester, N. Y.
"Parkers," Augusta, Me.
Ploesser Radio Co., Canton, Ohio
Pontiac Music Shop, Pontiac, Ill.
The Radio Shop, Okla. City, Okla.
Radioelectric Shop, Van Nuys, Calif.
Radio & Elec. Shop, Philadelphia.
Radio Service Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Radio Service Shop, Sonoma, Cal.
Radio Service Shop, Auburn, N. Y.
R -B Company, McAlester, Okla.
Reliance Radio & Repair.
Chelmsford, Mass.
Cliff Russell Radio, Syracuse, N. Y.
Schuck Elec. Co., Philadelphia
Sears, Roebuck Co., Los Angeles
Sell Bros., Inc., Delaware, Ohl(
Serv. Elec. Co. Hollister, Cal.
Service Shop, Cincinnati, Ohio
Shannon Radio Serv., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Sherman, Clay & Co., Portland, Ore.
Southern Calif. Music Co., Los Angeles
Tri -City Elec. Shop, LaSalle, Ill.
Trudel Radio Sales, Ambridge, Pa.
Triumph Elec. Co., Sheffield, Ala.
United Music Co., Plymouth, Mass.
J. S. Van Buskirk, Hollister, Cal.
Vaughn's, Inc., Greensboro, N. C.
C. E. Warriner, Camden, Me.
Webb's Music House, Medina, N. Y.
Ralph S. Webb, Lowell, Mass.
Weeks & Wilson, Waukegan, Ill.
West Side Radio & Elec. Miami, Fla.
Whitaker Radio Sales,
Bradentown, Fla.
Whittington Radio Co., Benton, Ill.
V. C. Will, Salem, Ore.
Franklin W. Young, Easton, Pa.
Zurkammer Radio Serv., Lincoln, In.

achieved wide popularity in a very short
space of time. Our survey indicates that
fully 60 per cent of all dealers have one
or more meters of this kind for checking
replacement resistance values and for making more informative continuity tests.
Eighteen per cent of the dealers reporting
still check resistance values with direct reading bridges, practically all home assembled. The remainder, 22 per cent,
either have no facilities for checking resistances or must employ a voltmeter and
Ohm's Law voltage -drop calculations to
arrive at the value.
Resistance values are becoming more and
more critical in the new receivers and
direct -reading instruments are a great convenience.
Direct -reading capacity meters, or "microfaradmeters," are equally helpful but
not as universally used. Only 25 per cent
of the shops own such instruments despite

IN
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Cleveland Distributing
Co.
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the fact that it is a difficult matter to cal- at wholesale prices, may be broken down
culate condenser values. No doubt there as follows :
are a few dealers who use bridges or
$464
Primary radio stores
345
standard capacity systems for checking
Radio -electrical
741
condenser values but who did not mention
Radio service excl .... ..
497
these instruments.
-music
Radio
552
One dealer reported the use of a manu Dep't and Furn
f actured standard -signal generator valued
It will be seen, upon examination of the
at $750 retail.
foregoing data, that 92 per cent of all testing equipment owned by the 118 dealers
Modern

Tube Checkers

surveyed, is store owned. Only 5 dealers of
the entire number questioned buy their
service from specializing organizations and
do not own testing equipment other than
counter tube checkers.
*

*

*

Is your service shop underequippedf
Compare your investment and testing equipment with the national averages shown in
this article.

Though many dealers may be deficient
in other directions this certainly is not true

of their tube checking equipment. For 94
per cent have checking instruments which
test screen -grid tubes and quite a few say
that they are in a position to make pentode
tests, if any are required. This does not
mean that all these dealers can make
analytical circuit tests for, as noted elsewhere, there are many who can test s -g
tubes but not the circuits in which they
function. Only 6 per cent of all shops are
unable to make complete tetrode tests.
Most of the tube checkers reported are
used on sales counters. In some instances,
however, duplicate checkers are mounted in
the service shop itself to avoid loss of time.

Typical Home Recording Circuit
adopted by many
The home -recording and radio -recording feature has been
in the field
manufacturers this year and in order to service such instruments
The acservicemen must be familiar with the systems usually employed.
in the new RCA
companying diagrams show the switching arrangement
reproduction at a comVictor RE -57, a typical recording type. Monitor
paratively low volume is obtained in the speaker during recording
,Nrur TRANSNRN[R

J

Portable Analyzers, $187
The average retail organization's investment in portable analyzers, at wholesale
prices, is $187-2 analyzers per store.
Contrary to popular opinion, fully 80 per
cent of all analyzers used by the organizations surveyed, representing both rural and
metropolitan districts, are the property of
the stores, and are not owned by service
employees. Servicemen employed by retailers own only 20 per cent of the portable
equipment used when the country as a
whole is considered.
Practically all stores surveyed, 99 per
cent, use one or more portable analyzers.
Ninety-four per cent of these analyzers
are f actory-built, while the remaining 6
per cent are home -assembled.

13%
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Only 5 Buy Service
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Portable analyzers have been in use for
several years, much longer than has the
average shop test panel and for this reason
many more obsolete models are found among
these instruments. Radio Retailing's survey indicates that 13 per cent of the portable analyzers in use will not test screen grid tubes and when it is considered that
practically all modern sets use tubes of this

The average total investment in testing
equipment, both portable and for shop use,

/StAUDIO

D£72.74 7i

Shy

type, this figure is high. Despite the f act
that it is usually a difficult matter to change
over portable outfits to make screen -grid
tube and circuit tests, dealers who are still
using such equipment are urged to change
over the analyzers themselves, to return
these to the factories for such alteration
or to invest in new equipment. The continued use of analyzers which will not
make screen -grid tests is poor economy.
Many dealers have elaborate portable
analyzers, a close check of the reports indicates. Fully 17 per cent of those now in
use have built-in r.f. oscillators, and it is
principally in the newer instruments that
such oscillators are found. Another 8 per
cent of the dealers questioned, who do not
have analyzers so equipped, supply their
servicemen with separate oscillators for use
on outside calls. The majority of these
oscillators are simple types and are home assembled.
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Schematic connections between detector and first audio tubes
with transfer switch in home -recording position
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Sales-Servos

THE RADIO SHOP
140

reminder
that gives the
customer the
el A

Main Street

lease

"Everything in Radio"
November 4, 1930
Yr. John S. helle
36'7 neat Avenue
Sokamo, Ind.

benefit of doubt.

... 11

Delicately
suggests prompt
payme
"next
time".. ..Ç P e r m it s
citable
adjustment if
conditions are unusal... el Retains
the debtor's good
will... Ç Please
mail check!"

bear Mr. Hells:
whenever one of our customers does not
promptly remit
his first payment under our contract
with him his account
is automatically referred to me.

Your account has now run
behind for more than a week. Often,
in handling account&
called to my attention, I lind that customers
have misunderstood or been somewhat confused as to how
payments are to be
made.
Perhaps you have done so.

How to write

While as a reminder only we send out our
statements
shortly before payments are due, you need
not wait for these
as by chance they may be delayed
or fail to reach you.
So
send in your payments when due and you
will receive prompt
credit end acknowledgement.

effective collection letters

would like

1

also to ask your co-operation in regard
to your payments-that is, that you write
me if at any time
it is impossible for you to make them
on the date on which
we agreed. This will prevent
the possibility of any misun-

dorstanding.

we presume your set has been working
satisfactorily
as you have not reported trouble.
Your free service period
has not yet expired ana we want to remind

you that our
service department is always ready to serve
you and to keep
your radio in good working order.

Will you out your remittance in the
enclosed envelope
and mail it today?

By

loure very truly,

*Fred R. Morse

The Radio Shop
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*Mr. Morse, now employed in a manufacturer's
department but experienced in retail collection methods,credit
will
gladly answer questions concerning the handling of delinquent accounts. Address him care of Radio Retailing.
42
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Distinguishes between a customer in
trouble and "poot`on
Ç Another reminder that accoun
in bad condition..
gg Lets the debtor
n easy"... 4g A firm
ending yet not one which arouses resentment
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...

.
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Mail CHEC:K!
THE sales letter writer has the relatively pleasant
task of presenting a radio in such an alluring
way that the reader is willing to part wtih his
money to own it. The writer of collection letters, on
the other hand, must persuade the man to give up his
money for an article from which he has already, in
part at least, derived his enjoyment. He has in other
words, the proverbially difficult job of inducing a man
to "pay for a dead horse."
The successful collection letter writer must bring into
play a wide knowledge of human nature and an adapt -
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b87 nest Ave.
Knkemo, Ind.

Dear yr. Hells:

as to the handling
If so,
cause for complaint
Rage you any
one of our customera7

becoming
account since
you write at once.
fair
in a manner
least
handle your account
failed.
I have tried to
seem tohavelfai
I
acto this company.
and are
to you and
to my letters
attention
you pay no
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seriously
count
count become
me to write
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ion but does not take
ál jump

tions representing men of different character and in
widely different circumstances each of whom presents
an individual problem.

Try Personal Letters
Assures customer that company is still
.. er A definite rewilling to be "show
proach... Rope ,
ppeal for cooperaInsistence on payment
tion.
.

.

ability that enables him to use the wise argument in
the right place and at the right time. The common
division of debtors into three classes-good, slow and
bad pay-is true enough as far as it goes but the
problem is not quite so simple. Between the two extremes of good and bad there are a thousand eradaRadio Retailing, December, 1930

Recognizing this, collection managers are coining
more and more to the view that there is an element
of danger in a too strict adherence to the use of form
letters. In the handling of a great many accounts, of
course, they are an economic necessity but if any particular account is not fully covered by forms, the wise
collection man will not hesitate to discard them entirely
and to write special personal letters instead. The man
who is worth selling, and whose trade is worth retaining,
is certainly worth the trouble required by such procedure.
Whatever the kind of letter used, the form or the
individual letter, the writer's first care is to give it
the right "tone"-dignified and firm, yet considerate
and friendly. Getting the right tone into a letter is
(Please turn

to page 57)
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Monkey

%me

Many men of many minds
confuse the prospect

A. Byer
BeUS111eSS
at the Tube Counter
By

SCHLAGENHAUER'S gutteral reminders

I finally got the tubes out of the radio and took them

over WCFL that it is time to go to work are a
great help to me as I lie trilling in my bathtub.
Imagine my surprise one morning, two months after I
had bought my new radio, when I discovered that his
stentorian tones had died away to a whisper. Try as I
might, I could not get any volume at all.
Surely it would not do to fool with the set. Hadn't
the man who installed it taken great care to inform me
that I could not harm anything as long as I kept the back
of the set to the wall? So I called up the firm that sold
me and informed them that some dingus had gone bad.
"It's the tubes," cried the clerk over the telephone.
"Bring 'em in and we will test them. Turn your radio
around, take them out. You can't harm anything."
First monkey business-The store that sold me was
crossed by its own radio man

downtown-carrying them like so many eggs. The clerk

MR.

!

I, too, would like
to know what's
going on.

took each one, turned his back, did something I could not
see and handed them back.
"They're all right," he grunted.
Second monkeyshine-Hadn't the salesman told me
over the telephone that the lack of volume was due to bad
tubes?

At Store No. 2
hadn't seen how they were tested and anyway it
didn't sound any too convincing. So bundling up my
tubes I trotted on to a chain store that offered free tests.
Surely, thought I, a big store like this will give me the
correct low-down.
"I'll test them for you," exclaimed a clerk. Back we
went to the rear of the store and one by one he plugged
them into a dial-faced jigger on the counter before me.
Not a needle moved.
"All dead !" exclaimed the salesman. 'They must be
pretty old."
"Two months," I replied, gathering in my "eggs" and
starting on my way.
Store No. 3
The next firm to test my tubes was a large music
I

house.

"One tube dead, the rest okeh," was the brief pronouncement. This firm had its testing board on the
counter in front of me and I could watch the little dials
jiggle around. No explanation of what a tube ought to
show was forthcoming.

The Last Store
"They're badly shot," volunteered the next salesman,
after testing the first three. "I would suggest that you
try this new brand. They stand up better in the kind of
radio you own."
Four stores-and in each the monkeys were playing.
At least that was the impression which these conflicting
opinions were creating within me.

Then, the Serviceman
All this was quite befuddling. So I decided to wait
for the serviceman. My two -months -old receiver was
guaranteed for 90 days, so, after a week of lonesome
mornings and evenings (Gosh, I didn't know one could
get so attached to a piece of furniture) I threw open the
(Please turn to page 57)
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A Sales -

Minded Review
by

Compton Pakenham
TO meet the festival mood of the holiday shopper,
the following outstanding records have been especially chosen. The talking points of three discs with
completed recordings and three other sure-fire popular
hits-as well as the more impressive "albums"-are covered in the following criticisms :

Three Albums
SYMPHONY IN G MINOR. (Mozart.) By
Richard Strauss and the Berlin State Opera Orchestra.
(Brunswick Album No. 22.)
It should be unnecessary to explain the reason for
Mozart-one of the most melodious of composers as well
as one of the most prolific. Also in favor in this set is
the fact that the G minor symphony (No. 40) has not
been recorded before. Strauss' conducting is well known
and the fact that he is in charge of the orchestra should
be mentioned in suggesting the set. It covers seven sides,
the odd face carrying Schubert's Overture, "The Twin
Brothers," by the Charlottenberg-Berlin Opera Orchestra
under Alois Melichar. Start with the first side of the
symphony for purposes of demonstration.
SPANISH ALBUM. (Columbia Masterworks 146.)
Regardless of personal preferences, customers will always give Spanish music a hearing. The present set is
a novelty in that it is not entirely from the works of one
composer. A representative selection from the works of
four Spanish moderns is played, with the exception of
one record, by the Madrid Symphony Orchestra under
Enrique Fernandez Arbos-the foremost interpreter of
music of his own country. For the purpose of interesting buyers it might be better to offer a choice.
SIEGFRIED. (Richard Wagner.) Excerpts by
Famous Wagnerian Singers. (Victor Album M-83.)
Record buyers who are interested in the music of
Wagner are probably the most incurable. It would be
difficult to find anything more to their taste than this
Radio Retailing, December, 1930

album. The lightest section of the "Ring" cycle, ending
in a magnificent tenor -soprano duet, will need little pushing to go over successfully. The principals are not
strangers to American audiences. Lauritz Melchior and
Rudolf Laubenthal have both sung the role at the
Metropolitan, and will again, whilst Frida Lieder is one
of the stars in the Chicago Opera Company's extraordinarily strong German contingent. Side 14 is recommended for demonstration. During this, Siegfried, who
has broken the spear of the Wanderer, proceeds through
the fire in search of the sleeping Brunhilde.

Single Selections From the Classics
DANCE OF THE SEVEN VEILS, from "Salome."
(Richard Strauss.) By Bruno Walter and the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra. (Columbia 67814-D.)
An exquisitely played rendition of the high spot in
(Please tarn to page 53)

About the Popular Records
YOU WILL REMEMBER VIENNA (Waltz) and I BRING A
LOVE SONG (Fox Trot) from "Viennese Nights." By
Leo Reisman and his Orchestra. (Victor 22512) Romberg
melody and Reisman Conducting. A combination no one
will be able to resist.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (Fox Trot) and YOU'RE SIMPLY
DELISH (Fox Trot). By the Six Jumping Jacks with
vocal chorus. From "The Playboy of Paris" and `Those
Three French Girls" respectively. If you've heard the same
organization in "Don't Send My Boy to Prison" you will

understand why these should be in demand. (Brunswick
4948)
LOVING YOU THE WAY I DO and YOU'RE LUCKY TO
ME. Fox Trots. By the Charleston Chasers. (Columbia
2309-D) One of Columbia's best dance orchestra in two
numbers which fit them exactly. The first is from "Hot
Rhythm" and justifies the title and the latter was taken
from "The Blackbirds of 1930."
45
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whale of a Newspaper Campaign
Thousands of
dollars' worth of magazine advertising
. window displays that say "come on in"... streamers ... leaflets ..
folders! Four sensational instruments ... four prices from
$112.50 to $285 ... all the new features ... home -recording
... remote control... automatic tuning... tone color control
...EVERYTHING for a money -making Christmas season!
A

.

,

.

For Your Own Benefit, Send in Sales Reports Every Friday
getting a sales report from every dealer every week, RCA Radiola's ultramodern factory can regulate its production with a degree of accuracy the
industry has never known before
not too little ... not too much. For your
own protecti)n and profit, mail Radiola sales reports REGULARLY!
By

...

RADIOLA DIVISION
RCA Victor Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.
Subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America
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THE annual convention of the National

Federation of Radio Associations and of
the Radio Wholesalers' Association will be
held in Indianapolis, Feb. 16-17, 1931. In
preparation for this important event a campaign for members is now being waged by
RWA. This is a timely move and should be
well received. There is probably no organization within the radio industry which has been
of greater service to its members than the Radio
Wholesalers' Association. To refrain from
joining, at this time, because of the expense is
to be "penny wise and pound foolish."
RWA functions for the benefit of the entire
radio industry. It safeguards the best interests
of the manufacturer and of the dealer as well as

in purpose and performance, and worthy of little from
the hands of the rest of the radio family

It is time that the radio industry and the listening
public should learn to discriminate between those broadcasters which are really building up this great art and
business, and those which are "riding" an easy graft of
selling advertising when there are few ears to listen.
But radio dealers, jobbers and manufacturers should
not be misled as to which group it is that is creating
listener good -will and entertainment value for radio, and
so stabilizing the business for all factors.

An $85,000,000 Editorial
AMOST interesting development in radio today,

from the retailer's viewpoint, is the extraordinary
of the jobber. Its present membership repreof the record -playing instrument-the "combivitality
pursents a majority of the radio distributing
nation,"
as we have come to call it. It seems paradoxical
chasing power of the country.
radio,
which a good many have thought would supthat
Further details may be obtained from H. G. plant the phonograph,
has actually brought about its
Erstrom, the executive vice-president of the return to popularity.
national wholesalers' body located at 32 West
Radio, by the very bulk, by the very ubiquity and the
Randolph Street, Chicago.
general level of its entertainment, has revived the demand

The Wheat and the Chaff
ANY student of broadcasting who has dug into station
personalities is impressed with the sharp separation
into two classes which the broadcasters set for themselves
by their character and behavior.
In the first class are those broadcasting stations which
are diligently putting out real programs of interest and
entertainment.
The second class represents the parasites and weak
sisters of the industry, which merely "sell time" and give
little care or attention as to whether they have any actual
audience or not. In numbers this latter class make up
a distressing proportion of the industry and its members,
though without listener influence, are always most vociferous in public hearings and political discussion.
Such separation of the broadcasters into the sheep and
the goats is by no means a matter of station power, either.
Some of the medium-sized and little stations are doing
an earnest and valuable job for radio and the listeners.
In small towns and rural communities small stations
often render a real and thorough public service. On the
Other hand, some of the "big" stations are mere rr cketeers
48

for recorded music. It has acquainted millions of people
with good music ; it has developed a sense of discrimination and it has emphasized, sometimes none too pleasantly,
the need for the music you want when you want it.
Result : Nearly every important radio maker today is
featuring the combination instrument. Why? Because
it has been proved that the demand is there. Yet a year
ago very few concerns saw this demand-a market which,
in 1929, accounted for $85,000,000 in sales of records
and record -playing instruments for one leading concern.
Live dealers will appreciate the necessity for building
up this business. Cash and quick turnover are acute
necessities in the radio business. Record sales mean
both. The combination itself means a larger unit saleand the easy, logical next step is the sale of at least $25
worth of records with it. When so many combinations
are being sold, is there any conceivable reason why a
skillfully chosen unit of records should not be sold with
it, at the same time and in the same way?
People do not buy records as they once did, nor for
the same reason-because they have better reasons for
These reasons are better records,
buying them now
music available, better instrubetter
reproduction,
better
ments for playing it-and, finally, the active need for
exercising the new-born power of selection which radio
has helped develop. Consequently, the sale of a combination without its complement of records, at a time when
resistance to records is at zero, is sheer stupidity.
!
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For Cleaner Advertising
QUESTIONABLE and fraudulent advertising prac-

tices have led the Boston Better Business Bureau
to ask the co-operation of all Boston advertisers to the
end that these methods be eliminated. The following
five chief offenses, listed by the bureau, deserve national
consideration. We must not destroy that public confidence which it has taken years to build, by permitting
questionable promoters to take advantage of any present
unsettlement in the radio trade for their own selfish

advantage.
Radio Retailing advocates that all manufacturers,
jobbers and dealers check their advertising claims against
this list :
1. The use by a wholesaler or distributor of a manufacturer's list price to describe an assembled set not of
the manufacturer's design and construction, and not the
same set to which the manufacturer's list price was
intended to apply.
2. Devising fictitious list prices, never in effect at
retail, for the purpose of sales promotion by giving a
false impression as to value or former selling price of
cabinets or assembled sets.
3. Using false or misleading description of radio sets
as to yearly model or as to time of production.
4. Describing a set or making statements in such a way
as to lead people to believe that the manufacturer is still
in business, or otherwise in a position to carry out warranties, whereas the set is a discontinued model or distress stock, and the manufacturer no longer in business.
5. Claiming that radio sets carry the guarantee of the
manufacturer, whereas they are discontinued or distress
merchandise not guaranteed by the maker.

SEVERAL anonymous articles about superheterodynes
have appeared in the daily papers. In these articles
it is intimated that new sets employing this circuit may
radiate and so cause widespread interference. Several
trade groups, we are asked to believe, have established

vigilance committees to investigate.
We can predict the result of such investigations, if
any, in advance. It will be found that properly constructed, and completely shielded, superheterodynes will
not radiate.
In modern superhet circuits a tuned radio -frequency
stage, usually screen -grid, is incorporated between the
heterodyne oscillator and the antenna circuit. This
"buffer" stage effectively prevents the oscillator from
radiating into the antenna and furthermore the complete
shielding of such receivers makes the possibility even
more remote.
Of course, if the t.r.f. stage of a super is permitted
to oscillate it may radiate but there is no earthly reason
why this should cause propaganda to be directed against
the circuit as exactly the same thing might happen if
the first stage of a t.r.f. receiver "spilled over." Improperly designed sets of both types may radiate.

V

Weighty Endorsement for Local Show
is food for thought in the following news
from out of the West that the worthwhileness of
holding the 1930 Los Angeles radio show has been sincerely endorsed by practically everyone connected with it.
The Long Beach Radio Dealers' Association went on
record by resolution expressing approval of this exposition and declaring that the publicity accruing from the
show had a most stimulating effect on the radio business
in Long Beach.
Closely following this article was similar official action
taken by the radio retail division of the entire Western
California Association-who further recommended that
the local show be continued.
And then H. E. Sherman, Jr., president of the Radio
and Music Trades Association of Southern California,
extolled the benefits of the show in open meeting not only
for its sale value but because of the handsome net profit
which it earned for the association.

THERE

Radio Retailing, December, 1930

If Il1l1i;llliipinffiq

If

ever there was a time when each should
subordinate selfish interests for the common
good of all it is right now!
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ro ducts for
This editorial section is prepared purely as a news service, to
keep readers of "Radio Retailing" informed of new products.

Home Talkies, Home
Movies, Phonograph
and Radio
THE last word in home entertainment instruments is the
combination home -talkie, home movie, radio and phonograph
instrument called the "Filmo phone -Radio" just announced by
the Bell & Howell Co., 1801
Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.,
for December 15 delivery.
A "Filmo" projector, utilizing
regular 16 mm. home movie size
film, is used for the pictures,
and a Howard radio chassis is
the basis of the radio feature.
A phonograph motor is so arranged that the turntable can
be operated at either the standard speed for ordinary phonograph records or at 331 r.p.m.
when the records for sound
pictures are played.
Either
talkies or movies without sound
can be projected, and pictures
may be shown with radio or
phonograph
accompaniments,

not synchronized with the film.
It is said by the manufacturer
that the problem of balancing
the other units with the movie
projector has been successfully
solved with this instrument.
Neither the finish of the cabinet nor the price is available
at this time. Radio Retailing,
December, 1930.

Sparks Ensemble 101
FIFTEEN records is the capacity of the new Sparks Ensemble Model 101, just announced by the Cardon -Phono craft Corp., Jackson, Mich.
Eleven seconds are required for
the automatic change from one
SO

record to the next. Both 10 and 12 -inch records, with either
an eccentric or spiral shut-off
groove, may be used.
The record reproducer utilizes
a magnetic type of pick-up, with
electrical audio amplification.
The power amplifier consists of
three stages of audio, two of
which are push-pull. Volume
from one speaker is said to be
sufficient for an auditorium
seating 2,500 to 3,000 people.
The radio side is a 12 -tube
Sparton set.
The walnut cabinet is of
French design, with carved
molds.
This instrument is
adaptable to coin -slot attachment. $845, complete.-Radio
Retailing, December, 1930.

Presto Home
Recording Device
EASY to attach and simple to
use, the home recording device of the Presto Machine
Products Co., 70 Washington
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., can be at-

Steinite Midget and
Consolette
Mfg.

Co.,

$Fort

QTEINITE
Wayne, Ind., has brought out
a new midget set and a con solette, each with the same
chassis and speaker. Features
of these sets are tone control,
local -distance switch, phonograph connection, two 245's in
push-pull, and electrolytic filter
condenser.
The midget, called the "Steinite Jr." lists at $49.50, less
tubes, and at $65 complete. The
tubes used are three 224's, two
245's and a 280. "Consolette"
is $64.50 less tubes, and $80
complete.
The dimensions are: Midget,
188 in. high, 152 in. wide, by
82 in. deep. This set is much
the same shape as the previous
model, but is not quite so high
and the speaker grille is slightly
different. The Consolette is 33
in. high by 19 in. wide by 11$
in. deep. Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

tached to any radio receiver and
electrically driven phonograph
turntable.
This device consists of a feed
mechanism that is applied to
the turntable, and a recording
head which is connected by
leads to the voice coil of the
speaker and the jack or terminals of the pick-up input. The
feed of the recording head is accomplished by an ingenious V way construction of extreme
simplicity. To change from
radio recording to personal recording, or for phonograph
play-back, a switch is provided
and instant changeover is possible.
The record is especially designed, and is a metal disc produced and furnished under the
Emerson -Wadsworth basic patent. The list price of the complete recording attachment, Including hand microphone, is
$39.50. Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

not of the usual "hook-up"
type, which employs an auxiliary, shaft -connected turntable
and a silent projector.
An automatic air governor
maintains uniformity of speed
for both 331 r.p.m. and 78 r.p.m.
records. The action of the governor is induced by a forced
current of air impinging against
a small vane which makes and
breaks the contact in such a
way that it is impossible for
the motor to speed up or slow
down. This feature has made it
possible to use the regular projector motor and thus eliminate
the large synchronous type
motor. Due to scientific counter-balancing of the tone -arm, a
normal pressure keeps the
needle in the central position in
the groove, lessening wear on
the record, the maker states.
Model 5 projector may be
operated on the a.c. or d.c. with
or without Victor lamp rheostat.
Two models
of amplifier
speakers are offered, compactly
assembled in a carrying case.
The "Animatophone" sound
apparatus complete is $335. The
small speaker is $85 and the
larger model is $125. It is
understood that any Victor
projector model 3 or 3B may be
returned to the factory and be
converted into a Model 5 for
use with the "Animatophone" at
a labor cost of $75. Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

Remote Control on
Radiola Superhets
SIX pre -selected stations can
be tuned in by remote control on Radiolas 82 and 86 as
the Radiola Division of the
RCA -Victor Co. Inc., Camden,
N. J., is now making deliveries
on these models so equipped if
desired at a small extra cost.
The instrument is a small
bronze finished tablet with a set
of six buttons with the call letters over each two buttons
for "on" and "off" and two
buttons for volume. A jewelled
pilot lamp lights when the set
is in operation and indicates by
its varying brilliance whether
the set is tuned in correctly.
Twenty-five feet of fiat cable tape is provided.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.
:

Victor
"Animatophone"
RADICALLY new in design,
the turntable of the Model 6
projector and "Animatophone",
a development of the Victor
Animatograph Corp., Davenport,
Iowa, is mounted vertically instead of horizontally, making a
compact installation. The turntable is an integral part of the
projection mechanism, and is
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Dealers

to

SELL

All announcements appearing on these pages are published
without advertising considerations of any kind whatsoever.

Balkeit Midget and
Consolette

Audiola, Jr. and
Consolette
e UDIOLA,

JUNIOR," and
of the
new sets just added to the line
430 S.
Co.,
Radio
Audiola
the
of
Green St., Chicago, Ill.
18 in.
midget
set,
is
a
Junior
high by 15 in. wide by 9 in.
of
cabinet
in
an
attractive
deep.
Gothic design. This set has a
lists
at
$49.50,
and
tone control,
less tubes.
Consolette is the same receiver, built on a table, so that
it stands 41 in. high and 17 in.
wide, $57. Radio Retailing, De-

""Consolette" are two

Creatone Coin Operated Phonograph
ONE of the features of the
Model -29 "Creatone" coin operated automatic phonograph
of the Deca-Disc Phonograph
Co., Waynesboro, Pa., is a lighting device of ten letters, placed
in front center of the cabinet.
On the rotating of the turntable,
each one of these letters lights
up in consecutive order, and
this operation continues throughout the playing of the record.
At the end of the record, the
light stops on one of the letters,
keeping attention on the instrument, as the average person
likes to speculate as to what
number will be shown.
This company has been making automatic phonographs for
sometime, but has just entered
the coin -operated field, introducing three models. They are:
Model 15-C, 45 in. high by 24$
in. wide Model 24 with its new
automatic lighting device is $349
net, and Model 175 is 48$ in.
high and 39 in. wide. Radio
Retailing, December, 1930.

cember, 1920.

Sun Glow

"Melody Chest"

;

r ITTLE General of the Air"
Li is the name given to the
"Melody Chest" radio set of the
Sun Glow Industries, Inc., Mansfield, Ohio. The chassis in the
set is manufactured by one of
Sun Glow's affiliated companies,
the Hartman Electrical Mfg.
Co., which company has, in the
past, made the r.f. tuners used
in Arborphone and Sonora sets.
The cabinet is small in size,
standing only 28 in. high by 14
in. wide by 13 in. deep and the
scale is located or the beveled
top edge so it can be easily read
from any position. The Loftin White direct coupled amplifier is
used in this set, which has five
tubes. The speaker is an electro -dynamic and is mounted on
a slanting baffle board. The intended retail price is $69.50,
complete.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.
"

New Crosley Sets
and "Adminest models to be added to the
line of the Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Classmate" comes in a semi highboy cabinet with front of
Repwood, which is molded to
duplicate wood carvings. Its
speaker is of the electro -dynamic moving coil power type,
and the tubes required are three
224's, a 245 and a 280. This
cabinet is 35 in. high by 208
in. wide by 12$ in. deep. $85.50
complete.
"Administrator" is a lowboy
with top and sides of mahogany
veneer, and a front of Repwood.
This set has automatic volume
control, and the chassis uses
three 224's, a 227, two 245's and
a 280. It stands 36$ in. high
by 23$ in. wide, by 13$ in. deep.
$112.:,0, less tubes. (Shown below.)
A second midget set has been
brought out to be known as the
"Buddy Boy." It is housed in a
cabinet radically different from
the first model, as it is designed
along Gothic lines. Three 224
tubes are used, a 245 and a 280.
(Shown at
$59.50, complete.
top). Just as we go to press,
the
"Elf," to
4
-tube
midget,
a
retail at $37.50, complete, is
announced. It has two 224's,
a 245 and a 280. The cabinet
has front panel of Repwood.December,
Radio
Retailing.

"CLASSMATE"
istrator" are the two new-

1910.

SIX tubes (3-224's, 1-227, 1-245
and 1-280) make up the tube
equipment of the mantel model
and small console receivers
brought out by the Balkeit
Radio Co., 205 W. Wacker
Drive, Chicago, Ill. Each has a
tone control, and is equipped
with a Utah or Jensen dynamic
reproducer, with 7 in. diaphragm.
The walnut cabinet of the
midget is 17 in. high by 12$ in.
wide by 7$ in. deep. $54.50 less
tubes.
The consolette stands 29 in.
high by 15$ in. wide, and is
also made of walnut, with ornamental carving across the top
and down the sides. $64.50, less
tubes.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

Stewart-Warner
Small Console
THE electrical equipment in
the new table high console
offered by the Stewart -Warner
Corp., 1826 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, 111., is the same standard
8 -tube chassis featured in the
larger Stewart-Warner models.
This set is only 34 in. high by
23 in. wide by 15 in. deep, and
is made of American walnut
with decorated front panel of
Oriental walnut.
It is made in models to operate on 25 or 60 cycle a.c. or d.c.,
and lists at $94.75, complete.December,
Radio
Retailing.
1930.

Gulbransen "Minuet"

Mills' Multiple
Coin Device

AN ARMCHAIR style radio
receiver, to be known as the
"Minuet," is now a part of the
line of the Gulbransen Co., 3232
W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.
It is 23 in. huh by 14 in. wide,
by 22$ in. deep, and comes in
an attractive cabinet with the
controls inlaid in the top, but
leaving plenty of space for a
lamp or other decoration.
The tubes required are three
224's, a 227, two 245's, and a
280. The intended retail price
is $81.75.- Radio Retailing,
December, 1930.

THE new multiple coin slot
now placed un all new
"Troubadour" automatic phonographs of the Mills Novelty Co.,
1400 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
will take either nickels, dimes
or quarters. A nickel dropped
in the slot plays one musical
selection a dime, two and so
on.
The multiple slot is good sales
psychology as a patron will drop
a dime or a quarter in the slot
if he has no nickels.-Radio Retailing. December, 1930.

Radio Retailing. December, 1930

"Victory" Antenna
ASELF-CONTAINED antenna
has been placed on the market by Victory Speakers, Inc.,
7131 E. 14th St., Oakland, Calif.
The device is assembled in a
metal container and three leads
$3.75.-Radio Reare used.
tailing. December, 1930.

;

:
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Brunswick Air-Cell
and 2-Volt Tube
Battery Set

Flewelling Short

Wave Adapter

UTILIZING the new 2 -volt
tubes and an Eveready air-

cell battery, b: unawica Radio
Corp., 120 West 42nd St., New

Butler Tables for
Midgets

STANDARD in size, the tables
built by the Butler Specialty
Co., 1121 N. Wood St., Chicago,
Ill., will fit the average midget
perfectly. They are made of
selected gumwood, with walnut
finish.
There are twe styles. Model
10-P without shelf is $5, and
Model 10 -PS with shelf is $6.
Each is packed in a single carton, protected by pads and tray
lock, ready for re -shipping if
necessary. The size is 25 in.
high by 162 in. wide by 102 in.
deep.-Radio Retailing. December, 1930.

York City, has made available
a new battery set in a lowboy
cabinet, with room for the batteries.
This set makes use of four
screen -grid tubes, two of the
new '31 power tubes, and one
'30 tube. An inductor dynamic
speaker which has been especially designed to operate from
this type of tube, Is built in.
$139.50 less tubes and batteries.
-Radio Retailing, December,
1930.

New Zaney-Gill
Midget

"Electrovox"

Turntable and Pickup

BY CONNECTING the new
"Electrovox" electric turntable, equipped with a "Master
Phonovox" pickup, in the detector circuit of the average
radio, either through phonograph tip -jacks provided in the
set or by inserting an adaptor
supplied with the "Electrovox"
unit under the detector tube, the
set may be converted into a
phonograph - combination. The
device is manufactured by the
Pacent Reproducer Corp., 91
Seventh Ave., New York City.
The "Electrovox," housed in a
walnut cabinet, 17¡x12}x102 In.,
uses an induction type motor
which will operate on 110 volt,
50 or 60 cycle a.c. and is equipped with an automatic stop. A
changeover switch for cutting
the turntable into the radio
amplifier circuit, or out of the
circuit for radio reception and a
volume control forms part of
the unit.
The intended retail price is
$75. It may be purchased without the cabinet for $50. The
motor and turntable are available. without the pickup or cabinet. for $25.-Radio Retailing.
December, 1930.

Go-sil -co Coil Aerial

FOR installation in limited
space, the Gosilco Radio
Products Co., Huntington Park,
Calif., offers a coil aerial composed of a coil of 30 ft. and
lead-in of 20 ft. of "Gosilco"
aerial wire, No. 12 gauge. The
frame is adjustable to 6 ft., and
is finished in white Duco. The
coil can be attached vertically
to a short mast, on the outside
wall of the house, or in the attic.
-Radio Retailing. December,
1930.
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PHONOJACK, long and short
aerial control, connection for
home broadcasting, television
amplification, are some of the
high points of the new "Music
Box" midget brought out by the
Zaney-Gill Corp., 1727 W. 22nd
St., Chicago, Ill. The "Dreadnaught" chassis has removable
head and uses three 224's, a 227,
one 245 and a 280. The speaker
is a 9 -inch electro -dynamic.
This set has a tone control and
comes in a figured walnut
veneer case on Gothic lines.
The intended retail price is
$49.50, less tubes.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

Radiodyne
"Groun-Tenna"

different trom
previous types, the short
wave adapter developed by E.
T. Flewelling for the Van Horne
Tube Co., Franklin, Ohio, is a
single -dial adapter with no
other connection to the set than
the sharing of the ground and
antenna wire coil. The adapter
plugs into the 110 -volt light circuit, carries its own tubes and
power supply, and operates with
any t.r.f. or superheterodyne
receiver.
This adapter uses one stage
of screen -grid amplification, and
this, plus the amplification of
the receiver itself, gives sufficient sensitivity. No change of
any kind is needed in the radio
receiver itself, and changing
from short to long -wave or vice
versa, is done by throwing a
switch, and the adapter may be
left connected at all times. This
short wave adapter will be
ready for the market in a short
time.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.
RAD1CALLY

Maish Padded Covers

TX7EATHER-PROOF, made of
VY strong,
brown drill, and
padded with a thick layer of
cotton
substantially
felted
quilted, the Universal padded
covers offered by the Clifford W.
Maish Bedding Co., 1501 Freeman :\ve., Cincinnati, O., may
be had in a number of sizes.
The straps go all the way
around, and the flaps may be
folded over. so that these
covers can be made to fit practically every cabinet.
No. 11 is adaptable to all sets
and combinations not over 50
in. high and 32 in. wide. This
includes practically the entire
radio field. $6.
No. 12 tits cabinets not over
31 in. high and 32 in. wide.
This size is made with one strap
only and takes care of the
small consoles. $5.
There are two sizes for electric refrigerators-No. 1 for
cabinets not over 60 in. high
and 32 in. wide, and No. 2 for
cabinets not over 68 in. high
and 48 in. wide.
A new model for the midget
set is now ready at $2.50.Radio
Retailing,
December,

Onan Electric
Lighting Plant

1930.

Antenna Eliminator

ATTACHED in a short time
around the four sides of the
back of the radio cabinet, the
"Wireless" antenna eliminator
offered by the James H. Blinn
Co., 1800 Blake St., Denver
Colo., is completely out of sight.
This antenna eliminator is made
of pure copper, and can be installed on the set before delivery, only a ground to a radiator being necessary. It also permits the set to be easily moved
from room to room. The list
price is $1.25.-Radio Retailing,
December, 1930.

BASED on the principle that
signals obtained from the
ground are clearer and stronger
than those taken from the air
the "Radiodyne Groun-Tenna"
has been placed on the market
by the Western Coil & Electrical Co., Racine, Wis.
The Groun-Tenna is placed in
the cabinet by suspending it
from the lug at the top and connecting the three wires according to directions. A copper plate
12 in. square or a 6 ft. galvanized rod buried in damp earth
is recommended as a ground
although a radiator or water
pipe may suffice. $6.-Radio
Retailing. December, 1930.

TIGHT weight and portable 110

volt electric lighting plants,
in a.c. and d.c. models, are made
by D. W. Onan & Son, 51 Royalston Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
The plants are made in several
sizes (350 to 2,000 watts), and
list at from $139 up. They can
be used for portable sound amplification on trucks as well as

for supplying electric light
where current is not otherwise
available.
The 4 -cycle, air-cooled engine
uses two blowers and operates
at a constant speed of 1725
r.p.m. The pump and splash oiling system is used, and the engine is directly connected to the
generator through a flexible
coupling to take care of any
variation in alignment.
The manually -operated models
range in price from $139 to
$395, and the self-starting models run from $187 to $465.Radio
Retailing. December,
1930.

Miles "Talkie"
Systems

COMBINATION "AA" special

talkie system for theaters
seating up to 2,500 people consists of two synchronizers, No.
76 two exciters, No. 102
two
Giant exponential horns, No. 10:
one monitor, No. 75 one fader
two dynamic Giant units, No.
two output transformers,
100
No. 103 two pick-ups, No. 408
and one double -channel rack
amplifier, No. 77. The list price
is $2,000.
Combination "BB" is the
same as above, but uses two
M-75 speakers instead of the
M-10 combination horn. $1,575.
Combination "CC" consists of
two each of Nos. 76, 408, and
75 and one each of Nos. 81, 75
monitor and 78 fader. $1.200.
These systems, may be ordered from the Miles Reproducer
Co., 45 W. 17th St., New York
City.-Radio Retailing, Decem;

;

;

Janette Rotary
Converter

JANETTE Mfg.

Co.,

556

;

;

;

W.

Monroe St., Chicago, Ill., announces a new type CA -20-F
rotary converter. This unit has
a capacity of 110 watts, and is
a quiet, dynamically -balanced
unit. It is available for 32, 115
or 230 volts d.c.
The intended retail price,
complete with filter, cord, plug
and d.c. receptacle, is $49.50.
For 230 volts d.c., the price is
$51.50.-Radio Retailing, December, 1930.

;

ber, 1930.
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Mr. Aylesworth Also Challenges
(Continued from page 35)

one hundred and twenty million population it must be
taken into consideration that a program liked by one
group may be disliked for no good reason by another,
with the result that throughout the thousands of hours of
programs put on the air every year there must always be
enough variety, both in subject matter and treatment, to
please all classes and conditions of people.
Already we are at a point where radio is no longer
a novelty. It is not looked upon with awe as a mystery
box or a miracle. The radio is now ranging along
with other time-honored instruments that produce
music and entertainment. Its future is still in the making. Its present indicates a continued and increasing
national interest in this modern method of distributing
programs. To retain and still further develop this interest is the task that the radio industry sets out to acThe radio dealer and his salesman have
complish.
much to do in the successful realization of this objective. There must be more intelligent selling based
on programs and their adaptability to the individual
home for, in the final analysis, as I have often said

"The listener rules broadcasting."

Television As

We

See It

(Continued from page 30)

designed television band receivers listed between $300
and $500.
The programs now broadcast will probably satisfy the
experimenter who is primarily interested in testing his
apparatus and not in entertainment. One station now
on the air regularly transmits only black and white
silhouettes having little amusement value. Others broadcast rather simple moving picture films. And still others
mix films and direct camera presentations of regular
broadcast studio features. Direct camera scanning is
still in its infancy, it is felt, as it is proving very difficult
to transmit full figures, let alone groups of entertainers.
The novelty value of such broadcasts which have been
attempted is considerably greater than their entertainment
value.

Will Supplement Radio Sales
When will television be ready for use by the public on
a basis comparable with radio? "When it can produce
inches or more square-visible over
a clear picture
an angle of 60 degrees in an ordinary illuminated room
-without employing in its receiving system voltages
which are materially higher than those present in today's
radios-at a cost not exceeding $300," a prominent

-8

engineer now transmitting television programs from his
own station believes.
Perhaps this view is a little too conservative. But
certainly the time for its introduction is not yet. When
it does come the radio industry will welcome it with
open arms. For in addition to a demand for the television equipment itself it seems probable that the sale
of existing sound receivers will be stimulated. The most
aggressive television broadcasters are now transmitting
co-ordinated sound on broadcast wave lengths by special
arrangement with popular local stations. In order to
make televised pictures talk our broadcast receivers must
be used simultaneously with the special television sets!
Radio Retailino. December, 1930

Allied Lines
Carried by Wholesalers
Radio Wholesalers Association's survey discloses comparative popularity of 15 supplementary products handled by its members.
THAT radio distributors are interested in allied lines

survey recently conducted by the
Radio Wholesalers Association. The following, in the
order of their popularity, is a listing of the fifteen allied
products which have found favor with the members
of RWA :
is disclosed by a

No. of Wholesalers
Handling

Product
Electric clocks
Outboard motors and boats
Electric refrigerators
Electric fans
Lamps
Athletic goods
Phonograph pick-ups
Washing machines
Tube testers and testing equipment
Toys
Coin slot machines
Golf clubs
Oil burners
Speedometers
Neon signs

11

10

8
6
4
3

2
1
.

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

It will be seen that electric clocks are nearest to the
hearts of the wholesalers following their first love, radio.
Outboard motors and boats are a close second, with
electric refrigerators third on the list.

The Best Records

of the

Month

(Continued from page 45)

Strauss' sensational one -act opera, from the play of
Oscar Wilde. Try this against the recent Stokowski
version, form your own opinion and act accordingly.
Record buyers are always interested in making comparisons.
SENTA'S BALLAD, from "The Flying Dutchman."
(Wagner.) By Elizabeth Rethburg. (Victor 1477.)
WAHN MONOLOGUE, from "Die Meistersinger."
(Wagner.) By Friederich Schorr. (Victor 7319.)
Two exceptionally fine Wagnerian passages sung by
Metropolitan stars. Schorr's name is always a guarantee
of excellence and the recent revival of "The Flying
Dutchman" should make the ballad particularly welcome.
THE MOLDAU (Smetana) and SLAV DANCE
Op. 46, No. 1. (Dvorak.) By Erich Kleiber and Berlin State Opera Orchestra. (Brunswick 90086-7.)
The increasing interest in the work of Smetana combined with the reputation Kleiber has built up during his
first engagement with the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra should help these considerably. The
Moldau is part of Smetana's symphonic poem, "Ma
Vlast" (My Country), in which he made a series of
Czech tone pictures.
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RMA Directors Vote
December, 1930

Other News Events as

PROPERTY RIGHTS
VS. "PUBLIC GOOD"
WCRW Basic Case Before
Supreme Court This Month
Who owns the ether? Will the ancient
law of priority of property rights prevail
against an unprecedented legal situation
created by inflexible engineering limitations
in the field of radio transmission and reception? These questions, vital to everyone in the radio industry, will come up
this month before the Supreme Court of
the United States in the case of station
WCRW of Chicago and the United States
attorney or, more specifically speaking, in
the case of C. R. White and the Federal
Radio Commission.
If Mr. White prevails in his contention
that priority and property rights entitle
him to run a station on the power and wave
length he originally enjoyed it is more
than probable that this decision will not
only invalidate the radio act of 1927 but
Form California Interference Association
will throttle the Federal Radio CommisHere are some of the charter members of the recently organized California
sion at every turn. Detector does not see
Radio Interference Association. This action followed a two-day conference of
how the commissioners can enforce reguradio engineers and trouble men held in Fresno. The association will appoint
lations for "public interest, convenience or
committees to investigate and to solve radio interference problems.
Flirting with death and disaster in the transformer department of the San
necessity" if their actions are not susJoaquin
Light & Power Corporation are (left to right) G. R. Walters, Los
tained by the Supreme Court.
Angeles, president of the CRIA ; F. W. Thomas, Pasadena ; Fred
B. Doolittle,
The case of WMBB-WOK, also of ChiLos Angeles ; H. N. Kalb, San Joaquin ; R. B. Ashbrook, Los Angeles
and
M. P. Kerner, Los Angeles.
cago, a 5,000-watt station which. was
ordered off the air altogether in one of the
earliest decisions of the commission, has
been combined with the WCRW case, inasRadio Interference
much as many of the same issues are inFilm Available
volved. Besides the deprivation of property issue, however, the WMBB-WOK
"Radio Interference"-a one thousand
case raises the point that radio is not inter- foot moving picture, both silent and in
Through the initiative of the Philadelstate commerce and attacks the validity of sound, has just been produced by the Radio phia Storage Battery Company
the thrillthe Davis amendment equalizing broad- Interference Committee of California ing moments of the Army and Navy
footcasting facilities among the zones and through the courtesy of the Tobe Deutsch- ball contest will be made available for pracstates.
mann Corporation of Canton, Mass., Fil- tically every radio listener in the United
Is there such a thing as a vested right terette Division.
States.
in a wave length? Are wave lengths
Radio clubs, service organizations, cities
At a total expenditure of not less than
similar to navigable streams, over which and towns may obtain the use of this $150,000 Philco has purchased
the combined
the Government has complete regulation, picture by writing to Radio Retailing and broadcasting coverage of all
stations
or may they be likened to non -navigable in some cases it will be possible also to on the Columbia System and the
also on the
streams-where priority of appropriation obtain the services of a qualified inter- red, blue and orange networks
of the
controls ?
ference engineer to discuss problems when National Broadcasting Company.
film
is
In
addition
the
shown.
to this timely and fitting
gesture Philco is distributing sets to Salvation Army units in most of the principal
cities and towns in the United States to
Imported Cabinets Added
Heifetz Plays on the 21st
be auctioned off-the entire proceeds from
which will apply to the Salvation Army
to Sparton Line
Jascha Heifetz, reputed to be
fund for the unemployed.
It is heartening to note that, on the
the world's most celebrated
Custom-built radio sets encased in imoccasion of our latest stupendous sporting
ported, hand carved cabinets adapted from
violinist, makes his initial apevent, a member of the radio industry has
authentic period designs have been anpearance before the microseen to it that it will be broadcast instead
nounced by the Sparks-Withington Comphone Dec. 21. Heretofore
of waiting for the chance and last minute
pany, Jackson, Mich. These cabinets are
action of a cigarette or soap manufacturer.
he has declined to broadcast
the work of a guild of wood carvers in
Brussels, Belgium. The sets are engihis superb art for the benefit
neered into the cabinets at the Sparton
of the masses.
factory. A limited number of standard
Capital City Auto Company, New OrDealers, cash in on this event
cabinets of the more popular period deleans, will handle the Edison radio in all
by
starting,
the Monday folsigns will be carred for delivery from the
of Louisiana and parts of Alabama,
factory. It is anticipated, however, that
lowing the Army -Navy game,
Texas and Mississippi.
the bulk of the business will be on customPacific Wholesale Radio, Inc., San
promotional
tactics
for
Heifetz.
made cabinets which will be made accordFrancisco, is now distributor of the
ing to individual specifications.
Howard radio receiver.

PHILCO PUTS BIG
GAME ON THE AIR
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for '31 Trade Show
Viewed by Detector

EXTRA !
Who Killed Damon Fenwicke

New York, N. Y.

TO BE HELD FIRST PART OF JUNE IN
MID -WEST-"BUSINESS WITHOUT
BALLYHOO," TO BE SLOGAN

"A knife, hurled by the hand of an
unknown assailant, last night created the
wildest confusion in Judge Robert F. WagAN overwhelming majority, the directors of
ner's Court of Special Sessions, on the
BYthe Radio Manufacturers Association, meeting
New Amsterdam Roof, where a radio
jury is listening to the trial of Vivienne
at Cleveland, Nov. 18, voted to hold another trade
\Vare. Miss Ware is charged with the
show and convention during the first or second
murder of Damon Fenwicke, wealthy archiweek of June, 1931. The decision as to the place
tect, on Oct. 6, 1928," quoting from the
New York American, Nov. 26 issue.
in which the industry will gather will not be made
Another novel treat for radio fans.
until next February but Detector understands that
Another hit scored for broadcasting as
one of the following four cities will most certainly
entertainment. Another chance for radio
dealers to enthuse prospects who "dont
capture this choice plum: St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Chicago or Detroit. St.
know what it is all about."
Louis has made a particularly favorable presentation of its many merits and
For WJZ, co-operating with the New
of the logic of holding next year's affair in this southwestern focal point.
York American, staged a radio murder trial
"Business Without Ballyhoo," will be
which ran from 10:30 to 11 o'clock for
the keynote of our next gathering. This
six successive nights recently and in which
affair will be held under one roof along
the radio audience was the jury. Celesimplified, economical lines and with a
brated counsel and an actual judge took
minimum expense for exhibitors and visithe leading parts. From the tons of radio
tors alike.
fan mail received this innovation was an
Detector is pleased to report that the
outstanding success.
Heads Radiola and Victor
RMA board also passed a rule requiring
More new methods of using radio to
L. Ray Resigns
that every exhibitor display his new and
entertain and Instruct are rapidly taking
shape and will be reported by Detector as
The appointment of H. C. Grubbs as current radio merchandise-this to prevent
they materialize.
vice-president in charge of all of the sell- a re -occurrence of an unfortunate exhibiing activities of the RCA Victor Company, tion condition present in two or three
Inc., was announced December 1st by instances at Atlantic City. Concerns manufacturing associated
such as elecW . R. G. Baker in Charge of E. E. Shumaker, president of Radio Corp. tric clocks or "first products,
cousin" devices, will
Mr. Grubbs' new responsibilities include
permitted to have demonstration rooms
the executive control of the merchandising be
Manufacturing for Victor
activities of Radiola, Victor and the En- in the convention hotel.
At Cleveland the RMA directors also
Announcement is made by the RCA - gineering Products Divisions, as well as
Victor Company that W. R. G. Baker, all combined and allied operations, includ- voted that the Radio Manufacturers Asformerly with the General Electric Com- ing the Export Divisions, coming directly sociation's merchandising committee recognize existing conditions by co-operating
pany, at Schenectady, N. Y., has assumed under the RCA Victor corporate wing.
charge o'f' production scheduling and of
Many of these functions were formerly closely with the Radio Wholesalers' Assothe manufacturing activities for Victor. administered by Joseph L. Ray, whose ciation and with radio dealers in an effort
Mr. Baker, who becomes a vice-president resignation from the vice-presidency and to improve merchandising methods and
of this concern, succeeds Alfred Weiland, the sales management of the affairs of retail management so that certain present
negative tendencies may be checkmated and
who was in charge of manufacturing for RCA Victor also was announced Dec. 1.
entire industry be placed on the road
the old Victor Taking Machine Company
Mr. Grubbs came to the Victor com- the
and who continued in this capacity when pany as Commercial Vice -President in the to greater profits.
Two new directors were unanimously
it was absorbed by the Radio Corporation early part of 1928, after a highly successful
:
Eugene Farny, of All-American
of America.
career as vice-president of the Dalton Add- elected
Mohawk Corporation, and A. S. Wells of
ing Machine Company and sales manager the
Gulbransen
These gentleof the Remington Rand Business Service. men will fill the Company.
vacancies caused by the
An Air Line View
resignation of Lester E. Noble and John C.
Tully.
The board then approved the recomNew Zenith Service Manager mendation
of H. B. Richmond, chairman
F. E. Smolek, who has been associated of the RMA engineering division, to enlist
with the Zenith Radio Corporation as the co-operation of radio manufacturers
assistant service manager for many years, and distributors for the purpose of elimiis now manager of the service department nating local interference causes.
to succeed Dr. F. A. Rafferty. Mr. Smolek's
It is of further interest that the Radio
work in the field has well fitted him to Manufacturers Association is working
handle the problems of this new post.
closely with the National Association of
Broadcasters for the passage of a fair
copyright bill which will place less of a
Utility to Retail Radios
burden upon the industry.
The New England retail trade has exDann Heads Broadcasters
pressed considerable interest in a recent
Henry Tenn? (right), president of
the Rola Corporation, is now obtaining
Electric Illumithe
Edison
announced
that
closer synchronization of the affairs of
Meeting in Cleveland at the same time
nation Company, Boston's large electric
his plants in Cleveland, Ohio, and Oaklight utility, will retail radio sets. This were 250 business and broadcast station
land Calif. by means of his recently
purchased Stinson plane.
corporation operates 32 district stores, managers, members of the National AsTo his left are vice-president B. A.
known as the "Edison Shops," located sociation of Broadcasters. President Bill
Engholm and sales manager Leon
Hedges presided in his customary gracious
throughout Boston ande its environs.
Golder.

GRUBBS NEW RCA
SALES MANAGER
-Joseph
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Indianapolis Primed
for NFRA Convention

The Real
Mr. Russell
in

Through a slip
the composing

room, last month's
issue, under the
caption,
"George
Russell, Erla Sales
Mgr.," carried a
portrait of another

equally estimable
gentleman.
We apologize, and
want our readers
to meet "the real
Mr. Russell."

OTTO MAY

San Francisco

new president

PRTA
(Left)

Radio dealers and jobbers of Indianapolis, Ind., have already started their
series of special meetings in preparation
for the forthcoming February, 1931, convention of the National Federation of
The Indianapolis
Radio Associations.
Electric League, in fact the entire electrical
industry of the Hoosier city, is actively
co-operating.
The general show chairman is C.
Mathews of the Capitol Electric Company.
Those who will serve on Mr. Mathews'
committee are Henry Davis, C. H. Dom hoff and George W. Stalker.
Those in charge of other key committees.
responsible for the success of the radio
dealers' and jobbers' very own conclave
are William C. Griffith, president of Griffith
Victor Distributing Corporation,
finance
S. C. Kahn of Capitol Paper
Company, arrangements ; Adolf Wagner,
of Wagner Radio Company, entertainment
and Roy Brown, manager of the Westinghouse Electric Supply Corporation.
:

;

Personals
LYLE TATRO

invents
32-volt set

(Right)

Sullivan
Popular
with
Lyric
Distributors
Louis H. Sullivan is now manager of
distributors' relations for the All-American Mohawk Corporation. Formerly he
was the manager of the furniture division of the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company. Mr. Sullivan is wellknown as a lecturer on industrial relations and is well qualified to attend to
the distribution affairs of Lyric receivers.

1931 Radio World's Fair
The 8th annual Radio World's Fair
will be held in Madison Square Garden,
New York City, during September, 1931,
it was recently announced by U. J.
Herrmann and G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., co directors of the exposition.

Walter W. Boes has been promoted to
the position of general sales manager
of the Radio Products Co., Dayton,
Ohio. Mr. Boes has been associated
with radio sales work for the past six
years. Previously he was connected
with two communication companies and
during the war was an officer in the
U. S. Signal Corps.
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PAST and PRESENT
3 Chicago Radio Celebrities

B. K. Sweeney Electrical Company,
Denver, is wholesale distributor of
Bosch radio for the states of Colorado.
Wyoming and New Mexico.
E. A. Bowman, Inc., Detroit, Mich.,
is now distributing Stewart -Warner
radios in eastern Michigan.
David Sonkin, formerly in the production engineering department of Fada, is
now engineer in charge of shortwave
receiver production for Jenkins Television
Corp., Jersey City, N. J.
Martin J. Polikoff, manufacturers' representative in Philadelphia, has moved to
new headquarters in the Victory Building,
1001 Chestnut St. Mr. Polikoff represents
the Gulbransen Company in eastern Pennsylvania and south to Norfolk, Va. He
contemplates the addition of several wellknown but non -conflicting lines in the very
near future.

Dann, President NAB
(Continued from page 55)
manner. It was by far the most successful and constructive meeting this association has ever held.
Walter J. Dann, manager of station
WTNJ, Milwaukee, was elected president
for the coming year. It was voted to
move the headquarters of this organization from New York City to Washington.
D. C. Philip G. Loucks was appointed
managing director.
Demands of educators that the federal
government assign fifteen per cent of the
available radio facilities for school purposes was opposed by NAB in a resolution
unanimously passed. Another resolution
commended the Federal Radio Commission
for its "rapidly improving administration."
Of particular interest to radio dealers
was action taken against the excessive and
improper use of the broadcasting medium
for tiresome advertising talks. This problem is having the serious and intelligent
consideration of the broadcasters but dealers should realize that there certainly are
two sides to this subject and that the
proper control of advertising phraseology
and the interjection of more interest value
in the advertising presentations is the real
solution of this problem.

H. L. STORY
Who founded the house of Story &
Clark 73 years ago.
Today a third generation of Storys
are active in the affairs of this concern-which held its fall conference
Nov. 24, in Chicago.

W. A. BANNON

Now advertising manager for the
Gulbransen Company.
A veteran of six years' experience
in radio is Bannon-who also served
with Brunswick and Capehart.

REICH MANN'S CHROMATROPE

Equipped with two "complementary"

speakers-the Chroma, not Frank-

reproduces the complete range of
audibility "better 'n ever" 'tis claimed.
Radio Retailing, December, 1930
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Please Mail Check

!

(Continued from page 43)

largely a matter of viewpoint, perspective and familiarity with the individual account. Keeping the customer's
goodwill requires the selection of effective arguments
and the proper wording of them. It does not require
a weak-kneed collection policy or an apologetic attitude.
The writer trys, rather, to make the customer see the
fairness of his company's position and its readiness to
give due consideration to his difficulties.
Collection letters offer many opportunities for the
use of little personal touches which give them a tone
of friendly interest. If the writer of such letters can
get this thought across, if he can make his letters convey
the impression that he is interested in the customer's
welfare in addition to that of his company, he can
insist upon payment without creating resentment.
Friendliness gets "next" to a man where formality
more often irritates and antagonizes him.

A Follow-up Series
With these objectives in mind, let us consider the
elements which compose successful collection letters.
This is best done by studying the samples which appear
with this article. These five letters, arranged as a
follow-up series, are not necessarily intended for verbatim use but are to be used rather as a guide. Arguments which have "brought home the bacon" are
sprinkled throughout the series at the discretion of the
writer in what appears to him to be the most effective
order. Neither is it necessary that dealers use a five
letter series. It is well to keep in mind, though, that
any great reduction in the number of letters forming
a collection series tends to "sharpen" the sum effect,
no matter how good the individual letters may be.
Upon examination it will be seen that the first letter
contains a notification of the standing of the account
and plainly indicates the company's belief that nonpayment is due to a misunderstanding of the plan of
payment arranged. It goes on to explain the dealer's
collection policy and asks the customer's co-operation
in carrying it out. It also assures him that if for any
unforeseen reason it becomes difficult to pay on the
specified dates the collection department will gladly
arrange for some other equitable method of settlement
if the condition is fully explained. Since the letter
assumes that the failure to pay is the result merely of
misunderstanding, none of the formal appeals for payment are used. The letter, as is usually the case with
the initial piece of a series, is intended chiefly to serve
as a reminder that payment is past due. In addition it
will be noted that it has sales value by virtue of the
reference to service.
The second letter opens with a stronger statement of
the standing of the account, appeals to the customer's
sense of fair play and pride, but still does not condemn
him for slipping up on the payment. It reminds him
that the company has made liberal terms in order to
make payment easier and flatters him by assuming that
he is one of a class of responsible people who are careful
about maintaining their credit. The closing paragraph
courteously asks for immediate payment, or at least an
explanation of why the account remains unpaid. This
request is general in character and could not possibly
be interpreted as "pressuring."
The third letter of the series opens with two specific
Radio Retailing, December, 1930
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questions intended to determine whether unusual conditions prevent payment, such as unemployment or
sickness, or if the customer intends to duck his responsibility. It gives the debtor an opportunity to
explain, without any great embarrassment, why he has
not paid.
In the fourth letter, with the account dangerously
overdue and the necessity for quick action, the tone
adopted is shorter but still "sweet." The collection man
first asks if the customer has any cause for complaint
in the handling of his account, emphasizing a question
already asked in not so blunt a fashion in previous
letters. The remaining paragraphs appeal strongly to
the customer's sense of fair play, in fact this thought
is the basis of the letter, which is more insistent and
peremptory than those preceding it.
The fifth and last letter prepares the way for legal
action, leaving the way open for prompt settlement
however. This final attempt is a concise statement of
the present status of the account, sums up the results
of the company's efforts to collect the money and points
out that every effort has been made to settle it in a
normal way. The customer, it points out, has paid no
attention whatever to letters. What can the company
think about him now ? He has one more chance to show
that his intentions are right before legal action is taken,
and this is intimated but not directly threatened. Short,
crisp sentences are used to give this letter a note of
finality ; of patience almost exhausted.
If, after receiving this five letter series, the customer
does not respond, little remains but to threaten legal
action directly. The customer's persistent ignoring of
correspondence has left the company no alternative;
action is forced upon it by his own negligence. After
receiving such letters a man can scarcely fail to be
impressed with the company's fairness and willingness
to help him. He would be unreasonable indeed if he
felt any ill -will.
Usually, if anything short of legal action can pry the
checkbook out of a delinquent's pocket a carefully
planned follow-up series of this kind will do it.

Monkey Business at the Tube Counter
(Continued from page 44)

door and welcomed a short, chubby radio man, who came
puffing up the stairs.
"What seems to be the matter?" he asked, dumping
his tools on the floor.
"It just whispers at me," I replied. "I have to sit close
on the floor even to hear Amos 'n' Andy. I don't know
what to tell you about the tubes ; nobody seems to agree
about them."
"Well, it looks as if you had blown a transformer, if
the tubes are all right," ventured the serviceman, tinkering away. "By the way, do you ever play the phonograph
end of it?"
"Yes," I replied. "But I haven't for a week."
And there, dear readers, was where the trouble lay.
The switch between the radio and the phonograph had
not been moved clear across and made, therefore, but,
slight contact. The result was that one could hear the
radio and yet get no volume. On the other hand, the
record would not run. Within half an hour Wendell
Hall was bellowing lustily and God was in his heaven
once again.
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FOUR -PILLAR TUBES

... OR

TWO?

WHEN THE RADIO -PUBLIC HEARS THE
DIFFERENCE AND SEES THE REASON, THE

i

VOTE IS OVERWHELMING FOR FOUR

under the glass? There is the vital difference in tubes. Eveready Raytheon Tubes have
FOUR pillars supporting the fragile elements within
the glass
FOUR points of support, instead of
two. The stability of 4-legged Eiffel Tower, let us
say, compared to the wobbly structure of the
2 -legged goal -posts on a football field.
It all comes down to this: There are 4-Pillar
tubes (Eveready Raytheons) and ... all the others.
Eveready Raytheons demonstrate their structural
and SOUND advantages in the set in the owner's
home. National Carbon Company tells you that
Eveready Raytheon is here to stay
and grow and
grow and grow. It is giving Eveready Raytheon
WHAT'S

...

-

*

dealers the same strong support that four pillars
give the tube itself.

Talk "four pillars." It's the new and modern
thing in tubes, and a winner on every count.
Eveready Raytheons come in all types, and fit
the sockets of every standard A. C. and battery operated radio in present use. Ask your jobber,
or write us for names of jobbers near you.
Information and sales-helps, designed for service-men's use, will gladly be sent to you free.
Among them is a blue-print, giving engineering
data on Eveready Raytheon 4 -Pillar Tubes. Thousands of service-men are using this material to advantage. Write our nearest branch.

*

*
The Eveready Hour, radio's oldest commercial feature, is broadcast every Tuesday evening at nine
(Eastern standard time) from
WEAF over a nation-wide N. B. C.
network of 27 stations.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Branche.,

Chicago Kansas City
San Francisco

Unit of
Union Carbide

New York

and Carbon
Corporation

EVE REAÏW

RAYTHEON
Trade-marks

EVEREADY RAYTHEON
CONSTRUCTION

ORDINARY TUBE
CONSTRUCTION

Standing Four-square, like the legs
of a chair, the rigid pillars keep
the elements in place.

With only two supports beneath
their weight, the fragile elements
can sway and joggle out of line.
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WITH the introduction of the Sparton Junior, the Jewel,

and the new Ensemble at amazingly low prices, Sparton
presents to radio merchants a complete model and price range
unparalleled, we believe, in the entire industry. Further, when
the stability of the manufacturer behind the product is considered, this provides the foundation for the most profitable
radio merchandising to the dealers who have learned the
soundness of concentration with its rapid turnover and absence
of frozen capital and sluggish inventory. A Sparton franchise
may still be available in your community. We will be glad
to put you in touch with the nearest Sparton distributor.
THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON COMPANY, JACKSON,MICH., U.S.A.
Pioneers

(Established 1900)
of Electric Radio without batteries of any kind

Only SPARTON has the MUSICAL BEAUTY of

SPARTON RADIO
--- "Radio's Richest Voice"

(sea)
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COPELAND HAS BLAZED THE WAY
can help you sell electric refrigeration
PROFITABLY!
selling electric refrigeration. Your
set-up is right as it stands-and you already know
the fundamental principles of specialty selling,
home installation and service which are involved.
Copeland will teach you the rest.

Pioneer in promoting electric refrigeration sales
through radio outlets, Copeland has blazed the way
-pointed out to radio dealers how they could secure additional lucrative business-shown them
how to get maximum profits out of their territories.

a success of

With four years of experience in the radio dealer
field Copeland knows its business! And by following Copeland's expert advice hundreds of dealers

The new Copeland line covers every requirement

have successfully

combined radio
and electric refrigeration sales.

Copeland now
stands ready to

help you make

in household, apartment and commercial

Why not decide now to tie up with the electric
refrigeration firm that has a successful record
among radio dealers-Copeland? Clip and fill
out the coupon below and we will gladly send
you complete information.

Copeland sales climb when
radio sales decline

COPELAND
DEPENDABLE

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATION

COPELAND SALES COMPANY, 342 CASS AVENUE, MOUNT CLEMENS, MICHIGAN

Gentlemen: Please
Name

City-

send

me

fields-

it is complete in every respect. And you are
assured of continued active support in your merchandising program.

complete details

on

the

Copeland

-- _Address
State

-

Sales

franchise.
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Our Customers respond to the new CeCo Selling Plan
our CeCo tube sales are the greatest in history.
ALEXANDER WELLINGTON, Sec'y, Harvard Tube Testing Station, New York City

emind 'em to buy!' --That's the
slogan to stimulate Christmas sales
of CeCo Tubes.
air HOME t, neienl
(Itanrlufttidt Program... ìrlptve

d

venplion tllmma kert the rus year

This streamer

eCo R01°1746'1

on your windows
It
provides a new buying idea
resells your trade ... it brings new
customers. CeCo's high reputation
and liberal franchise coupled with
this novel plan offer wonderful opportunities. Send in your order for
streamers and leaflets today.
-

.

.

1

No. 3

of

.ene. ..f un.ulirit«d

CeC., ...candor

t:1

PRESIDENT
o vt 1\1 14 11 111\1. 11/.. t\1
14(0'11111\e F. It.

.

1_

di.plav..

The most interesting and timely
folder ever placed in dealers'
hands. Contains diagrams and
in:structilns for playing five very
popular parlor games. Every
customer will want these leaflets.
Free to trade.

CeC*
Radio Tubes
L,renxed under Rad,, ('o.(, of 4,0,-oro

P,0,(.

,..,

lork
H,(n,polita,a
of yey.11 radio tub,' .tor,',
operated b. 'the Harvard Tube 'resting Station.. All
Ilarvard outlets feature Ceeo line. Above photo of Newark store.
1.1í,111

tom'

are

a
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IN CURRENT PRODUCTION

IN

C

7

MONTHS

THINK /T OVER!
CLARION DISTRIBUTORS

Bihl Bros., 339 Genesee St., Buffalo
Blackman Distributing Co., Inc.,
28 W. 23rd St., New York
Carolina Luggage Co.,
134 E. Washington St., Greensboro
F. B. Connelly Co., Billings
Cumings Bros., 901 S. Saginaw St., Flint
Cumings Bros.
199 Vinewood Ave., Detroit
Cumings Bros.,
219 Ottawa St. N. W., Grand Rapids
Dakota Electric Supply Co.,
123 Broadway, Fargo
J. E. Dilworth Co.,

Every

"Big -Radio"
Feature
TONE CONTROL

353 S. Front St., Memphis
Domestic Electric Appliance,
1610 Eighth Ave., Seattle
Duda Myers Co.,
3rd and Burlington Sts., Hastings
Push-pull 245's
Branches: 7th and Norfolk St.,Norfoik
Front near Jeffers, North Platte
Electric Lamp & Supply Co.,
Full dynamic
1113 S. Pine St., St. Louis
Fischer Bros. Paper Co.,
118 W. Columbia St., Fort Wayne
speaker
R. F. & W. R. Fitch,
113 N. First St., Oskaloosa
Fort Smith Radio
Co.,
-steel chassis
Goldman Bldg. Fort Smith
Front Co., 1117 Main St., Wheeling
J. Edmunds Galloway,
17 N. Sharp St., Baltimore
Illuminated dial
Greenville Textile Supply Co.,
504 Rhett St., Greenville
H. T. Hackney Co., Knoxville
W. J. Holliday & Co.,
543 W. McCarthy St., Indianapolis
Herbert H. Horn, Inc.,
1629 S. Hill St., Los Angeles
Pictured above is CLARION JUNIOR Inland
R A D I O
Radio Co.
1st St., Spokane
(all - electric Model 60) leading the W.922E. W.
& W. H. Jackson, Inc..
255
Ninth
St. San Francisco
modern trend toward small radios.
Branch: 2511'Broadway, Oakland
Kelvinator-Syracuse, Inc.,
1047 W. Genesee St., Syracuse
Lightning Fixtures, Inc.,
121 S. Franklin St., Tampa
There must be a reason
this
Mathews Refrigerating Co.,
10 N. Perry St., Montgomery
McIntyre-Burrall Company,
401 E. Walnut St., Green Bay
is
Branch: 1628 Fond du Lac Ave.,
Milwaukee
McLendon Hdwe. Co.,
3rd and Mary St., Waco
M and M Company,
is
at any
500 Prospect Ave., Cleveland
Branches: Akron; Youngstown
Harry Moll, Inc., 444 14th St., Denver
National
Accessories, Inc.,
a
2051 Farnam St., Omaha
.
Thos. J. Northway, Inc.,
100 Exchange St., Rochester
Northwest Radio Supply Co., Inc..
and a
307 Pine St., Portland
are
Oakley & Sons, 1101 Idaho St., Boise
Patterson Parts Co.,
118 E. Eighth St., Cincinnati
Phillips & Crew Piano Co.,
making
235 Peachtree Ave., Atlanta
Radio Distributing Co.,
120 S. Main St., Salt Lake City
Repass Automobile Co.
eyes
For a
170 Park Ave. West, Waterloo
and
Roberts Auto and Radio Supply Co.,
17th & Callowhill Sts., Philadelphia
Roberts-Toledo Co.,
Co.
1504 Jackson St.,
Rockefeller Accessory House,
610 Market St., Sunbury
Branch, 531 Wyoming Ave., Scranton
R. L. Ross Co.,
403 Brooklyn Ave., San Antonio
Standard Supply Co.,
1002 Findlay St., Portsmouth
OF
Stauffer, Eshleman & Co.
511 Canal St., New Orleans
Keeler and Ogden Avenues, CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Steinite Radio of Canada, Ltd.,
325 Pitt St. E., Windsor, Ontario
Stern & Co., 210 Chapel St., Hartford
Stern & Co., 335 Forest Ave., Portland
Stern &ßo., 285 Columbus Ave., Boston
Townley Metal & Hdwe. Co.,
200 Walnut St., Kansas City
Towers Hardware Co.,
10 West Bay St., Jacksonville
Union Tire & Supply,
309 Main St., Burlington
U. S. Radio Co. of Pa., Inc.,
134 Ninth St., Pittsburgh
Wakem and Whipple Inc.,
225 E. !Illinois St., Chicago
Isaac Walker Hardware Co.,
800 S. Washington St., Peoria
Williams Hdwe. Co.,
100 Second Ave., Minneapolis
E.
M. Wilson and Son,
AT
11 Lafayette St., Newark

Screen -grid circuit

All

for

record. There

JUNIOR

price"

...

...

phenomenal

simply that CLARION

the "greatest radio value

backed by

sound merchandising plan

..

loyal, enthusiastic dealer organization-who
money selling the

Keep your

open

CLARION line.

still bigger

better

TCA money -making program for 1931.
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

AMERICA

C!a4*adic

THE GREATEST

RADIO VALUE

ANY PRICE'
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CROYDONRADIO
TUBES
'v òe
WUXI'
(THEONI.Y AMERICAN MADE TUBE

THIS94?3
of }he series of national

9
cee>e
PASSED BY THE CROYDON TEST)

.

\

!c

fillin

QA

V

CROYDON

4 s-

"whee!
station!,

newspaper advertising
Featuring

,

.

RADIO
TUBES

DONT YOU KNOW THAT

YOU TOO
can sally sell

Like high test gas
in your car,

CROYDON

CROYDON
Radio Tubes

R adíoTubes
because,
H
A

OFFER, You

JAFETy F/RIT

HERO/AND/I/NO

Policy

CROYDON
DIVISIOf'

get more out of your
set than you believed
it had in it!

ÖOLP 5EA

Thse Dealers

ELEURI(Al

250 PARK AVE

<a

NEW YORK
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WHAT THIS APPROVAL MEANS
TO RADIO DEALERS . .
...

-44.R. E. M.- Dr. Ralph E.

sM Myers, a recognized authority on Vacuum tubes,

scientist, and pioneer in radio
tube production, now VicePresident in charge of engineering and production for
National Union Radio Corp.
Dr. Myers was formerly associated with Westinghouse
Lamp Company for 21 years,
where he was Chief Engineer.

JUST three little initials
But to those who know what they mean
in radio, "OK-R. E. M." carries a vast significance. These three
letters are the final stamp of approval which National Union radio
tubes must bear before they leave the factory.
To Engineers who know Dr. Ralph E. Myers and are familiar with
his accomplishments in radio, this stamp of approval stands for unerring accuracy and uncompromising insistence on uniform precision
in production.
To you, as a retailer, these three initials signify uniform satisfaction
in handling a tube line that receives step-by-step supervisión from raw
material to express truck.
To leading Set Manufacturers these three initials have meant unvarying precision. That's why National Union tubes have been endorsed
by more Set Makers than any other independent tube.
You need not accept the testimony which leading retailers, set manufacturers and testing laboratories have willingly given to National
Union tubes-try a tone test, a life test, or any other comparative test
you care to devise in your own store to prove to yourself that "OKR. E. M." means uniformly good tubes.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION
400 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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ATWATER KENT
RAIDIO
with the GOLDEN VOICE

And after Christmas, too,

this will still be true!
your business climbs to the Christmas peak
-with the greatest salesman in the world,
old Santa Claus himself, turning in his golden
prospect list-remember this:
As

... for controlled production
... for clean inventories
... for sound merchandising policies
... for quick turnover
. . .

for

NET PROFITS,

year after year

it's ALWAYS Atwater Kent Radio-the radio that
protects your good will, your prestige, your
prosperity.
ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING CO.

A. Atwater Kent, Pres.

4710 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

!\,

11t1(l1n

1111';

I:

.

I
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In This Ever -Widening
is a Profitable Field for

Market There

Organizations
to Sell, Install, and Service Modern
Sound Distribution Systems
Schools

-

Colleges

-

Academies

Amusement Parks

-

Institutes

-

Hotels

-

Convention Halls

Railroad Depots . . . Swimming Pools
Apartment Buildings . .. Riding Academies
Airports
Stadiums . . . Sanitariums . . . Hospitals . . . Factories
Sporting Arenas
Assembly Halls
Play Grounds
Skating Rinks
Civic Centers
Public Parks
.

.

.

...

Race Tracks

Gymnasiums

Ball Parks

Yacht Clubs

This is just a partial list of the opportu-

Webster Amplifiers, designed and built

nities available to men and organizations

with a background of long experience

capable of selling, installing and servicing Webster Sound Distribution Systems.

widely adaptable. Their performance

in

field is new, and offers unusual
possibilities for profitable development.

sound must fill great spaces

-

is

dependable and accurate.

The

Wherever people gather

electrical sound reproduction, are

To the

wherever

well -established organization,

qualified with sales ability and engineer-

wherever

ing facilities, Webster offers an excep-

words and music must be amplified naturally and brilliantly, you will find a pros-

tional opportunity for further develop-

pective market for Webster Equipment.

ment

of business. We solicit inquiries.

electric
M3Sier
'Power Jinpli zers
w

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

(Established 1909)

Racine, Wisconsin
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The Pick-up in Public Demand
is the Pick-up You Should Sell!
THE Webster Electric Pick-up is being selected for use
in thousands of homes every year. Both in the United
States and abroad, the brilliant performance of this
highly -developed unit has made it the preferred instrument
of music -being people.
Two models supply every demand for quality, price and
performance. Much time has been devoted to making the
Webster Pick-up a unit of exceptional merchandising possibill=ies. It is marketed with the idea of supplying dealers
with highly salable and profitable merchandise of the
finest quality.
Webster Pick-ups cannot be excelled in performance by any
similar instrument on the market. They offer features procurable in no other pick-up-distinctive features that make
easy sales and completely satisfied buyers.
It w-1 be to your profitable advantage to join with Webster.
A Webster Pick-up sales franchise will give you a dependable source of income during the coming season.

Model 4A Webster
comPick-up
pact, finely finished
in burnished gold
unand black
usual volume for reproduction through
screen grid sets...
other refinements.
List price....$21.00

...

Model 3B Webster Pickup . .
incudes Pick -se head, separate

volume comb,

WEB5TER ELECTRIC COMPANY
RACINE

Established 1909

and necessary

admters. List pricc..._._..$12.00

WISCONSIN

Model 3A Webster Pick-_ip .
all the features whi_h hive made
Webster known for excelent per
formance yet modestly priced.
List

L
Webster Pick-ups are used as standard equipment by
many manufacturers of radio-phonograph combinations.

electric Pick-up
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... ask 'em to buy

RAY-O-VACs!

When they come in looking for tubes, or radio
batteries, *ask 'em to buy Ray -O -Vacs! Tell 'em
they can't buy any better tubes regardless of
price ... tell them that tests conducted according
to U. S. Government standards prove Ray -O -Vac
batteries better!
"A", "B" and "C" Radio Batteries;
Autoradio and Aircraft Radio Batter-

Ask 'em to buy Ray -O -Vacs
your profits grow!

and Flashlight
Batteries; Rotomatic and Standard

*Any type

ies; Telephone, Ignition,

Flashlights; Electric Lanterns;

of dry battery

...

and watch

flashlights, too!

Licensed Radio Tubes

Factory: Madison, Wisconsin

FRENCH BATTERY COMPANY General Sales Office: 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago

www.americanradiohistory.com
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costs an advertiser
$16,000 to buy a full
page advertisement in
It

THE AMERICAN WEEKLY,

but this great magazine
reaches nearly 6,000,000
homes and brings a lot of
customers into your store

TH EM ERICAN
Greatest
Circulation
in the World

EE

Main Office: 959 Eighth Avenue, New York City

Branch Offices: WRIGLEY BLDG., CHICAGO ... 5 WINTHROP SQUARE, BOSTON ... 753 BONNIE BRAE, Los ANGELES
222 MONADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO .. . 11-250 GENERAL MOTORS BLDG., DETROIT . . . H38 HANNA BLDG.,
CLEVELAND

... 101 MARIETTA ST., ATLANTA ... INTERNATIONAL OFFICE BLDG., ST. LOUIS

70
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Fine Radio Tubes

Fine Product Backed by a Company
with a Fine Standing
THE KEN-RAD CORPORATION
Incorporated

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
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Zenith Super de Luxe Model 71... $185, less tubes-A distinctive lowboy of
carefully selected woods in authentic Tudor design. Like all Super de Luxe
Zeniths, employs the new, advanced yo chassis with super screen -grid circuit. 9 tubes, with rectification. Tone Control. Super -size, electro -dynamic
Other
type speaker. Entirely new degrees of sensitivity, selectivity, tonal purity.
Super de Luxe Zenithsfrom $210 to $2500.

Pricer slightly higher in Far We;:,

THE TWO BIGGEST "BUYS"

IN THE QUALITY FIELD
It

HMIüi

- -..RADIO
Suter Zenith Model 11...$155, less tubes-A "arming, distinctive semi -highboy
of selected woods. Employs new Zenith super-eight, screen -grid chassis, standard with all Zenith Super receivers. 8 tubes, with rectification. Tone Control.
Performance beyond challenge by any other radio at or near this price class.
Other Super Zenith receivers from $155 to $175. Prices slightly higher in Far West.

Here is the answer to the holiday demand for extra radio quality, and the everyday
twofold reason why Zenith Dealers are enjoydemand for extra radio value
ing extra sales and extra profits. Are YOU cashing in on these two holiday "hits"7

-a

711ERI JI
ZENITH

RADIO

il

1H

R A ID II O

CORPORATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Pays for "Itself
The portable PAM Address system is readily sold or rented for
outdoor events or to thousands of schools, clubs, hotels, churches,
and other places where up to 500 people gather.
All units are completely matched and designed to operate together as a system. Thus the dealer does not have to buy from
four or five sources and then be uncertain that all units will function
properly when used together.
A Portable Pam Address System consists of two units MIK-100 and
PAM-100. Total weight of both units is under 75 lbs! Five minutes is
ample time for setting up and no batteries of any kind are necessary.
Send for twin folders RR24-one descriptive of
the PAM-100 and the other of the MIK-100.

Main Office:
Canton, Mass.

amsorle o

.

Factories: Canton and
Watertown, Mass.

MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1882
11641..11.2.

a.M
The MIK-100 two -stage microphone
amplifier complete in carrying case
with tubes, two -button microphone,
adjustable microphone desk stand, 15
feet of microphone cord, and 25 feet
of cord for connection to PAM -100, is
priced at $185.00.

Combined price for these two units complete with nothing else to purchase $ 34 3.

www.americanradiohistory.com

A

The PAM 100 amplifier in carrying case
complete with integral speaker and tubes
for operation from phonograph pickup, radio
set or microphone amplifier, priced at $158.00.

,..1....1
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Keeping People Contented is a
Sure Way to Win Their Favor
Your Radio Service Department is a great goodwill builder for your general business
if it functions rapidly and smoothly. Keeping your customer's receiving sets in
good condition insures the friendly feeling of the customer-and, what is more to
the point-it is a source of continuous profit through the sales of new tubes and
the charge for the service rendered.

But-Your Service Equipment Must Be Right
These are the days of Super -Heterodyne Sets; they are coming into general use; it
of
is absolutely necessary to own an instrument which will care for the aligning
an
with
you
for
condition
this
met
have
We
Intermediate Frequency Radio stages.
instrument which will enable you to render full service on Super -Heterodyne Sets
with unfailing accuracy and entire satisfaction to the customer.

The

DAYRAD

Type 180, Test Oscillator is Its Name

is in possession of this DayRad instrument
he can make every necessary adjustment on Super -Heterodyne Receiving Sets. This Test Oscillator is also a Broadcast Frequency Oscillator,
a universal type for aligning, ganging, neutralizing and all other
functions.

When your service man

It is accurate to a degree of of 1 per cent; it is shielded to prevent
radiation of signals and has a variable signal output control. The,
action of this Oscillator enables the service man to secure the greatest
sensitivity and selectivity. Adjustments are easily watched on the
Output Meter which is regular equipment furnished with the Type 180
Test Oscillator. Your Service Department is incomplete unless it
contains this DayRad Test Oscillator.
TYPE 180 TEST OSCILLATOR

The BRAD Type B Tube Checker is
Also Needed

Designed for speedy and effective
work on Super Heterodyne .sets. Accurate to 1/2 of 1 per cent.

Net Price
To Dealers

cj 557.50

yD

This DayRad Tube Checker, both as a portable form for outside
service and as a counter checker, has paid for itself many times over.
Many thousands are in daily use, giving satisfaction in every instance,
which in itself is an outstanding tribute to its efficiency. This widespread use has naturally brought the price down to a point which is
another factor in its popularity. Big production has reduced its cost
and enhanced its efficiency.
Other popular DayRad Instruments are Set AnalYzers
(singly, or in portable combination with the Type B Tube
Checker), Test Panels for shop use, the DayRad VoltmeterOhmmeter-but-get Catalog R for full details of all instruments. Our Engineering Department is at your service. If
you have service department worries tell us about them.

DAYRAD
TYPE B TUBE CHECKER

For portable or counter work. Rapid,
simple, compact.
Net Price
$ 19.60
To Dealer

PRODUCTS COMPANY
5TH & NORWOOD

Department R.

DAYTON, OHIO, U.

S. A.

i

îl
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SPRAGUE
--z- ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER

They're EASY To Sell
Because They Meet
a New Demand
in a New Way

Pressure seal
gasket

This new type condenser,
in standardized unit size,
meets a demand that every

service man, radio amateur
and fan has long felt.
With an 8 MFD rating and
a peak voltage of 430 DC.,
the Sprague unit occupies
a space only 11 -in. in
diameter and 4 11/16 -in.
high. Bristling with such
superior features as onepiece anode without a
welded or soldered joint-

Protected vent, vulcanized in hard
rubber top.

ç

One piece anode of
pure aluminum/ no
welded qr riveted
joints.

a

protected vent integral

with the hard rubber top
screw type socket
mounting for ease of at-

-a
Shield preventing Internal short circuit.

Individual container
for space with maximum

Screw

type socketmounting.

flexibility.

tachment.
Sprague Electrolytic Condensers are fast-moving
merchandise, paying a
profit that makes them a
worth -while adjunct to
every distributor and dealers' stock.
Write for illustrated folder
describing

in

detail

the

Sprague Electrolytic con-

denser.
Locking lugs in socket

prevent
shaking

condenser
loose

shipment.

during

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES
COMPANY
North Adams, Mass.
Manufacturers also of
Sprague Paper Condensers

The Sprague
package is a
no -cost, silent
salesman that
sells Sprague
Condensers
on sight.

6 -unit display

Get this three -color

card working for you
-and your profits.

ïs
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Editors on

WHEELS
-are making your
business paper!

THIS SYMBOL identifies
an ABP paper . .. It stands
fir honest, known, paid cir-

culation; straightforward
business methods, and editorial standards that insure
reader interest ...These are
the factors that make a valuable advertising medium.

He's out-but he's not at the country club. His
chair is empty this afternoon-but it won't be
tonight. He'll be back from the front with important news for you and your business.
For today your business paper is edited on
wheels.
Is there a hint of a new process, a new method,
a new machine that may cut costs for a whole
industry? Your editor is there by the shortest,
swiftest route.
Is there a rumor of impending price changesof a merger that may affect competition-a tariff
that may affect exports? Your editor is on the
ground, looking at emergencies through your
eyes, getting the facts for you.
Is there news of a selling plan, a packaging
idea, a distribution scheme that moves goods
quickly? He is there, to appraise its value to
you, to bring you the story of just what happened.
No wonder your editor is not at his desk. He is
riding the rails, flying the airlines, touring the
roads-a reporter at the front, an editor on the way
home. And he is doing it all for you. His reports,
digested for you, writtenforyou, published for you
-are yours in the pages of your business paper.
+
+

RADIO RETAILING IS

A

MEMBER OF

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.
CITY
TWO -NINETY-FIVE MADISON AVENUE

-

NEW YORK
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for you .. .

the LARGEST and

MOST PROFITABLE
ome marc¢f
in America

The only market of its kind left! And now Majestic
opens it to you with the amazing new Majestic
Refrigerator!
Just look over the markets for household necessities. 40.7% of all wired homes already own vacuum
cleaners. 93% already own electric irons. Even in
radio, 34.7% are already sold. But in electric refrigeration, only 10.9% of the market is gone.
Millions have been spent educating the public to
electric refrigeration-but the buying has just

started!

89 out ofevery 10o wired homes are
still open to you...
And how you can sell them! The great new Majestic Refrigerator is the sensation of the year. It sells itself when
housewives see its 30 amazing features. It's the biggest
money's worth ever offered in its field-and one look proves
it to any prospect.
Get into the parade now. With Majestic, the fastest selling radio-and this sensational Majestic Refrigerator,
too-nothing can stop you. You'll have 12 months a year
bigger than your best month now! Wire your Majestic
distributor today for details. GRIGSBY-GRUNOW COMPANY
and Affiliate-Majestic Household Utilities Corporation, Chicago

REFRIGERATOR

MIGHTY MONARCH OF THE ARCTIC
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MORE
BUSINESS
GET INTO SOUND AMPLIFICATION. Every

motion picture theatre, hotel, apartment house,
church, hospital, school-as well as riding academies, skating rinks, civic centers-is a logical user
of broadcasting and phonograph entertainment.
And the equipment used is based on the same fundamental principles which govern radio. Sell the
equipment-make the installations. It means bigger
units of sales and bigger profits for you.

DISTRIBUTORS OF THORDARSON AMPLIFIERS

Woodrow Radio Co.
166 Prospect Street
Cambridge, Mass.
Chicago, Ill.
Newark Electric Co.
226 W. Madison Street
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
415 S. Dearborn Street
Cleveland, Ohio

M&MCo.

500 Prospect Avenue
Dayton, Ohio
Burns Ra&o Co.
12-20 Jefferson Street
Minneapolis Minn.
Findley Electric Co.
111 S. 6th Street

output stage.
T -2971-E for
l71" push-pull

tubes in output

stage.

Replacement
Power

T -3624-E for
245" push-pull

tubes in output

stage.

229 E. Hennepin Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
M & H Sporting Goods Co.
512 Market Street
Pittsburgh Pa.
Cametaaio
430 Wood Street
Seattle Wash.

Replacement

Input
Transformer
R- 101 for push-

Van Ashe Radio Co.
210 N. 10th Street
St. Paul, Minn.
Pioneer Electric Co.
137 E. Fifth Street

THORDARSON BRANCH OFFICES
Mr. Brower Murphy, 441 Seminole Ave., N. E.
.
ATLANTA, GA.
W. B. Pray Sales Co., 261 Franklin Street
.
.
BOSTON, MASS.
Mr. G. G. Willison, 107 S. St. Paul Street
.
TEXAS
DALLAS,
Mr. J. J. Perlmuth, 443 S. San Pedro
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mr. M. K. Franklin, 208 Baker Building
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Mr. B.J. Aplin, 545 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Mr. W. I. Otis, 905 Mission Street
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. .
WASHINGTON, D. C. . Mr. Kenneth Murphy, 403 Methodist Bldg.

'

units with THORDARSON REPLACEMENT
TRANSFORMERS
it is what the set owner
the improvehears
ments in audio amplification ... that makes
pleased customers.

...

...

THORDARSON

Replacement Trans-

formers are constructed
according to the true
high standards set by
all Thordarson appaand they are
ratus

almost universal in
application.
A

small stock of

THORDARSON

Replacement Trans-

variety of sets, with
minimum investment
Replacement
Audio
R-103 for reconditioning radio
receivers with obsolete or burned out audio transformers.

SL Louis, Mo.

solete, or worn out

formers enables you to
recondition a wide

Transformer

Wettel Co.
520 2nd Avenue

Install tone quality in
unsatisfactory sets by
replacing inferior, ob-

...

pull tubes in output stage.

Minneapolis Minn.
Jalisco Mfg. Co.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

"171" tube in

Transformer

THORDARSON Power Amplifiers provide the
foundation for efficient sound distribution systems.
They combine all the features of design gathered by
years of research and experience in Thordarson
laboratories. Consult us freely. Write today for
complete descriptive literature.
Boston, Mass.

Replacement
Power
Transformers
T-3381 for single

in stock. For sale at
all good Parts Dealers

everywhere. Consult
your nearest Thordarson office.

SEND TODAY for the new
cata log of Replacement Power and
Audio Transformers.

TRANSFORMER

SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1 8 9 5

Huron, Kingsbury, and Larrabee Streets

ClÎICAGO
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BOSCH

Automatic Volume Control
Tone Control
Kilocycle Tuning Dial
Speaker Mute
Scientifically Shielded
Massive Audio Unit
Bosch Precision Built
Electrical Tuning Meter

Five Tuning Condensers
Top to Bottom Selectivity
Push-Pull Amplification
Simplicity of Operation
Eight Tube ModelsFour Screen-Grid Tubes
Nine Tube ModelsFive Screen -Grid Tubes

RADIO

Investigate the customer appeal of Bosch Radio. It
has the selling points that satisfy today's market conditions-the outstanding features that are attractive
for Holiday business.
There are no slow sellers in the Bosch Radio line and
it covers the entire buying range from models for
volume business to deLuxe models. Prices range from
$144.50 to $250, less tubes. Every Bosch Radio is an
exceptional value.
Bosch Radio is improved radio, Bosch Radio furniture
expresses a new and finer art in radio furniture-the
result is sales activity wherever Bosch Radio is
featured.
Write for details of Bosch Radio Merchandising and
Advertising in your community.

UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORP.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Branches:
New York
Detroit
Chicago
San Francisco
Canadian Distributors: Radiocraft Corporation, Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario
Bosch Radio is licensed under patents and applications of R.C.A., R.F.L. and
Lektophone. Prices slightly higher west of Rockies and in Canada.

MODEL A-Delightfully pleasing open console
most beautifully proportioned with highly
Patterned woods. It stands 39% in. high, is
28 in. wide and 123 in. deep. Built into the
cabinet is the Bosch Radio 8 -tube receiver and
electrodynamic speaker. Designed for 26 or 80
cycle operation. Price, lees tubes....$144.80

E-A graceful console. in matched
walnut woods. 504% m. high, 28 in. wide and
15% in. deep. A 9 -tube receiver, has full
automatic volume control, electrical tuning
meter. tone selector, speaker mute, phonograph speaker pick-up connection and illuminated
kilocycle tuning scale. Designed fur AC -25 or
60 -cycle operation or DC operation. Price, less
tubes
$250.00
MODEL

MODEL E--The richly grained walnut woods
so beautifully matched give this console a

pleasing individuality. It is 44% in, high,
28 in. wide and 14% in. deep. Has sliding
doors, built-in electrodynamic speaker and 8 tube receiver. Designed for 25 or 60 cycle
operation. Price. less tubes
$169.50

MODEL D-A console so decidedly away from
the usual that it expresses rare elegance and
charm. It is 47% in. high, 28 in. wide and
14% in. deep. It is a 9 -tube receiver, has full
automatic volume control. electrical tuning
meter, tone selector, speaker mute. phonograph speaker pick-up connection and illuminated
kilocycle operation scale. Designed for AC-26
or 60 -cycle operation or DC operation Price,
less tubes
$196.00

Radia Retailing, December, 1930
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THIS table tester for your counter

MODEL

tells, in the simplest manner, the
condition of all tubes in general use.
Mutual conductance test made with
but one operation. ACCURATE, DEPENDABLE. In a completely shielded
-handsome-steel case. Get yours
today at your jobber. If sent direct,
remittance must accompany order.
$12.00 NET.

400-TUBE TESTER

NOW your service men can make
all the necessary tests of receivers
and tubes with the No. 245-A SET and
Newly equipped
TUBE TESTER.
for every
instruments
with accurate
test of circuits, tubes, condensers, resistors, transformers, chokes, etc. Locates the trouble in a hurry. Should
be the principal part of every serviceman's kit. Compact. Simple to use.
Baked enamel finish on seamless steel
case. Charts, wiring diagram, curves

and complete illustrated instructions
furnished. $12.00 NET.

MODEL
245-A

SET AND TUBE
SERVICE TESTER

ßEADRITE METER FORKS
Established 1904

6 COLLEGE AVENUE, BLUFFTON, OHIO

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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ACME WIRE PRODUCTS
É

Parvolt Filter and By -Pass Condensers,

Coils-Magnet Wire Wound,
Varnished Insulations

Magnet Wire

P.

P.

All Insulations

THE ACME WIRE CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Branch Offices
5 2`

Cleveland
Guardian Bldg.

New York
Vanderbilt Ave.
Chicago
842 N. Michigan. Ave.
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RADIO
TUBES

THOROUGHBREDS OF RADIO

E

DEALERS hear
the

difference

and carry JRC
Tubes. Their customers hear the difference and buy them.

Order a dozen Vitrohm 507 Units today. Display
cards, direct mail folders, and list showing the
correct type unit for various sets will be supplied
free of charge.

-

These tubes are

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

...

-

For more than 25 years manufacturers
and suppliers to the largest and most
discriminating users.

Just throwing
away money!

MOUNT VERNON

-

All products made to Recognized Commercial Standards, including those of:
National Electric Mfrs. Assn.
Radio Manufacturers' Assn.
American Society for Testing Materials

5.

Hardly sensible, you'll admit. Consider the
money wasted when A. C. tubes in the sets
you sell are left unprotected against harmful
excess line voltage. Short life of A. C. tubes
never pleased any customer. Complaints must
be handled. There are costly free service calls,
too. And the needless bother, worry, and
expense of new tubes may cost you future
business, when the customer learns it could all
have been avoided.
Dealers everywhere tell us of the goodwill
that the Vitrohm Line Voltage Reducer builds,
steadily and surely. There's a nice profit in
every one sold. But more important is the
money saved in eliminating complaints and
costly free service.

-

thoroughbreds

N. Y.

ready to take on any

other tube, any

where, anytime, and
do their stuff.

The new JRC display
is pictured herewith.
It helps to sell JRC
tubes. So does our new
booklet of JRC tubes,
which contains pictures and stories of
famous thoroughbreds.

c

Write for details of JRC
Dealer Proposition.

VITROHM 507-109

(

Red Label) $2.00

(for sets with input not exceeding

0.6 amperes)

65

watts and

VITROHM. 507-109A (Green Label) $2.00
(for sets with input greater than
than 130 watts and 1.2 amperes)

66

watts, but less

VITROHM 507-109B (Blue Label) $2.40
(for sets the input of which is greater than 130
1.2 amperes, but less than 285 watts and

JOHNSONBURG RADIO CORPORATION

watts and

JOHNSONBURG, PA.

2.6 amperes)

a

New York: 55 West 42d Street

Chicago: 28 East Jackson Blvd.

lnocesnoununnuuoingstuuuuussustunuuumumascnnutnuncunnnnnnuuntnsususnonnununnnnuucritic

www.americanradiohistory.com
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LOOK BENEATH THE SHELL
WHEN JUDGING A RADIO RECEIVER
Fine appearance -annot compensate for inferior
performance. A beautiful cabinet may be a delight
to the eye, but inferior performance is an offense

eir, and also a prolific breeder of dissatisfaction and complaints. So look beneath the shell
that encloses a radio receiver, and for one thing
make certain that performance is protected by
Bakelite Insulation.
Throughout most of the higher class radio receivers, Bakelite Insulation, both Molded and Laminated, its extensively used. Radio engineers and
to the

BAKELITE CORPORATION,

manufacturers have learned through years of
experience that Bakelite Insulations may be depended upon for faithful performance under all
conditions and in all climates. They possess high
insulation value, do not swell, shrink or change
form under varying atmospheric conditions, and
do not depreciate in service.
Write to us for Booklet 39R, "Bakelite In Radio",
and read of the many ways in which these
materials are used to improve radio receiver
performance.

247 Park Avenue, New York.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 635 West 22nd Street

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED, 163 Dufferin Street, Toronto,

Ontario

BAKELITE
w
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THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES
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SIMPLIFY YOUR
INSTALLATIONS WITH

Complete data on construction
and repair of modern radio sets

PAT. APP. FOR

"WIRELESS

These three books cover the entire field of building, repairing
and "trouble -shooting" on modern broadcasting receiving sets.
The Library has been brought right -up-to-the-minute in every
respect, including the very latest developments in the design and
manufacture of equipment. The recent interest in short-wave
reception is reflected in a section which deals with the construction
of this type of receiver.

ANTENNA ELIMINATOR

The "Wireless" Antenna Eliminator is made
of pure copper.
It is attached in a few seconds to the back of
the radio cabinet completely out of sight. It
is permanent-set is delivered ready to operate, only a ground to a radiator being necessary. Customers like the "Wireless"-it's not
messy-no wires showing-set can be moved
from room to room. Local stations are more
easily tuned out. outside stations burst in by
the score.

Radio Construction

Library

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION
$1.25 LIST-PACKED 12 TO A
COUNTER DISPLAY CARTON

Three volumes, 993 pages, 561 illustrations, 6x9.

Order from your jobber. If he cannot supply you
order from us and give us his name. Write for complete information.
National Sales Rep.

The JAMES H. BLINN Co.
1800 BLAKE ST., DENVER, COLO.
M'F'RS-GOLDBERG BROS., DENVER
ñmnnnunmunnsunnnsesnssosssunutsutnosossssansuscensssanunnamnenuumusmunosnunnnnonE
gmmunmmanmmmnnnnnnmmmnmmsnnnnnummnunnuununnnnnmmmnmmmmmnnnmmmmmlmli
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The

CARDINAL

Midget

Director of University Extension,
Massachusetts Department of Education.
F.
WOSTREL,
and JOHN
Instructor in Radio Engineering
and Supervisor in Charge of Industrial Subjects, Massachusetts Department of Education.
THESE three hooks embody not
only a thorough home-study
course, but a ready means of
CONTENTS
reference for the experienced radiotrician. Step-by-step information is
VOLUME I.-Practical Radio:
given on wiring, "trouble -shooting,"
This volume presents the fundainstallation and servicing to get the
mental principles of radio so
best tone quality, distance and
dearly and simply, that anyone
selectivity in broadcast reception in
of average training will be able
all types of sets.
to read, understand and apply
them. In one chapter alone. it
Practical data is given on radio
gives actual working drawings
equipment such as antenna systems.
and lists of materials necessary
battery
eliminators, loud speakers.
for the construction of eight
chargers, vacuum tubes, etc., etc.
typical sets.
A section is devoted to the identiVOLUME II.-Practical Radio
fication of common faults in reConstruction and Repair: All
ceivers and methods of making
of the elementary principles of
workmanlike repairs.
radio construction and repair
are given full consideration.
The three books are profusely
An explanation of the necessary
illustrated with
understandable
steps together with a description
diagrams of hookups, connections,
of the accepted practices, for
loud
speaker
units,
installation
work
repair and construction of
and antenna erection-as well as
radio are covered.
numerous photographs, tables and
charts which wlarify the text.
VOLUME III.-Radio Receiving
Tubes: In this volume the
essential principles underlying
See this Library
the operation of vacuum tubes
for 10 Days Free
are explained in as non -technical a manner as is consistent
No Money Down-Small
with accuracy.
It gives the
construction, action, reactivaMonthly Payments
tion, testing and use of vacuum
tubes and applications for disIt is your privilege to examine this
tant control of industrial procLibrary for 10 days without cost.
esses and precision measureIf they prove satisfactory, send an
ments.
initial payment of only $1.50 and
$2.00 a month until $7.50 has been
paid. Otherwise return the books.
By JAMES A. MOYER,

COMBINATION

MODEL 70
B

Dim.
20 in. high
12 in. deep
17 in. wide

$99.50
Complete

R.C.A.
License

MC GRio.w-H

L. L.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
The radio sensation of season 193001. Equipped with every
improvement used in high priced ráiios but made in compact
form.
Screen Grid Circuit-Magnavox Dynamic SpeakerElectric Motor-Electric Pickup-Automatic Stop-Mershon
Condensers-Audio Transformer. 6 tubes -3-224, 1-227.

1-245, 1-280.

Name

.

Home Address

ALSO

Model 81-CARDINAL MIDGET RADIO-$59.50
Sold by leading jobbers.

Mcbraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Avenue New York.
Gentlemen:-Send me the NEW RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY,
all charges prepaid, for 10 days' Free Examination. If satisfactory
I will send $1.50 in ten days and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has
been paid. If not wanted I will return the books at your expense.

Manufactured by

CARDINAL RADIO MFG. COMPANY
2812 So. Main St., Los Angeles, California
reimnmmnnnnnsmastunnnnammnnnnnunnonnnnmmonamm nnumnnnnnnnnonnmosn emmnnnnnuntíü

City and State

Name of Company
RR -12-30
Occupation
To insure prompt shipment, write plainly and fill in all line
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Fits

Price
Complete

Practically
Every
Radio
Cabinet
Made
Today

$6.00

($6.75 Colorado and
West)

Lòwßriee test set for
radio servícíe,
This new Weston test set is designed for radio service men
and dealers who specialize in servicing radio receiving sets in
the home.
These men will find this new two meter test set ideally suited
for their requirements because it combines the highly desired
Weston dependability of operation with low cost.

SERVICING SCOPE
Weston Model 566 checks all type tubes under the same conditions as exists when in their sockets, giving readings quickly,
conveniently, and accurately. Model 566 furnishes adequate
measurements for testing all models of receiving sets-checking
power transformers; line voltage; heater voltage, and plate
current and voltage at power pack; battery voltages, resistance
and continuity of circuits, condensers and speaker coil currents.

EQUIPMENT
Model 566 contains two 31 inch standard high quality Weston
meters with scales specially calibrated for convenience and
ease in reading. The meter on the left is a nine range A.C.
Model 476 for 1,000/200/16/8/4 volts, 8/4 amperes, and 100/20
milliamperes. The meter on the right is a 10 -range D.C. Model
301 for 1,000/250/100/25/10 volts, 0-100,000/0-10,000 ohms and
100/25/2.5 milliamperes. The various ranges of the D.C.
Volt-ohm milliammeter are controlled by a 23 point Bi -polar
switch. The ranges of the A.C. meter are controlled by a dial
switch. A polarity reversing switch is provided; also binding
posts, leads and tester plug for use in taking external readings.

FOR MORE
COMPLETE
INFORMATION

WRITE FOR
CIRCULAR
HH.

INSURED

Delivery Protection
For All Radios
THE UNIVERSAL Weather-Proof Padded Cover solves
the Radio Dealer's delivery and demonstration problem.
No more scratched, damaged or moisture -spotted cabinets
whether they are handled by your own men or an expressman-no more complaints on this score from your customers. No more costly adjustments to make. Cabinets are
fully protected and more quickly and easily handled.

NIVERs,A
PADDED COVER

Cabinet size cover, shown above, is adjustable to all cabinet model radios-Junior Model, shown below, fits the
new table models. Just two straps to fasten on the large
cover; but one strap to secure on the Junior cover. Quilted
cover of strong, water-proof brown drill is padded with a
thick layer of high-grade felted cotton-guaranteed not to
separate unless actually torn.
Universal Covers are sold by radio distributors everywhere. If your distributor
does not stock them, order direct. No. 15,
shown above, $6.00 ($6.75 Colorado and
West). No. 10, Junior Model, $2.50
($3.00 Colorado and West). Shipped
Parcel Post, C. O. D. postage prepaid;
on open account if you already have an
account with us.

WESTON
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
581 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, N. J.

If you prefer, send check with order, ,in

which case there will be no possible delay
in delivery.

No. 10Junior Model

PIONEERS
SINCE 1888

IN STRUM E TS

Thoroughly protects
the new table model
radios. $2.50 Complete ($3.00 Colorado
and West).

The Clifford W.
MAISH BEDDING CO.
1504 Freeman Ave.

Cincinnati, Ohio

.\i

iiii
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REPLACE
BURNED -OUT FILTER
CONDENSERS
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THE Supreme Self -Satisfying, Self -Payment Plan puts
within the reach of every wide-awake radio service
man and radio merchant the full measure of profits and
prestige conceded to Supreme Testing InstrumentsSupreme by Comparison"-on a strictly "make -good"
basis. Includes a merchandising plan that is a great producer of new business. Write for the sensational proposition entitled, "Everything to Gain and Nothing to Lose."

Expon.sion Vent
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Condenser
REDUCES HUM-COSTS LESS-

SUPREME
Testing Instruments

Gnsket

'SUPREME SY COMPARISON"

Nord

Supreme Tube Checker
Supreme Diagnometer
Supreme Set Analyzer
Supreme Short Tester
Supreme Laboratory Test Panel
In writing for proposition, "Everything to Gain and
Nothing to Lose," specify which instrument you are in-

"2uáber.
roo

Mode
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terested in.

Ande

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.

.5hie/d

390 Supreme Bldg., (Greenwood, Miss.

Cili,,

Distributors i,, alt Principal

Depots in New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago.
Kansas City, Seattle, Toronto, San Francisco.
Export Division: 130 West 42nd St., New York City
LOPREEI, New York
Cable Address:

Service
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HELPS to Sell
Electric Receivers

Cut -away view of the New Design, Multiple Anode, Mershon Condenser,
showing its latest patented construction. New Anode Shields, welded to the
copper container, and soft rubber Riser Aprons eliminate the possibility of
interaction between anodes far beyond the requirements for power -pack

Line Voltage Control
better electric radio. Saves

AMPERITE

filtering.
This type Mershon Condenser costs less per mfd. than the Single Anode
styles. It is an extremely effective and economical filter condenser for
power-pack and B -Eliminator replacements.
The success of the Mershon Condenser is based upon years of development
and actual experience in service. It is the only electrolytic condenser with
such a background.
Zenith, Sparton, Crosley, Colonial, Kennedy and a long list of other
prominent radio manufacturers have used Mershon (Puncture -Proof) Filter
Condensers in their receivers for years-for these units provide better
filtering, greater reliability and almost unlimited life, at lower cost.
Forty leading parts distributors stock the New Mershon Condensers. If
yours cannot supply you with the ones you want, write us for prompt

makes

a

tubes, improves tone.

"AMPERITE-

equipped" means easier sales with
lower service costs.

J4MPER/TE órporation
561 BROADWAY. NEW

Can be installed

in
any electric radio in

5 minutes, without
chassis changes. Write
Dept. RR-12 for live
dealers' proposition.

YORK

PERITE

Self Adjusting

LINE VOLTAGE CONTROL

action.

INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICE
Send us a diagram of your set showing voltages, types of
tubes used and other significant information and we will tell
you exactly what Mershon Condenser to use, how to install
it, and how much it will cost.

THE AMRAD CORPORATION
405 College Avenue
Medford Hillside, Mass.
THE AMRAD
CORPORATION
405 College Ave.
Medford Hillside,
Mass.
Send me prices and
FREE BOOKLET on
the New Mershon Condensers.
I enclose diagram of
my set. How can I use
theMershonCondenser?

NAME

=
'
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

e

BR l-1

_

If you want Radio Retailing to come to you regularly
each month, please fill in this order blank and mail to
475 Tenth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
You may send Radio Retailing to me for
2 years at $3
1 year at $2
5.

Name

STREET

Street

CITY

City

STATE

1

ä.

State
Position

Company

If your remittance is not inclosed we will bill you.
Postage $1.00 extra per year.

fIIlIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11l
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Type 404 Test -Signal Generator.

,

Price $95.00

Sensitivity Measurements For
The Service Man
HIS new General Radio instrument makes it
possible for the independent service man to
make sensitivity measurements on radio receivers in addition to the usual neutralizing and
aligning adjustment tests. When used in conjunction
with an output power -measuring device the Type 404
Test -Signal Generator will show the approximate
sensitivity of a receilier at any point in the broadcast band.

Don't lose the profit from set sales by installing
outside aerials.
Make an extra profit from the sale of a Potter
Rug Aerial and save the installation expense.
Slips under a rug. No tools, nails, or lead-in
necessary.
Selectivity of midget sets improved when the
short, sensitive Potter Rug Aerial is used.

It will pay you to get a complete description. Ask
for Bulletin 932-T on your business letterhead.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Offices
Laboratories
Factory
CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS

Replacement
condensers and cartridges are

Paciäc Coast Warehouse: 274 Brannan St., San Francisco

quickly

available

through the Potter Replacement Condenser
Service.
By-pass and
filter blocks carried in
stock for standard sets.
Special units can be
duplicated in less than
from Potter or your jobber.
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RADIO WIRE PRODUCTS
=

=

LEAD-IN WIRES
ANTENNA WIRE
ANTENNA KITS
1í00K -UP WIRES
ANTENNA ACCESSIIRIES
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
CABLES
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES
If Your Jobber Cannot Supply You-Order Direct

CORNISH WIRE CO.

NEW

CHURCH

Makers of the Famous

It's easy to order condensers with the
Potter Chart. Look up the make and
model receiver for which a replacement
is needed. All necessary data for selection of the right unit and its list price

ST..Y.

are given.

BRAI ITE HOOKUP WIRE

_cwuuuumnuumulnuunnunnumunuunnunmuunuuuuunuwunuunuuumuunummumumwuunnuunuuuuuau..
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and 2 Watts
Cartridge Type

DEALERS and
SERVICEMEN

I

Standardize on

'L
T& T?`
ME TALL Z E

totte, C

1

Pigtail
Type

Caiee.
--°. elaemédeser

RESISTORS

and
Watts

-°:,._ti__ Nº,_

For permanent, replacement. Accurate
-guaranteed. Special ceramic casings
to permit maximum heat dissipation.
Greater safety factors. More value for

To POTTER CO.

1946 Sheridan Road, North Chicago, III.
Please send POTTER REPLACEMENT WALL CHART and a folder
describing the POTTER RUG AERIAL.

less money.

New Low Prices
New Liberal Discounts
Send for new
Precision \Ci re Wound

Lynch Mfg. Co., Inc., 1775 B'way,

>d11insintinllannaussi1111111sion11tani11111111111111111

Name

illustrated Catalog "R"
N. Y.
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Address

J
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WASMUTH - GOODRICH

Fi71

COMPANY

STOPS INTERFERENCE

Fine Radio Cabinets

TO ANTENNA

fashioned by

M aster Craftsmen
103

retk

3

FILTERETTE
SHIELDED

GROUND

LEAD-IN

P05T

Park Ave., New York

SHIELDED

Peru, Indiana

GROUND-

_

CABLE

E
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3
3

The kadio. i plifìer Tube
and

ELLIS Microphones
1LaÌa

r

lacad

j10PL

he Old land--wagon
The invention of the radio tube has proved to be of great
value outside the strictly radio set field. The radio amplifier tube and allied equipment, including Ellis Microphones
.eliminate the age of shouting! The applications of public
address systems are manifold for use both indoor and outWe manufacture a full line of precision built
door.
microphones and accessories suitable for this work. Catalog
sheets with detailed specifications gladly sent on request.

FILTERFT
CONNECTC4BLESNÆW
TO WATER PIPE

SHIELDED
INSULATION

_

2

ELLIS ELECTRICAL LADCRATORY
5.e. C...,....

357 WEST MADISON ST
Chic,. Ill,...
Export Division: The M. Simons & Son Co., Inc.,
25 Warren St., New York. N. Y.
Cable Address: Slmantriee, N. Y.

You will want to try this system at once and we are prepared
to ship PREPAID one No. 110 -PL Filterette and one carton
of 50 ft. Tobe Filterette Shielded Lead-in Wire upon receipt
of your check or money order for $9.00 provided you mention
the name of your jobber when remitting.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION
FILTERETTE DIVISION

CANTON, MASS.

E.
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earching the Infinite
IIIIIIIIIIillll'p\

OUT across space, thousands of light
new suns are being mapped and
away,
years
giant telescopes.
with
weighed
Delicate controls keep the point of light exactly
in the field for hours, even days, at a time.
In millions of radio receivers CENTRALAB volume controls are helping
to reach out across space
to bring in noiseless,
sputterless reception.

DEALERS and
SERVICEMEN
Send 25e. for new VOLUME CONTROL GUIDE showing circuits for
old and new sets.
Send Coupon Now to

Central ab
Central Radio Laboratories

LABORATORIES
CENTRAL RADIO
Dept. 140-D, 20 Keefe Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Dept. 140-D. 20 Keefe Ave.
Milwaukee. Wis.
Here's 25e. for the new VOLUME
CONTROL GUIDE.
Naine
Address
City

State

87
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A KATO KONVERTER
Now Lor-Only $49.50

Makes Midget Sales Profitable!

Master Filtered Aerial

That will operate any of the popular A.C. Radio Sets,

Successor to the Roof Antenna

giving the Light Plant Owners truly a

3

32 VOLT RADIO
Sell every Light Plant Owner an ALL -Electric Radio.
us for complete details and Dealers' Discounts.

Write

'

KATO ENGINEERING CO.
Mankato, Minn.

Dept. R.R.
Illmltuninitutu
911IIIII111111IIIIIm

n1111n1 mutun1u11I1111IIIIIIIII
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g.
k

ROTARY
CONVERTER

List Price, $2.00

Control
MasterAC Voltage
Tubes from High Voltage

umme

The New Janette
Type CA -20-F

Protects

Wherever the line voltage exceeds 118
volts sell your customer a MASTER
VOLTAGE CONTROL. It will protect
your profits and make Tou money. Remember FREE SERVICE CALLS to
replace burned out AC tubes never
made any money for the dealer. Sell
a MASTER VOLTAGE CONTROL with
every Midget set.
Standard Type for magnetic speakers,

p.

Changes
D.C. to A.C.

Lowest Priced

F.

Converter Ever
0jjered!

Only $49.50

List
this price inlow price for a converter
- $49.50 is a. record plug
E
A.C. receptacle. For 32, 115 and 230
and
cord,
filter,
eludes
9 volts D.C. Write for prices and details.

and

$2.00
Heavy Duty Type for dynamic speakers,
$2.50

E

E
=

Order at Once from Your Jobber
MASTER ENGINEERING CO.
771 Mather St., Chicago, U. S. A.

=

JANETTE MFG. COMPANY

555 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.
New

York.

N.

Y.;

Real

Estate

Trust

E
Bldg..

149 Broadway,
Bldg.,
Wash.
Philadelphia, Pa.; ]Harrison Sales Co., 314 Ninth Ave., N., Seattle.
Singer

E

e

P.

g
E

inuatuut
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TRANSFORMERS, CONDENSERS
RESISTANCES
E

CONDENSERS FOR

Replace
P
with MAYO.

I{odel
I{odel

_`\

P.

e
E
E

5

--

--

_
Net
List
$3.75
$7.50
=
5.00
10.00
condensers)
3.75
7.50
condensers)
Kuprox (same as Rodel)
2.00 ea. E
Knapp (uses 3 this type) .. 4.00
2.00
4.00
E
Elkon (replacement)
2.00 ea.
4.00
Fada (ABC)
MAYO 4000 mfd. can be
E
used as replacement in
3.00 en.
most any A eliminator... 6.00
FOR
BLOCI{S
CONDENSER
g.
Net
Ltst
$3.00
$6.00
Majestic
3.25
6.50
Special
E
3.00
6.00
W liard
3.50
7.00
Zenith.
5.00
10.00
No.
37
Atwater Kent
5.00
10.00
Majestic Set (1928)
Send for Catalog for Complete List

MAJESTIC A.

"They're
Guaranteed"

-

3
( 2

E_

;I

BMa.

'i,'

P.

B.estic

__Wilig
E

FILL IN THE ORDER BLANK AND MAIL IT TODAY
If your remittance is not enclosed we will bill you for
your subscription.

Enter my order for Radio Retailing for one year at $2
years at $S D
Name
Street
State
City
Position
Company
Foreign Postage $1 extra for each year.

É

MEN
SERVICE
REPLACEMENTg.

no other service like it for:
Wholesalers and Jobbers
Dealers and Servicemen
Manufacturers and Distributors.
Factory Representatives and Salesmen.

RADIO RETAILING
475 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y.

C

FOR

Why Not Let It Help Your Business?

771

g

E

New Sales Ideas
For Sale At
17 Cents a Month!

There is
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio

É

:mnunitlsuuuunuunnuuuuuuuummum unuuuninini mumimmmunuunnununnuuuuunuuuunnmmitunitr_

Yes, Radio Retailing, published monthly, serves
its many readers with dozens of practical sales
plans, service kinks, window displays, collection
and accounting plans and many other workable
ideas every month at a cost of only 17 cents.

e.

,

tmnnnn1
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4
4

Here Is a real aerial for midget sets!
Banishes all outside wires. No danSaves time
geraus roofs to climb.
and money. Has a capacity equal to
'a good 60 -foot outside aerial. Non Redirectional and nos -corrosive.
'quires no lightning arrestor. Fastens
anywhere on cabinet with small screw.
Not a light socket aerial, hence It
Made of
picks up no line noises.
polished bakelite. Just the thing to
meet the competition of FREE INTALLATION in your town!

mi..I..u...
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MAJESTIC
P.

III

TRANSFORMERS FOR

A

-

CONDENSE'

R.R. 1-12

o

Two

e.ª.onu

Ill"
=
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=

Net
List
$2.50
$5.00
Majestic B
4.50
9.00
Majestic A
Zenith, Mohawk, Stewart
Warner and all packs
4.50
9.00
made by Majestic
4.00
Atwater
Send for Catalogue for Complete List
RESISTANCES
A Complete tine of Wire
Wound Resistances
Write for new catalogue sheets

Kent8.00

Inc.
MAYO LABORATORIES,
St., New York City
281-

East 137th
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SEAPCMLIGM T SECTION

EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES-SURPLUS STOCKS-DISCONTINUED MODELS
UNDISPLAYED-RATE PER WORD:

INFORMATION:

Positions Wanted. 5 cents a word, minimum
$1.00 an insertion, payable in advance.
Positions Vacant and all other classifications, 10 cents a word, minimum charge
$2.00.
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.

Box Numbers in care of any of our offices
count 10 words additional in undisplayed

ads.
Discount of 10% if one payment is made
in advance for four consecutive insertions of undisplayed ads not including
proposals)
(

.

1

DISPLAYED-RATE PER INCH

inch

.ÿ7.5O

inches
7.25 an inch
inches
7.00 an inch
Rates for larger spaces. or yearly rates.
on request.
An advertising inch is measured vertically
on one column, 3 columns -30 inchesto a page.
Radio Retailing

2 to 3
4 to 7

÷

{.

......................... 1111811111111111111 ............. 1111111111 ..oo...........,..,. 11111111111 .. ...

POSITIONS WANTED

SPECIAL NOTICE:

department manager, now employed,
desires to make change.
Capable taking
charge sales, service and repairs. Excellent
references. PW-125, Radio Retailing, 520 No.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.

TO THE
RADIO INDUSTRY

RADIO

SALESMAN WANTED
Salesmen
We can use the services of several factory salesmen to sell a nationally advertised electric
clock to the wholesale trade on a strictly commission basis. Upon replying state experience
and present headquarters. Our men know of
this advertisement. SW -133, Radio Retailing,
Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York.

WANTED
ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in
the industry served by Radio Retailing can
he quickly located through bringing it to the
attention of thousands of men whose interest
is assured because this is the business paper
they read.

Advertising in connection with
legitimate offers of surplus stocks
and discontinued models of radio
merchandise is acceptable in this
section of "Radio Retailing."
Extreme care will be exercised
by the publishers to prevent the
use of advertising in the Searchlight Section to encourage price
cutting on current models of merchandise or equipment. Nor will
advertising which invites violation
of the dealer's contract with the
manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered in the
Searchlight Section must be accurately and fully described and
must be available on order.

POWER PACK

--SERVICE-

Replacement Parts
FOR

ALL RADIO SETS

(Current or Obsolete)
All Makes of Sets or Parts Repaired

-LOWEST PRICES-WORK GUARANTEED-QUICK SERVICEBest equipped shop in Middle West.
Power Transformers rewound like
new
$7.50
AK. 37 Condenser Block
$6.00
SEND IN WORK FOR ESTIMATE
ASK FOR PRICE LIST ON REPAIR
WORK AND

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Grant Radio Laboratories

6521 SO. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,e,11,11,1,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,, 11111111111 lllll 111111 lllllllllllllllllllll 1.111.1.11111ry....

istributors
WLt®JL s

WANTED
1.1.111111.1

We have been appointed
distributors for thefollowing nationally known
products:
Amertran Parts and Power Amplifiers
Samson "Pam" Power Amplifiers
General Industries Microphones
Pilot Short Wave Equipment
National Company Equipment
Gold Seal Electric Appliances
Geo. W. Walker Multi-Unit
New Haven Electric Clocks
Radio Engineering Labs.
Ken-Wel Sporting Goods
Flechtheim Condensers
Universal Microphones
Electrad Resistors
DeForest Tubes
Esco Generators
Jewell Meters
Vibroplex
Send for catalogues and prices on
the above.

AMERICAN SALES CO.
19-21 Warren St.
Dept. R, New York City

lllll 11.1.

RADIO MERCHANDISE

SURPLUS

Large or Small Quantities

WANTED

Wanted
Manufacturers etc. please note the
Pacific

Coast absorbs
quantities.

enormous

We export. We job. We represent worth -while products. We
buy surplus.

In Radio since 1919
REPRESENTATION WANTED
for SOUND Equipment Items and
TELEVISION

Raw Materials, finished parts, etc.
No quantity too large.
Cash on hand for quick

deal-

Write, wire or phone.

Radio Supplies Co.
463 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.
Phone Walker 0698

TO HELP YOU
WESTERN SURPLUS OUTLET CO.
3929 Moneta, Los Angeles, Cal.
Phone Axridge 3883
.. n. n. n. n u n u 1111 u...... 1..... 1111111111181111 n n n

1111

u. n u .................. 1111111..,.,...

For Every Business Want

"Searchlight" Advertising
G-9

Mernerg
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Quality--Price--Guarantee

FEDERAL TUBES
Not lust a Temporary Offering

1.

in
Quality -to Equalbest
ob
the

PRICE LIST

quatalityi

n-

2. Price

280

-Absolutely the

lowest for which a quality
tube can be offered.

3. Guarantee

35
40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.45
.45
.45

226..

able at any price.

..

201A

227........

-Months

112A
171A.
245.,

3

We guarantee to replace free any
tube that does not give satisfaction.

199X.
199V

224..
120

200A......
W D 11.....
WD12.....
210.
250..
281..
222..

.50
.60
.60
.75
.75
1.25
1.35

1.25
1.25

Complete Line Always on Hand
20% With Order; Balance C. O.

D.-2%

Allowed If Remitted In Full.

KUCKER RADIO & ELECTRIC COMPANY
67 Cortlandt St. Dept.

Phone: Barclay, 4467

R
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HAVE YOU

You Are One
of Over 25,000
men who read
this paper-

Received Our 1931 Issue of

If other readers can be interested

placement

Dealers and Service Men
Send for the Latest
Issue of

Bargain Bulletin?
This contains

in the- opportunity you have to offer,
this is the place to bring it to.their

attention.

New York, N. Y.

bargains.

a

complete line of re-

parts-Radio and Electrical

It contains hundreds of
Radio and Electrical bargains
Have you received your Copy?

Fischer Distributing Co.
152 Chambers St., New York City

musiimsumsruiiimuuium11muummumusum

NUBOR RADIO CO.

14 Warren Street, New York City
uc

When you have sin-plus stocks
of radio equipment to sell

-

Surplus
Stocks

coils, tubes, sets, speakers, cabinets, insulators, etc., or when
you are in the market to purchase such surplus stocks of
other dealers-

Use a "Searchlight" Ad.

Drum Dial Cable
for Majestic, Radiola, etc., sets
sold by foot or mile
Send for Free Sample
ELAN THE R-1DIO MAN, INC.
89K Cortlandt St., New York City. N. Y
MulundimmIrm

KEEP POSTED ON PRICES

S. S. Jobbing House
1:56 W.

26th Street

New York City, N. Y.
Without obligation add my name to
your list so that I get your Radio and

Electrical Merchandising Bargains regularly.
Name
Street

E.M.5

City

State

«-C T I ON
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TYPICAL VALUES IN THIS BIG SALE!

Radio Retailing,
December, 1930

PRE-MO
Hundreds of na
take DRASTIC

The "CARDINAL" Midget
RADIO and PHONOGRAPH
Combination:

ANOTHER BARGAIN OFFER

!

(Six Tubes, Screen Grid)

Size 17 in. x 21 in. x 11 in.

Model 70

Employs a screen -grid circuit, licensed under R.C.A.
and Hazeltine patents. Three 224 screen -grid tubes
used; also one 280, one 245 and one 227. Set is completely shielded throughout. Equipped with Magnavox
7 inch Dynamic Speaker and latest type Pacent
Phonovox Electric Pick-up with volume control.
Takes all standard records up to 12 inches diameter.
Record table driven by a Green Flier silent induction
motor equipped with automatic stop. Operates 110120 V., 50-60 cycle A. C. with short antenna. Incorporates switch for throwing over Radio to Phonograph.
Cabinet of beautiful walnut, artistically designed and
sturdily constructed.
This set gives the radio buyer of today everything
he desires-tone quality, compactness, screen-grid all
electric operation and phonograph pick-up! Feature
it as a leader to your trade! A real profitable item
for youl

Clearance Price

$47.50 Complete
Less Tubes!

THE CARDINAL MIDGET
(Without Phonograph Pick -Up)

Size 17 in. x 17 in. x 11 in.
Model 81
This set is exactly the same as the above in every
the
detail with the exception of cabinet top and item
electric phonograph pick-up feature. An ideal who
to handle with the above set for those prospects
do not desire the phonograph pick-up.

Clearance Price

$32.50 Complete
Less Tubes!

,Á¢ritan RADIO TUBES

THE

,man MIDGET

"The Big Radio in the Small Cabinet"
A SIX TUBE SCREEN -GRID

SENSATION!
Uses three 224 screen -grid tubes, one 227, one 245
and one 280 tubes in a screen -grid circuit that has
proved a sensation for tone quality and all around
efficiency of operation under practically every operating
condition. Equipped with Magnavox 7 inch Dynamic
Speaker. Completely shielded. Compactly housed in
a beautiful walnut cabinet. Sizes 15 in. x 18 in. x 19M in.
operates on 110-120 V., 50-60 cy., A. C. Current.

Clearance Price

$29.50 Complete
Less Tubes!

(65% Oft List)
We can supply AMERICAN TUBES at 65 per cent
off list on any type with an unconditional GUARANTEE FOR 6 MONTHS! They are especially made

are
for us by a large well-known tube manufacturer andcarfirst quality (not seconds). Packed in attractive
tons. Because of this unusual discount and beguarantee
filled.
no tube order for less than five dollars can

The itilletitall Midget Chassis
Chassis of the above set completely shielded and with
matched Magnavox 7 inch Dynamic Speaker.

Cl t:arunce

Price $26.00

Complete
Less -Tubes!

Radio Retailing,
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VAL CLEARANCE!
tionally-known RADIO PRODUCTS
PRICE REDUCTIONS!

Efeya

R

Greater Profit Opportunities
for every Radio Dealer!

titan

SALES COMPANY
1WKea&+.t1 ew 'eau crre

BARGAIN
BULLETIN
No. 66
PRE-MOVAL
CLEARANCE
OF
STANDARD
RADIO
MERCHANDISE!
DISE!

Get This

lb

NEW BARGAIN BULLETIN No.66
for complete list of stock offered

in this big clearance sale
AT NEW LOW PRICES!
Write NOW
THE exceptional values we have
been consistently offering have
brought us the business of thousands of progressive dealers who
have made us their regular buy-

ing source for radio and electrical merchandise of every description. Our volume
of sales has grown so large that we are
absolutely forced to move to new and
larger quarters in order to maintain
larger stocks and our nationally -known
reputation for IMMEDIATE SERVICE!
The new quarters have been selected.
We will have over 15,000 sq.ft. of floor
space. Our shipping department will be
TRIPLED IN SIZE!
NOW-here's the reason for this big
clearance sale. Estimates for moving our

REM
MONEY
MAKERS

Crá
a

-

RRRS

tremendous present stock, show it's going
to cost us plenty! If we will be satisfied
to take only a slight profit or loss on our
present stock and reduce it quickly, it will
cost us considerably less to move and we
will be able to present the greatest buying
opportunity to the trade! WE DECIDED
TO DO JUST THAT-this advertisement is a bona fide offer that gives you a
real opportunity to stock up for next
year's business with quick turn -over
items that will bring you worth while
profits.

Write for our NEW BARGAIN BULLETIN No. 66-look over our pre-moval
drastic price reductions! DON'T LET
THIS SALE GET BY WITHOUT
YOUR ATTENTION!

AMERICAN SALES CO.
19-21 WARREN ST., NEW YORK CITY

E AR 40!
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SENSATIONAL

FEDERAL RADIO
CABINETS

RADIO TUBE
OFFERING

We will dispose of 400 Model "K"
radio cabinets at a great sacrifice.
Walnut finish-hand rubbed 42 2 in.
high -15 in. deep-20 in. wide. Any
reasonable offer accepted.

of ARCTRON TUBES
AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES
201A
199V
199X
199A
120
WDl 1
WD12
171A

THE M & M COMPANY
500 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
99999999

,,l,l, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,Oo,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,
We Carry a Complete
Stock of

mum

REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR
FREED-EISEMANN,
FRESHMAN. EARL
AND FREED SETS
Send for special service parts bulletin
relating to

We will answer all questions

above sets.

December, 1930
Radio Retailing

200A
226

3

224
227
240
245

280

Any assortment
permitted

112A

6 5c

210
222

250
281

Every Tube Meter Matched and Tested
GUARANTEED FOR 60 DAYS
Balance C. O. P.
Remit 20% with order
2% Discount if full remittance is sent with order. Minimum order $5.00
THESE ARE NOT JOB LOT TUBES

ARCTRON SALES CO.

Freed Radio Sales Service
10 Hudson St., New York City, N. Y.

253 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,e,,,,mele,e,ee,,,l,,,el,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,m,,,,,,,,,,,,, Immune ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, um, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,t

REPLACEMENT
Blocks, Condensers, Transformers
and Resistances

CHOOSE NEXT YEAR'S STOCK
from this

TUBES

BIG 1931 CATALOG

210-250-281

of RADIO MERCHANDISE

Irrite for special prices.

201.A.-34e.

Prepare now for next year's business! Get
our new 1931 catalog offering hundreds of
profitable items that you can handle.
You've never seen a radio merchandise
catalog like it-descriptions are complete
and every item illustrated. Prices are so
low you'll wonder how we can offer such
standard products as such prices. Every
item guaranteed under a money -back,
Write for your
no -questions -asked offer.
FREE copy today-edition is limited!
We pay shipping cost on orders over $50.

All tubes guaranteed

Mardot Laboratories
1215 Gilbert Place, Bronx, New York

TURN THAT SURPLUS
STOCK INTO CASH
Advertise it in the

S.

"Searchlight Section"
0 -lo
ln,,ll,1 lll,lll,llll,l,,,11111,l,,,,1,,;,,,,,,,,,,l,llllllllllllllllll lll,,,
1

,

,lllll,l,111,l,,,,1,,,1 l,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,

HAMMER RADIO COMPANY
142-A LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
,,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l ll,,,,,,,,,,,e,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

The BuyerYou Can Reach Them All
through the
The EmployerSEARCHLIGHT SECTION
The AgentSearchlight advertisements are quick acting.
The SellerThey usually bring prompt returns. There
EmployeeThe
is no better way to reach the men of the
Radio Retailing field at small cost.
The DealerFor Every Business Want "Think SEARCHLIGHT First

.
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PROFIT-BUILDING
from the "IìEI,IABILiTY HOUSE ofXadia"
Replacement Condenser
Elock

AND
FILTER
OUTPUT CHOKESNo. 8346

ATWATER
KENT

all
10 % Mfd. 800 working
voltage. Sise 5% in. long,
higl, 4 in. wide.
5 in
Speci tl Price,

7 Condensers and

Replacement Block

Output Choke.
Total condenser
value capacity

VICTOR
For

replacement

in

Victo sets. Total capacity

J,..'.I-....-'

8-mfs. Used in
Radi t No. 60. Special Price,

Power Transformer
Used in Earl 22.

.$

%,

R. C. A.

EARL
o

For Model 37 sets.
proper
Contains

Con-

tains suitable resistors.
two 4-mf. filter con-

densers. two 30 -Henry
chokes and by-pass condensers. Special Price.

chokes and high voltAll
age condensers.
flexible wire colored
leads identical to the
Special
original.
Price,

Filter Condenser
No. 8289

ZENITH
Power Transformer

Condensers. Total capacity
14 -refs. Used in Radiola No.
17 snd No. 50. Special
Price,
6

Replacement for Zenith Models 33 -33X34-35-35A. Delivery 300 volts on each
side of center tap.
_
Special Price.

R. C. A.
Zenith Filter Assembly
Block for Z -E 9
Power Pack. Special
Price,

Double Filter Chokes
No. 8336

VICTOR

Roplaiement part for Radiolas
:3:3,
17, 18 and 51. Fully
-hield,d. Contains two 30

Push-Pull Input-

Henry. 100
Special Price.

Output Unit

mil

Chokes.

PHILCO

For 171A, 245, 250
Metal case.
Output matches
mov=ng coal on all
dynamic speakers.
Speccal Pr ce,
Tubes.

Power Transformers

R. C. A.

For models 65 and 87
sets and others using
5-227 or 224: 2-245:
and 1-280. Special
Price,

600 Volt Replacement
Condenser Block No. 8333

SONORA
Replacement Power
Transformer

Used for Radiolas 18, :13 and
51.
Can he used for expctimental purposes or in
converting battery sets for
potier. Special Price,
W.E. 37 Condenser
Block
in

-used
Radiola

and 66
Special Price,

For sets using 224, 227, 250
and 281 Tubes.
Special

KOLSTER
Condenser Block

6 2

For Columbia Holster No.
920 and H-43 sets. Total

W. E. 70 Con-

derser

5.1 mfd. Special Price,

Pack-

used in Radiola, 44, 46, 47.
Special Price.

Price,'

MAJESTIC

R. C. A.

Replacement
Bleck

Loud Speaker No. 103

ATWATERKENT
Filter Assembly Section

Magnetic

unit.
Corrugatec, cone. 15 in. high,
131!. in. wide, 6% in.
depth. In factory sealed

For Majestic eliminators. c-naranteed
tor one yaar. Will
last indefinitely,
Special Price,

cartcn.

S. 8 Upright
S-18 Upright

Inverted
S-18 Inverted
D -8 Upright
T -8 Upright
S

-8

No. of

Anodes
1
1

1
1

2
3

GOLD SEAL TU3ES

condensers.
in one unit
with leads brought out
and marked.
Special e L2
Price,
Assembled

lßó

MERSHON
Total
Capacity
8 mfd.
18 mid.
8 mfd.
18 mfd.
16 mfd.
24 mfd.

necessary

Special Price,

Electrolytic Condensers
Type

Models 37 and 38. Four

s

DEALERS &SERVICE MEN

catalog-"the guidebook of radio
Hundreds of bargains in standard, nationally
known radio merchandise. You will find it profitable and
pleasant to do business with Wholesale Radio Service Company-the largest institution of its kind in the East. All
merchandise absolutely guaranteed. 24 hour service. 25%
deposit required on all orders. Be sure to send for our
catalog!

Send for our special bargain

I
51

quality."

.

I

;

'.in;
1.4';

2.06
2.50
3.24

Write Us Today!

All types -70% off list. Brand new.
Guaranteed for 30 days.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.INC.

36 VESEY

-ST. Dept

I"-30

NEW YORK

u

SEAR ex) CH

l
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S E C T I ON

Radio

THESE BUYERS KNOW
buying from

BALTIMORE
..a...
an.18....
......
RADIO
...a....
Zi.3ii
means guaranteed
...a.
. .......
SERVICE!

3133333318131

.3318.1818.1

.......

I..
3

oo.

t'=

,o

.

.,<<,;.,::b

_.

.
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SAVING!
SATISFACTION!
Read what they say!
"Like to do business with you. Have instructed
our Radio Manager to buy from you in the

future."

"Appreciate your promptness in taking care of
incompleted order. Certainly will boost your
organization to the limit."

W..

"Order received in first class condition.. Best
service I have had on radio supplies ordered
not only out of New York City, but also from
less distant cities."
"Received speaker 24 hours after ordering. Appreciate that service and from now on you will
have all my business."
"Thank you very much for prompt service on
Shortwave Adapter."

WI

,MH`r+' MvW.v.

111»

-

..t
.3.a.
1183...M
NMI

..al
31

-

. . 1
.1 a.1a

.I

3

.n .

31

"Thank you for prompt shipment of volume control. It works perfect. Am more than satisfied.
Will recommend you to my friends and buy my
parts from you."

a1

t-

Now that you've read these testimonials of
our service

a,+

GET THE BALTIMORE
RADIO BARGAIN BULLETIN

111

...
I

-,

i

and see exactly what you can save on standard
items of radio merchandise for stock. Thousands
of dealers use it regularly as a buying guide to
profitable items.

-

1131

.

,,,

a1

"

When you need it quickly or there's time, put

......t
mal

_

it up

m..
.I

M

to-

I

.1

31
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Baltimore Radio Corp.
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' SEND FOR FREE COPY OF
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There is but one
FEDERATED
PURCHASER.

S SERVING

OVER

We are not
connected with
any other mail
order house.

20,000

DEALERS

user

eder

16-

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS.
The 1931

atb tôiaLtope'

TRIPLE SCREEN GRID CONSOLE SET
For Apartments, Clubs and
Public Places
POWER DETECTION

TRIPLE SCREEN GRID
Three powerful screen grid tubes are
the foundation of this set. They make
possible full -range reception equal with
any expensive set on the market.

TONE CONTROL
The newest thing in radio-tone control-enables you to regulate the reception at will. The bass notes can be
brought out prominently or the music
brought in in its full brilliancy, which
includes all the high notes, as well as
low notes.

grid power detector permits
handling the powerful output of the
radio frequency amplifier. Power detection eliminates the possibility of distortion in the detector circuit.
A screen

245 -POWER STAGE
Transformer coupled 245 power amplification allows for great volume without distortion and with marvelous tone
fidelity. Plenty of volume for the
largest room.

SINGLE ILLUMINATED
DIAL
A

Catalog No. 11

A compact cabinet of the spinet desk

A Complete Electric Set for
110-120 V. 50-60 Cy. A.C.

$29.50

Tubes

x$3.00 extra
Absolutely the lowest price at which
a modern electric receiver has ever
been offered. You can give your customers real value by selling the outfit for $69.50 and still double your
investment.

Mail orders to

type. Constructed of selected walnut
and fine American gumwood. Door
embellished with overlay of birdseye
maple. Cabinet richly high -lighted
and finished in durable rubbed lacquer. Lift top gives easy access to set.
Speaker mounted on baffle board.

Height, 38% in.; width,

20/

in.;

depth, 14 in.
Shipping weight 57 lbs.
Terms: 20% With Order, Balance C.O.D.

ederatedPurchaser

16

clear visioned illuminated dial is

used, with no cable or gears; but direct

BEAUTIFUL CABINET

friction drive, which prevents backlash
and play.

EQUIPPED WITH UTAH
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
A genuine Utah

dynamic speaker is

used in this receiver, small and compact in size, but fully capable of handling all the power output of the
receiver with no distortion at all.
Uses 3-224, 1-245 and 1-280 Tubes,
$3.00 Extra
Send your orders in promptly to insure
delivery in time for Christmas.

Hudson St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

SEND FOR OUR 40 PAGE CATALOG
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Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill PRblication

Minimum Space and Cost
But Big Set Performance

"DE WALD"

The Miniature Companion of the Famous

PIE R CEAY R Ó

,

..

o

Now R. C. A. Licensed

For A.C. o r D.C. CURRENTS
Put a "De Wald"
Midget in you'

window

and

on

your counter. It's
a big trade puller.
Write for sample
a n d

particulars

regarding
De Wald Companion. A.C. Model 524. D.C. Model 632
Triple screen grid chassis-dynamic speaker.
Solid walnut two-tone
modernistic cabinet. I8"x14"x81".
Remarkable amplification with
excellent tone.

our
direct proposition
to the trade.

Eye and ear value beyond comparison.

Pierce-Airo Chassis
A.C. Model 721

D.C. Model 72

PIERCE-AIRO, Inc., 113R Fourth Ave., New York City

Janette Mfg. Co.
Jewell Elec. Instr. Co.
Johnsonburg Radio Corp.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
TO ADVERTISEMENTS
Page
Acme Wire Co.
American Bosch Magneto Corp.
American Weekly
Amperite Corp.
Amrad Corp.
Arcturus Radio Tube Co.
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
Audiola Radio

Bakelite Corp.
Blinn Co., James H.
Brunswick Radio Corp.

....Inside Front

Cardinal Radio Mfg. Co.
CeCo Mfg. Co., Inc.
Central Radio Lab.
Champion Radio Works, Ine.
Copeland Sales Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Crosley Radio Corp.

80
78
09
84
84
10-11
65
6

81
82

Cover

Kato Eng. Co.
Kellogg Switchboard Supply Co.
Ren -Rad Corp., Inc.

Page
87
9
Ito

87
13

70

Lynch Mfg. Co., Inc.

85

Maish Bedding Co., Clifford W.
Master Engineering Co.
Mayo Lab's
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

83
87
87
82

National Carbon Co., Inc.
National Union Radio Corp.

58
61

86
75
60
85
Inside Back Cover

DeForest Radio Co.
Deutschmann Corp., Tobe

Eliss Elec. Lab's.

French Battery Co.
General Elec. Co.. Merck. Dept.
General Radio Co.
Gold Seal Electrical Co.
Grebe & Co., Inc., A. II.
Grigsby-Grunow Co.

4

86
86

68

14.15

Paeent Elec. Co.
Perryman Electric Co.. Inc.
Pierce Airo, Inc.
Potter Mfg. Co.

90
K'>

Back Cover
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.
46-47
RCA Victor Co., Inc., Radiola Div.
73
Radio Prod. Co.
79
Readrite Meter Works
Samson Elec. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.

Sparks-Withington Co.
Sprague Specialties Co.
Stromberg -Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
Supreme Iustr. Corp.
Sylvania Prod. Co.

7

59
74
2

84
16

5

Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Transformer Corp. of America

77
62

78
3

80
86
86-67
8

83
71

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
Classified Advertising
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Front Cover

85
63

76

Ward Leonard
Wasniuth-Goodrich Co.
Webster Elec. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.
Zenith Radio Corp.

82
61

Page

United American Bosch Corp.
Utah Radio Prod. Co.

Page
EMPLOYMENT
DISTRIBUTORS
REPAIR SERVICE
WANTED TO PURCHASE
RADIO STOCKS
American Sales Co.

Arctron Sales Co.
Baltimore Radio Corp.
Blatt "The Radio Man"

Federated Purchaser
Fisher Distributing Co.
Freed Radio Sales and Service
Hammer Radio Co.. S.
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EY/ % a uccessiclline
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BUDDY

An exquisite table, mantel or clock
type self-contained receiving set, with
power speaker, only 15%" high, 1594i.
side and 994" deep, so small in size
and light In weight that it is easily
moved from place to place. Contains

the same type reset and dynamic power speaker
PAL and The MATE. Emrid tubes
ploys three Screen
Nothing ever equalled it at, so low
a price

//
Gridd1f
V

ascelving
The

On Vantel

9h-g.

50

tJJ
WITII TUBES

PAL

marvelously beautiful cabinet,
25%" high, suitable for use as an end,
bedside or occasional table. Contains
the same receiving set, and dynamic
power speaker as The MATE and
employs same
nu rober and type
of tubes. The
price is amazingly
low for the quality and performance. WITH TUBES
A

74.50

On Table

9hë

MATE

delightfully designed and executed cabinet that harmonizes
with any surroundings iu the home.
It contains an entirely new receiving set and tly'namie istwer
speaker. Employs three type -3I
Screen Grid tubes, one type -15
and one type -80. The unusual
value of The
MATE at the
A

Next Easy Chair

The Crosley NEW BUDDY BOY

sensation-The Crosley RUDDY ROY-suitable for endless uses in
the home-suitable for use in every roost of any house-delivering ultra -performance on all not too far
distant stations-incorporating all of the most recent Crosley radio developments and sold cottydttr o'Jih.
tutus at an astonishingly low price-and only 153 _" high, 17" wide,
Now conies this amazing new radio

9'í" deep_

The cabinet introduces new beauty in sets of this type-and an entirely
new method of construction-a one-piece cabinet without seams, joints,
nails or screws. Learn about this new radio marvel now-your Crosley
distributor will gladly demonstrate. There's nothing approaching it in
the radio world today for only

Uh-i.

.

S

;9.50

low price is self-

evident

`Tr

I-I'lI 'I1 Ill

7.50

in price...

gh-é"

Admininistrator

AItBITEit
and Radio Combination
truly versatile Instrument,
luit provides complete entertainment fur any occasion lu
the modern honte, complete in
a cabinet of superlative beatify.
'rile same super -selective and
A
t

$112 50

THE
CROSLEY RADIO II CORPORATION
of "the Nation's Station"-WLW
IN)WEL CBOSLEY, JR.. President
CINCINNATI

ntanufaet users of CROSLEY Battery Radio Receivers, the CROSLEY ROA MIO Automobile
Radio Receiving Set, and the f
AMR,II) RADIO

YOU'RE THERE WITH

LESS TUBES

Electrical Phonograph

Here is a truly magnificent cabinet of thoroughly modern and special design which
houses the same type reeeivingset and latest
Crosley moving coil dynamic power speaker
as The DIRECTOR.
Has positive automatic
volume control and localdistance switch. Priced
startlingly low at only... LESS TUBES

Also

DIRECTOR
particularly beautiful cabinet
containing a receiving set employing three Screen (:rid tubes
type 24, one type -27, twit
type -45, and ono type -So.
Positive automatic volume control, local -distance switch and
latest type ('rosley moving coil
dynarnie power speaker are
features
of this set.
Astonishingly low

New Classmate

New

WITH TIRES

A

'A marvelous cabinet exactly like the famous
Crosley MATE except, that it is live inches
higher. Contains the same type sensitive
and selective receiving set. as The MA'L'E
and, In addition,ineorpurates the latest type Cros ley moving coil dynamic
power speaker. Amazingly low in price at only WITH TUBES

JTé

$796500

.

sensitive radio receiving set and
moving coil dynamic power
speaker as in The DIRECTOR
and The ADMINISTRATOR.
A marvelous electric pbotturanph and
radia ram
bination for what you would ordinarily expect to pay for a radio receiving set alone
LESS TUBES

$137.50

_traitable trith induction type self-starting
motor at $1 17.50

A CROSLEY
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BROADCAST
11

STATION

DIRECTORY
RCA Radiotrons

1.

Short biographies and photos of
ing announcers.

2.

Studio slang, a corlorful new language
found among broadcasters.

3.

U. S. broadcasting stations listed by call
letters.

4.

Canadian stations listed by call letters.

21

lead-

5. Mexican stations listed by call letters.

1-"HE

recent RCA Radiotron Broadcast Station
I Directory has proved to be one of the most popular radio logs ever published. That your customers
are interested in this new type of Broadcast Station
Directory is evidenced by the fact that the first
edition is completely exhausted.
Now we are pleased to announce a bigger and
better second edition, Hera is another unusual opportunity for RCA Radiotron dealers to increase
their sales and spread the message of RCA Radiotron quality. Price, $2.50 per 100; in lots of 1000,
$2.25 per 100; in lots of 2500 or more, $2 per 100,
with or without imprint.

RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY,

Value Features!

6. List

of U.S. Possessions' stations.

7.

Cross index of U,S. stations by kilocycles.

8.

U.S. stations listed by states.

9.

Catalog with photos of ROA Radiotrons.

10.

A pointed message to the customer on the
value of equipping every set with RCA
Radiotrons.

your customers on back cover, telling of your ability to serve them. Your imprint at bottom.

11. Personal message from you to

INC..

>o

»

HARRISON, N.

J.

